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Abstract
The performance of a new technology known as MIMO (Multi Input Multi Output),
which involves a state-of-the-art combination of MEAs (Multi Element Array) and
digital signal processing, is introduced to achieve higher spectral efficiency compared
to the conventional SISO (Single Input Single Output) technology currently deployed
in wireless communication systems.
The MIMO concept is defined as a radio link with M elements at one end and N
elements at the other end. The main benefits of using the MIMO technology lie in
the creation of min(M,N) orthogonal information subchannels, the combination of
Tx and Rx diversity, and the increased antenna gain. The performance of the MIMO
technology is directly dependent on the correlation properties of the MIMO radio
propagation channel and the BPR (Branch Power Ratio) at the MEAs.
This new technology is investigated in this thesis considering the radio propagation
channel aspect. The objective of this study is to provide extensive MIMO measure-
ment campaigns in order to extract propagation parameters from the measured data.
Consequently, the propagation radio channel can be understood and the performance
of the MIMO technology interpreted. In addition, the measured data are used to vali-
date a stochastic MIMO radio channel model for both the spatial and the polarization
domain in the narrowband condition. Another objective of this study is to evaluate
the performance of the MIMO technology by means of theoretical Shannon capacity
results derived from measured and simulated data.
Conclusions and recommendations are proposed in order to implement the MIMO tech-
nology in the most efficient manner. The MIMO technology works in two ways: the
diversity MIMO and the information MIMO. At low SNRs, MIMO systems only pro-
vide a combined Tx and Rx diversity because only the strongest eigenvalue is excited
whereas at high SNRs, the MIMO technology fully benefits from parallel subchan-
nelling, i.e., more than one eigenvalue is excited. Therefore, the MIMO technology
is very well suited for adding diversity gain and increasing coverage, however at the
expense of not providing a high bit rate. When high peak data rate is desired, a com-
bination of large numbers of decorrelated elements at both MEAs (with equal BPR)
and large SNR is necessary.
x Abstract
Dansk Resumé
Der indføres en ny teknologi, som kaldes MIMO (Multi Input Multi Output). Den
omfatter en meget avanceret kombination af MEAs (Multi Element Array) og digi-
tal signal-behandling, s̊aledes at man opn̊ar højere spektral-effektivitet sammenlignet
med den konventionelle SISO (Single Input Single Output) teknologi, som nuværende
radiokommunikationssystemer anvender.
MIMO konceptet defineres som et radiolink med M elementer i den ene ende og N
elementer i den anden ende. Den største fordel ved at bruge MIMO teknologien
ligger i at skabe min (M,N) uafhængige informations-underkanaler, kombinere Tx og
Rx variationen og forøge antenne-forstærkningen. Udførelsen af MIMO teknologien
afhænger direkte af korrelationsegenskaberne af MIMO radio-udbredelses-kanalen.
Denne nye teknologi undersøges her, hvor man tager radio-udbredelses-kanalen i be-
tragtning. Formålet med denne undersøgelse er at sørge for en omfattende MIMO
m̊alekampagne, s̊aledes at udbredelses-parametrene kan uddrages af de m̊alte data.
Følgelig kan radio-udbredelses-kanalen forst̊as, og potentialet af MIMO teknologien
fortolkes. Desuden bruges de målte data til at efterprøve en stokastisk MIMO ra-
diokanal model for b̊ade det rumlige og polariserings-domænet i smalb̊ands-tilfældet.
Et andet form̊al med denne undersøgelse er at skaffe kapacitetsresultater fra m̊alte og
simulerede data. Konklusioner og anbefalinger er foresl̊aet med henblik p̊a at imple-
mentere MIMO teknologien p̊a den mest effektive måde.
MIMO teknologien virker p̊a to måder: diversity MIMO og information MIMO. Ved
lave signal-til støj (SNR) niveauer giver MIMO systemer kun en kombineret Tx og Rx
variation fordi det kun er den højeste eigenværdi der magnetiseres, og ved høje SNR-
niveauer nyder MIMO teknologien fuldt ud gavn af den parallelle underkanal, dvs. alle
eigenvædier magnetiseres. Derfor er MIMO teknologien meget velegnet til at tilføje
variationsforøgelse og højere dækning, dog giver den ikke en høj bit hastighed. Med
hensyn til ”high peak” informationshastighed, er det nødvendigt at have en kombina-
tion af et stort antal dekorrelerede elementer ved begge MEA’er (med samme BPR)
og et højt SNR-niveau.
Oversættelse: Jytte Larsen og Rikke Severinsen
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Chapter 1
Introduction
In conventional communication systems, one antenna at the transmitter (Tx) and one
at the receiver (Rx)—a so called SISO (Single Input Single Output) antenna system—
creates a bottleneck in terms of capacity. Whatever the modulation scheme used, the
coding strategy employed, or other system artifacts, the radio channel will always set
the limit for the telecom engineers. This situation is rather critical in the current
wireless communication market since the user demand for higher bit-rates is becoming
stronger. For instance, the wireless Internet connection is the next step for the users
to be connected to the web but keeping their freedom of movement. To increase the
capacity of wireless systems, three possibilities are offered: more base stations (BS),
more bandwidth, and/or higher spectral efficiency.
More BS involves the deployment of new cells which is a very onerous way of increasing
the capacity. Also some believe that the answer to high bit data rates is in the
millimetre wave frequency band because more bandwidth is available. This technology
is still expensive and furthermore the actual wireless market today is between UMTS1
system [2] and WLAN2 [3] which are at microwave band, e.g., about 2 GHz for UMTS
and the ISM (Industrial, Scientific, and Medical) frequency bands, i.e., 2 and 5 GHz,
for WLAN technology. As a result, the use of higher frequencies is not the answer to
the currently needed wireless systems.
The motivation of this PhD is to present the capacity performance of a new technology
referred to as MIMO (Multi Input Multi Output), which involves a state-of-the-art
combination of MEA (Multi Element Array) and digital signal processing so that
higher spectral efficiency is achieved. Claude E. Shannon (1916-2001) derived a for-
mula to describe the information theory capacity C normalized with respect to the
bandwidth, for one transmission channel, expressed in b/s/Hz as a function of the
1UMTS: Universal Mobile Telecommunications System
2WLAN: Wireless Local Area Network
2 1. Introduction
signal to noise ratio (SNR), ζ , C = log2 (1 + ζ) meaning that a 3 dB increase in SNR
results in an enhancement of the capacity by 1 b/s/Hz.
In a single user scenario, the SNR is basically related to the thermal noise and one
method to increase it and subsequently the capacity, is by increasing the Tx power.
This solution is, however, not recommended not only for health reasons [4], due to the
exposure to electromagnetic radiation, but also higher transmit power would require
linear operation of power amplifiers in higher regime which is a difficult task for the
hardware designer, and the heat dissipation due to a higher Tx power should also not
be forgotten. In a cellular scenario the noise floor is due to the other users, usually
higher than the thermal noise, and increasing the Tx power would not help increasing
the capacity.
Another method to increase the capacity would be to improve the received SNR by
using diversity techniques along with some optimum combining technique. For some
years, the use of MEAs at the Rx, namely the fixed terminal, considering one single
element at the Tx was the subject of a lot of research activity, [5], [6] among others,
and was designated as SIMO (Single Input Multiple Output) system. Similarly at the
Tx, the UMTS WCDMA3 standards support transmit diversity using a single element
at the Rx, which is equivalent to a MISO (Multiple Input Single Output) system [7].
The natural evolution of the SIMO and MISO technologies is to provide MEAs at
both ends of the radio link, hence creating a MIMO system. Telatar [8] showed that
a huge capacity gain compared to SISO can be achieved using the generalised form
of the Shannon equation when considering MIMO technology. The benefit of using
the MIMO technology lies in the creation of orthogonal information channels, the
combination of Tx and Rx diversity and the increase in the antenna gain.
The objective of the PhD thesis is to document the three years of research related to the
MIMO technology. The content is intended for engineers with an interest in multiple
element antenna systems, therefore conclusions and recommendations are applicable
for engineering system implementation. A preknowledge of the basic radio propagation
characteristics and digital signal processing will ease the reading and understanding of
the thesis. The ambition in writing the thesis is to keep its size to a readable thickness.
The results presented in the manuscript are a selection of the most interesting and
pertinent graphs. The most suitable set of measurements have been described and the
rest disregarded.
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1.1 Contribution to METRA and the 3GPP
Standardisation
The PhD programme started in June 1999 and was finalised in August 2002 at CPK4,
Aalborg University (AAU). This study has been strongly connected to the IST5 ME-
TRA (Multi Element Transmit and Receive Antenna) European project [9] since it
started only few months before the launch of the METRA project. I also spent 5
months in the facilities of Nokia Networks in Oulu (Finland) as part of the PhD
programme at the beginning of autumn/winter 2001.
The METRA consortium involved 5 industrial and academic partners:
➀ Vodafone Limited, a network supplier (Newbury, United Kingdom).
➁ Nokia Mobile Phone, a mobile phone manufacturer (Oulu, Finland).
➂ Nokia Networks, a mobile network manufacturer (Oulu, Finland).
➃ University Polytechnic of Catalunya (Barcelona, Spain).
➄ Aalborg University (Aalborg, Denmark).
The AAU team, i.e., the CSys6 group members of CPK involved in METRA, had
been assigned the task of characterising the MIMO radio channel in a UMTS system
perspective, meaning that these propagation measurements are bandwidth limited.
AAU provided MIMO measurement data and a stochastic MIMO radio channel model
for the other partners to carry out link and system level work.
One of the goals of the METRA project was to give input to standardisation bod-
ies concerning the MIMO technology. During the year 2000, the MIMO technology
was being discussed in the 3rd Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) and it was
decided to present the AAU MIMO model with the Nokia label [10] [11]. 3GPP is
a collaboration between a number of telecommunication standard bodies [12] set to
produce global technical specifications for the 3rd generation wireless system. Under
the influence of third parties some modifications were made to the AAU MIMO model
to achieve consensus, but essentially the model remained intact [13].
The PhD programme was financially sponsored by three bodies
➀ The Faculty of Engineering and Science at AAU,
➁ Nokia Networks, and
4CPK: Center for PersonKommunikation
5IST: Information Society Technologies
6CSys: Cellular System
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➂ The European Commission through the METRA project and its follow up the
IST I-METRA (Intelligent Multi Element Transmit and Receive Antenna) Eu-
ropean project[14].
1.2 The Author’s Contribution to the MIMO
Work
This thesis documents three years of research related to the state-of-the-art MIMO
technology. As acknowledged in the preface, the overall work is the result of a team
effort. Nevertheless, below is mentioned what I believe to be my personal contributions
to this MIMO work:
☞ The design of the dipole array antenna, the design and development of the dragon
in Chapter 3.
☞ The organization of the logistic, location finding and the actual execution of the
measurement campaign in Chapter 3.
☞ The characterization of the radio channel based on the measured data in Chap-
ter 4.
☞ The empirical validation of the MIMO model in Chapter 5.
☞ The performance evaluation analysis based on the measured and simulated data
in Chapter 6.
1.3 Publications
Some of the materials of this thesis have been published elsewhere as listed below.
The first publication was dedicated to the first MIMO measurement campaign, pre-
sented in Chapter 3, and some of the microcell capacity results from Chapter 6.
J. P. Kermoal, P. E. Mogensen, S. H. Jensen, J. B. Andersen, F. Frederiksen,
T. B. Sørensen and K. I. Pedersen, “Experimental Investigation of Multipath
Richness for Multi-Element Transmit and Receive Antenna Arrays”, in Proc.
Vehicular Technology Conf., Tokyo, Japan, May 2000, pp. 2004-2008.
The METRA preliminary results, i.e., measurement setup (Chapter 3), correlation
coefficient analysis (Chapter 4) and capacity results (Chapter 6), were published in
J. P. Kermoal, L. Schumacher, K. I. Pedersen and P. E. Mogensen, “Exper-
imental Investigation of Correlation Properties of MIMO Radio Channels for
Indoor Picocell Scenarios”, in Proc. Vehicular Technology Conf., Boston, USA,
September 2000, pp. 14-21.
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J. P. Kermoal, L. Schumacher, P. E. Mogensen, K. I. Pedersen and F. Frederik-
sen, “METRA: Experimental Investigation of MIMO Radio Channels for Indoor
Picocell Scenarios”, in Proc. IST Mobile Summit, Galway, Ireland, October
2000, pp. 509-514.
Some aspects of the polarization diversity treated in Chapter 4 and Chapter 6 espe-
cially when considered at the BS, were published in
J.P. Kermoal, L. Schumacher, F. Frederiksen and P.E. Mogensen, “Experimen-
tal Investigation of the Joint Spatial and Polarisation Diversity for MIMO Radio
Channel”, in Proc. Wireless Personal Multimedia Communications Conf., Aal-
borg, Denmark, September 2001.
The validation of the model in the polarization domain, i.e., when polarization diversity
technique is employed at both ends of the link, treated in Chapter 5, was published in
J.P. Kermoal, L. Schumacher, F. Frederiksen and P.E. Mogensen, “Polarization
diversity in MIMO Radio Channels: Experimental Validation of a Stochastic
Model and Performance Assessment”, in Proc. Vehicular Technology Conf., At-
lantic City, USA, October 2001.
The experimental work and the validation of the MIMO model, treated in Chapter 3
and Chapter 5, was published in
J.P. Kermoal, L. Schumacher, K.I. Pedersen, P.E. Mogensen and F. Frederik-
sen, “A Stochastic MIMO Radio Channel Model with Experimental Validation”,
IEEE J. Select. Areas Commun., Vol. 20, no. 6, pp. 1211-1226, August 2002.
I was also co-author of several published documents listed chronologically below
P.E. Mogensen, K.I. Pedersen, J.P. Kermoal and T.B. Sørensen, “Deliverable
D411 - 2D Radio Channel Study”, ACTS SUNBEAM AC347, July 1999, pp.
1-65.
K.I. Pedersen, J.B. Andersen, J.P. Kermoal and P.E. Mogensen, “A Stochastic
Multiple-Input Multiple-Output Radio Channel Model for Evaluation of Space-
Time Coding Algorithms”, in Proc. Vehicular Technology Conf., Boston, United
States, September 2000, pp. 893-897.
L. Schumacher, K.I. Pedersen, J.P. Kermoal, P.E. Mogensen, “A Link-Level
MIMO Radio Channel Simulator for Evaluation of Combined Transmit/Receive
Diversity Concepts within the METRA Project”, in Proc. IST Mobile Summit,
Galway, Ireland, October 2000, pp. 515-520.
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L. Schumacher, J.P. Kermoal, K.I. Pedersen and P.E. Mogensen, “Simulating
Polarisation Diversity and Power Allocation in MIMO Channels”, in Proc. Eu-
ropean Personal Mobile Communications Conf., Session 15, February 2001.
L. Schumacher, J.P. Kermoal, F. Frederiksen, K.I. Pedersen, A. Algans and P.E.
Mogensen, “MIMO Channel Characterisation”, IST Project IST-1999-11729
METRA Deliverable 2, February, 2001.
Javier R. Fonollosa, et.al., “The IST METRA Project”, IEEE Communications
Magazine, Vol. 40, no. 7, pp. 78-86, July 2002.
1.4 A Crowded MIMO Community
The purpose of this section is to give a broad overview of the activity in the MIMO
technology field and present the main research teams who contributed to the MIMO
work. For an accurate account of their work, the reader should consult the original
papers. Further, this review is restricted to selected work related to MIMO radio
propagation channel measurement and modelling, and therefore non-exhaustive. Fi-
nally, this section indicates the geographical location of the various research teams in
Europe (Figure 1.1) as well as in North America (Figure 1.2).
At the beginning of the PhD programme in 1999, MIMO propagation measurement re-
sults and MIMO modelling were starting to be the focus of research teams world-wide.
The theoretical work on space-time architecture by Telatar [8], Foschini [15], Raleigh
and Cioffi [16] or on the array gain and capacity offered by the MIMO technology
by Andersen [17], the laboratory results of the V-BLAST (Vertical-Bell Laboratories
Layered Space-Time) concept [18] were among the available documents related to the
MIMO technology at that time. MIMO capacity results were extracted from simula-
tion and assuming totally decorrelated radio link, i.e., i.i.d. (independent, identically
distributed), channels which is the optimal MIMO scenario, but not necessarily the
most realistic in terms of radio channel propagation characteristics. Therefore, two
basic questions came to mind; What is the real behavior of the MIMO radio channel?,
and How to model it?
Rapidly, propagation measurement campaigns and modelling results from several aca-
demic or industrial research teams around the world virtually bloomed. A technical
overview of the most recent MIMO publications on measurements and modelling has
been published in [19].
1.4.1 MIMO Propagation Measurements
A table summarizing the different MIMO measurement campaigns has been taken
from [19] and is presented in Table 1.1 to provide an overview of the different MIMO
field-trials. The work described in this thesis is also reported in the table as [20]. These
measurement campaigns, documented world-wide, varied with respect to 6 items:
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☞ The type of polarization used—single or dual,
☞ The number of elements in the MEA topology,
☞ The spacing between the elements of the array antenna,
☞ The carrier frequency—UMTS or WLAN frequency band,
☞ The bandwidth of the system—NB or wideband (WB) system,
☞ The type of propagation environment, i.e. picocell, microcell and macrocell.
Pola- Refer- Set-up Spacing Car- Band- Time Environment
risation ence rier width reso-
Tx Tx lution
[λ] [λ] [GHz] [MHz] [ns]
Single [21] n× 87 - - 1.7 30 - Outdoor micro-
and macro-cells
[22] 8× 8 n.a. 0.5 5.2 120 15 LOS/NLOS indoor
micro-cells
[23] n× 88 - 0.5 5.2 120 15 LOS/NLOS out-
door
[24] 3× 219 6 0.25 5.8 400 - NLOS indoor
[25] 8× 8 0.5 0.5 5.2 120 - LOS/NLOS indoor
[26] 4× 12 6 - 2 5 - Outdoor urban
[27] 4× 12 1 - 2 5 - Outdoor urban
[28, p. 24] 4× 4 3-7 1-3 0.9 35 11 Subway
[28, p. 17] 17× 910 0.25 0.25 5.2 250 4 Indoor
62.5 4 Outdoor
Dual [20]11 4× 4 0.4 1.5 2.05 5 122 Outdoor-to-indoor
micro-cells, indoor
pico-cells
[29] 4× 4 0.5 20 1.9 0.03 - Outdoor-to-
outdoor and
outdoor-to-indoor
suburban
[30] 12× 15 0.5 0.5 1.95 0.03 - Indoor
[31] 16× 64 0.718 - 2.154 - 33 Outdoor-to-indoor
[32] 4× 4 40 1 - 3.5 - Urban/suburban,
hilly areas
[28, p. 27] 4× 8 - - 2 120 - Urban outdoor
Table 1.1: Description of the MIMO measurement campaigns which have been reported in the liter-
ature (Source: [19]. The numbering of the references has been altered to fit the bibliography of this
thesis)—List non-exhaustive.
In Europe, three projects were supported by the European Commission, METRA [9],
SATURN 12 [33] and ASILUM13 [34]. In the SATURN project, several partners re-
ported propagation measurements: University of Bristol [35][36], France Telecom [37],
7Directional MEA at the transmitter
8Single moving antenna at the transmitter
9Single moving antennas at both connection terminations. SISO measurements post-processed to
generate MIMO channels
10Single moving omni-directional antenna at the transmitter
11Second set-up
12SATURN: Smart Antenna Technology in Universal bRoadband wireless Networks
13ASILUM: Advanced SIgnal processing schemes for Link capacity increase in UMts
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KTH Royal Institute of Technology [38]. For the ASILUM project, IMST GmBh was
involved in the measurement campaign [39]. A summary of the measurement cam-
paigns of these three European projects has been reported in [28] as part of a European
cluster on adaptive antennas.
Further in Europe, joint efforts between different institutions like the Vienna Uni-
versity of Technology and Ilmenau University of Technology resulted in numerous
contributions, [40] [41] among others. Helsinki University used their knowledge on
angle of arrival estimation when they reported their MIMO results [31]. Also within
AAU different teams have developed other MIMO measurement set-ups [42][43][44].
Figure 1.1: Academic and industrial research teams in Europe involved in the MIMO concept—List
non-exhaustive.
In the USA, AT&T Bell laboratories were among the first to report propagation mea-
surement results [29][45]. Later Lucent Technology presented propagation measure-
ment results [46] and showed a special interest in the key-hole concept[47] with respect
to the BLAST concept. Stanford University, with the support of Lucent Technology
in the hardware measurement set-up, also reported some propagation measurement
results [48][49]. Other institutes like Brigham Young University [50][51] provided
measurement results. Also worth noting are industrial contributors like Agere [52]
(a former Lucent technology division) and Arraycomm [53]. As summarized in [54],
in the context of the 3GPP standardisation, Motorola [26] and Qualcomm [55] were
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Figure 1.2: Academic and industrial research teams in the USA and Canada involved in the MIMO
concept—List non-exhaustive.
also involved in MIMO propagation measurements.
In Japan, a MIMO channel sounder was reported in [56]. It is to be noted that due
to the constant growth of the MIMO community it is difficult, as of this writing, to
provide an exhaustive list.
1.4.2 MIMO Modelling
In addition to the propagation measurement of the MIMO radio channel, different
MIMO models have been proposed in the open literature and Table 1.2 provides a
non-exhaustive list of these models. The mathematical framework for the stochastic
MIMO radio channel model presented in this thesis was reported in [57].
Category Nature References
Double-Directional Channel [23]
Deterministic
Ray-tracing technique [58][59][60]
Spatial or Geometrically based [61][39][62][63][64][65]
Parametric [66][67]
Stochastic Correlation-Based Models
{
[68][13][69][70][71]
[72][73][47][74][57]
Scattering [75][76]
Table 1.2: MIMO models reported in the literature—List non-exhaustive
In the context of 3GPP, at the beginning of 2001, a fantastic race took place among
industrials often subcontracting academic institutes [77][10][62]. As of this writing,
the outcome of the 3GPP discussions is a correlation based model being the result of
a consensus between Lucent Technology, Nokia, Siemens and Ericsson [13].
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In the early 2002, a spatial channel modelling AdHoc group started in connection
with the third generation partnership project 2 (3GPP2) [78] where new discussions
on MIMO channel modelling were initiated. As of this writing, the result of the
discussions has not been finalised.
1.5 Outline of the Thesis
Chapter 2 presents the technical as well as the theoretical background on the ef-
ficiency of the MIMO system compared to the SISO system. The eigenvalues are
presented as a quantitative approach to the parallel subchannelling concept along
with capacity formula derived for the MIMO technology. Definitions of correlation
coefficient, and branch power ratio (BPR) are presented. Finally, a glossary of the
main terminology used in this thesis is provided.
Chapter 3 explains the measurement campaigns undertaken during the PhD pro-
gramme. Two measurement set-ups which were employed to characterise the MIMO
radio channel are presented. Also covered is a description of the investigated environ-
ments along with pictures taken during the measurement campaigns.
Chapter 4 addresses the characterization of the radio channel. This chapter presents
the analysis of the measured data with respect to SISO and SIMO antenna topologies
in order to understand the propagation properties of the radio channel. It includes the
study of the statistical distribution in terms of the Ricean K-factor and a characteri-
sation of the direction of arrival (DoA). A detailed analysis of the power correlation
coefficient is performed so that the performance of the MIMO technology developed
later in the thesis can be explained. Finally, several measured paths are selected and
their properties listed so they can be used as reference scenarios in the rest of the
thesis.
Chapter 5 describes the model developed by the CSys team with an emphasis on
its empirical validation. The validation was based on the comparison between mea-
sured and simulated eigenvalue results; the simulated results are being based on the
characterisation of the measured environment.
Chapter 6 provides theoretical Shannon capacity results, where two power allocation
strategies are compared, for different types of environments, using different diversity
techniques and antenna setups. The impact of the BPR at the MEAs on the MIMO
technology performance is also addressed. Conclusions and recommendations are pre-
sented assuming a single-user scenario.
Finally, Chapter 7 presents a summary of the concluding remarks made in the pre-
vious chapters and discusses future research topics.
Chapter 2
General Background Information
2.1 Introduction
The purpose of this chapter is to provide a basic understanding of the MIMO technol-
ogy, necessary for the reading of the thesis, with a special emphasis on antenna array
and digital signal processing. At first, a general description of the MIMO structure
is given. The concept of parallel subchannelling is then introduced by mean of eigen-
analysis, followed by its engineering interpretation. The antenna and diversity gains
are also discussed in the context of MIMO technology.
The major motivation for the increasing interest in the MIMO technology, i.e., the
capacity aspect, is discussed versus the capacity offered by conventional SISO tech-
nologies. This introduces two different power allocation schemes; the water-filling and
the uniform power allocation strategy.
The correlation coefficient, which has a major influence in relation to the MIMO
technology, is also defined in this chapter; it is used extensively throughout the thesis.
Another important aspect to consider in the MIMO technology is the BPR thereby
its definition in this chapter.
Finally a mini-glossary gathering the different MIMO propagation terminologies used
in this thesis is presented.
2.2 General MIMO Structure
The MIMO concept is defined, throughout this thesis, as a radio link with M elements
at the BS and N elements at the mobile station (MS) as pictured in Figure 2.1. For
uplink the Tx is at the MS and the Rx at the BS while for downlink, the roles are
reversed.
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In this thesis, the actual role (Tx/Rx) of the MS and the BS is not important with
regard to the conclusion made on the MIMO technology. The distinction is only needed
to be coherent with the measurement equipment presented later in Chapter 3.
The term element is used instead of antenna to avoid potential confusion when dealing
with polarization diversity since sometimes an antenna can be dual polarized with two
elements as presented in Chapter 3.
Figure 2.1: Two antenna arrays in a scattering environment. Representation of an uplink situation.
The received signal vector y(t) at the BS antenna array is denoted by
y(t) = [y1(t), y2(t), . . . , yM (t)]T , (2.1)
where ym(t) is the signal at the mth antenna element and [·]T denotes the transpose
operation. Similarly, the transmitted signals at the MS, sn(t), define the vector s(t)
s(t) = [s1(t), s2(t), . . . , sN (t)]T . (2.2)
The vectors y(t) and s(t) are related by the following expression
y(t) = H(t)s(t) + n(t) , (2.3)
where n(t) is additive white Gaussian noise and H(t) ∈ CM×N is the instantaneous
narrowband (NB) MIMO radio channel matrix. H(t) describes the connections be-
tween the MS and the BS and can be expressed as
H(t) =

α11(t) α12(t) · · · α1N (t)
α21(t) α22(t) · · · α2N (t)
...
...
. . .
...
αM1(t) αM2(t) · · · αMN (t)
 (2.4)
where αmn(t) is the complex NB transmission coefficient from element n at the MS
to element m at the BS.
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The term “instantaneous” refers to a snap-shot of the radio propagation channel. In
the context of mobile measurement, one snap-shot is equivalent to one sample of the
recorded multipath in time (or distance). In the rest of the thesis, in order to keep
the reading simple, the explicit time dependency (t) of H(t) and αmn(t) is dropped.
2.3 The Eigenanalysis Method and Interpreta-
tion
The motivation for deploying MIMO technology in wireless systems is the possibility to
achieve orthogonal subchannels between the two ends of the path in a rich scattering
environment and subsequently to increase the offered capacity. The concept of or-
thogonality emphasizes the strength of the MIMO system since it indicates that these
multiple channels are independent from each other. The MIMO technology is also
beneficial in increasing the antenna gain and in providing combined Tx/Rx diversity.
Mathematically, the number of independent subchannels between two terminals can
be estimated by using the singular value decomposition (SVD) of the matrix H or the
eigenvalue decomposition (EVD)[17] of the instantaneous correlation matrix R defined
as
R = HHH or R = HHH (2.5)
where [·]H represents Hermitian transposition, i.e. the transpose conjugate.
The derivation of the parallel independent channels is summarized below where U and
V are unitary matrices, Σ and Γ are diagonal matrices and u and v are the left and
right singular vectors, respectively. There is an important relationship between the
SVD of H and the EVD of R such that σ2k = γk where σk is the kth singular value
and γk is the kth eigenvalue and where K is the the maximum number of eigenvalue
as defined later in (2.15). Γij denotes the elements of the matrix Γ.
SVD EVD
↓ ↓
H = UΣVH (2.6) HHH = UΓUH or HHH = VΓVH (2.7)
Γij = Σ2ij
where where
Σ = diag(σ1, ..., σK) (2.8) Γ = diag(γ1, ..., γK) (2.9)
σ1 ≥ σ2 ≥ ... ≥ σK ≥ 0 (2.10) γ1 ≥ γ2 ≥ ... ≥ γK ≥ 0 (2.11)
with with
↘ ↙
U = [u1, ...,uM ] ∈ CM×M (2.12)
V = [v1, ...,vN ] ∈ CN×N (2.13)
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In the rest of the thesis, the normalized kth eigenvalue λk is used instead of γk. Unless
otherwise mentioned, the normalization is made with respect to the mean power |αmn|2
between all the single MS and the single BS element so that λk is defined as
λk =
γk
E
[
1
MN
M∑
m=1
N∑
n=1
|αmn|2
] . (2.14)
where E[.] denotes the expectation over time (or distance). In order to keep the reading
simple, the explicit term normalized is dropped.
Irrespective of the numerical method used to perform the analysis, a channel matrix
H may offer K parallel subchannels with different power gains, λk, where
K = Rank(R) ≤ min(M,N) , (2.15)
and the functions Rank(·) and min(·) return the rank of a matrix and the minimum
value of the arguments, respectively [17].
Figure 2.2: Illustration of parallel subchannels for a 4× 4 MIMO MEA topology.
In engineering terms, u and v are also referred to as the weight vectors while the kth
eigenvalue can be interpreted as the power gain of the kth orthogonal subchannel [17].
This is illustrated in Figure 2.2 for a 4× 4 MIMO antenna topology. In such a config-
uration, MN = 16 radio links, αmn, are created, but only 4 orthogonal subchannels
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with power gain λ1 to λ4 are available. The difference in the thickness of the lines
emphasizes the difference in gain of the parallel subchannels so that
λ1 ≥ λ2 ≥ ... ≥ λK ≥ 0. (2.16)
To get the weight vectors, it is numerically more convenient to use the SVD of H
while to obtain the eigenvalue it is easier to use the EVD. The EVD technique is the
optimal way to extract the power gain of the MIMO subchannels. However, if this
technique is to be optimal in a practical system implementation, the proper unitary
matrix U and V must be applied at the respective ends of the link. Consequently,
the EVD method is only useful when the channel is known, i.e., when the information
of the radio channel is available at both the Tx and the Rx; a situation which can
be assumed reasonable for time division duplex (TDD) systems while for frequency
division duplex (FDD) systems significant feedback information is required.
2.4 The MIMO Propagation Scenarios
This section presents the different MIMO propagation scenarios which have been ex-
tensively studied to date in the MIMO literature. Before enumerating them, the notion
of angular dispersive channels is needed at this stage of the thesis [79]. The angular
power density distribution of the environment, i.e., the power at each angle of arrival,
fully describes the angular spreading of the signal. This is also often referred to as
the Power Azimuth Spectrum (PAS). It is shown in [80], that the Fourier transform of
the spatial correlation function is a function of a three-dimensional parameter. In the
case where the plane wave assumption holds, i.e. the impinging waves can be assumed
to be plane, the spectrum of the spatial correlation function is restricted to the unit
sphere (described in [80]) in the sense that it vanishes outside this sphere. When only
the azimuth is considered, this sphere collapses into a circle. The restriction of the
spectrum on the circle coincides with the PAS.
The Azimuth Spread (AS) is defined as the root second central moment of the PAS [5,
p. 34]. The PAS is closely related to the spatial correlation at the MEA, i.e., depending
on the spatial separation between the element of the MEA, a low AS is equivalent to a
high spatial correlation coefficient and vice versa. Expressions of the spatial correlation
function have been derived in the literature assuming that the PAS follows a cosine
raised to an even integer [81], a Gaussian function [82], a uniform function [83], a
Laplacean function [84] and the sine of the angle of arrival is shown to be Student’s
t-distributed as reported in [85]. A summary of these procedures to obtain theoretical
correlation coefficients for uniform linear array in a MIMO concept has been reported
in [86].
Three MIMO scenarios, each exhibiting different propagation characteristics, are listed
below:
➀ Uncorrelated Scenario. In a rich scattering environment, the elements of H are
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fully decorrelated. This corresponds to a full rank scenario where the maximum
number eigenvalues is achieved.
➁ Correlated scenario. In a situation with Line-of-Sight (LOS) or low AS at one or
both ends of the radio link, the elements of H exhibit a certain correlation which
results in a low rank scenario hence providing a lower number of eigenvalues.
➂ The pin-hole [71] or keyhole [87] is a scenario where the signals at the MEAs
at both the Tx and Rx are decorrelated but the rank of H is one. This is
analogue to a propagation scenario where the radio link is interrupted by an
infinite metallic plate with a hole in the middle which is the only way for the
signal to pass through, subsequently creating only one subchannel.
Practically, this would be the case when Tx and Rx are on opposite sides of
a mountain and the signal can only pass through a tunnel. Another practical
interpretation was reported in [47] where a diffraction-induced keyhole could
appear. However, as conceived by the same authors, such a scenario may be
very rare and difficult to encounter. Moreover, the pin-hole effect has also been
considered for situations with large Tx-Rx separation, a situation where the low
SNR would anyway degenerate MIMO capacity. In [88] and [46], the concept of
keyhole embraces the three scenarios presented above where the first and third
scenarios are extreme cases.
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2.5 The Antenna and Diversity Gain Aspect
The enhancement in the radio link from the MIMO technology can be expressed in
terms of antenna gain, diversity order and throughput performance. As already pre-
sented by Andersen in [89], the antenna gain and the diversity order obtained from a
MIMO system depend on the scattering environment and especially on the AS at each
end of the MIMO radio link. These findings are summarized in Table 2.1 since they
outline MIMO performance very well for different scenarios. In Table 2.1, the antenna
radiation pattern of each element of the MEA is assumed isotropic and the mean gain !
is the strongest eigenvalue λ1.
AS at the MS AS at the BS Scenario Mean gain Diversity order
low low ⇒ correlated MN 1
low high ⇒ correlated MN M
high low ⇒ correlated MN N
high high ⇒ decorrelated ∼ (
√
M +
√
N)2 MN
Table 2.1: Antenna gain and diversity order in a MIMO context for different scenarios (Source: [89]).
2.5.1 Temporal Illustration of the Eigenvalue
A quantitative description of the MIMO gain performance is the temporal representa-
tion of the eigenvalues. Figure 2.3 (i) presents the behavior of the eigenvalues derived
from a measured 4×4 MIMO setup where the AS is high at both the BS and MS
whereas Figure 2.3 (ii) presents a situation where the AS is low at the BS and high at
the MS.
The behavior of the eigenvalues can be summarized in two items: they fluctuate with
time and the strength of each λk strongly varies depending on the propagation scenario,
i.e., correlated or uncorrelated.
2.5.2 Antenna Gain
Another method to present the eigenvalues is by using their cumulative distribution
function (cdf). Throughout the rest of the thesis, unless otherwise mentioned, the cdf
is computed over time. The logarithm of the cdf is shown to be coherent with the
original eigenvalue representation reported in [17].
Figure 2.4 presents the empirical cdf of the normalized eigenvalues compared to a
Rayleigh SISO channel. The graphs should read as follows. At the 10%1 level a power
gain of 19 dB is achieved using MIMO compared to a SISO set-up. The 10% cdf level
is often used in this thesis, since it is a typical measure for system-level performance.
The mean value of the strongest eigenvalue of Figure 2.4 is 11 dB which is in line with
the value of 10 dB from [89] for a fully decorrelated 4×4 case.
110% is equivalent to log10(0.1) = −0.1
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(i) Decorrelated scenario ⇒ AS-BS:high -MS:high.
(ii) Correlated scenario ⇒ AS-BS:low -MS:high.
Figure 2.3: Variation of the eigenvalues over time.
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Figure 2.4: Cdf of the eigenvalues. The slope is an indication of the amplitude of the eigenvalue
fluctuations. Same decorrelated scenario presented in Figure 2.3 (i).
The cdf representation is also very useful when interpreting the diversity performance
in a MIMO system. The steepness of the slope of the cdf reflects the diversity order. !
The steeper the slope, the less amplitude of the fluctuation in the signal, i.e, the
fades due to the multipath are less deep, and therefore a higher degree of diversity is
obtained as shown in Figure 2.4.
2.5.3 Diversity Gain
Figure 2.5 illustrates the improvement in antenna gain and diversity order from a
measured MIMO system for a correlated scenario, i.e., low AS at the BS and a high
AS at the MS. Three different M×N antenna set-ups are compared: 1×1, 1×4 and
4×1. Recall the following notation:
BS → M × N ← MS
A simulated Rayleigh curve is plotted and compared to the measured 1×1 radio link
suggesting that the 1×1 measured signal is Ricean distributed since its curve is steeper
than the Rayleigh curve. Relative to this measured SISO case a gain of 6 dB at 10%
level is achieved for a 4×1 set-up. This is the classical gain of 10log10(M) with M=4
at the BS, i.e. no Rx diversity gain is obtained, the slope of the 4×1 is the same as
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for the 1×1 situation.
However, the slope is steeper for a 1×4 topology, the diversity gain at the MS is added
to the array gain, and 9 dB gain is achieved at 10% level. In the 4×1 case, the 4
antenna elements at the BS act as a single high gain antenna while in the 1×4 case
the 4 antenna elements at the MS are uncorrelated and therefore they achieve both
antenna gain and diversity.
Figure 2.5: Empirical illustration of the antenna gain and the diversity gain for different spatial
antenna array configuration set-ups for the correlated scenario. AS-BS:low -MS:high.
2.6 The Capacity Aspect
The concept of orthogonal subchannels is now understood. This permits to introduce
the capacity concept that MIMO systems can offer compared to a conventional SISO
system. This section defines the spectral efficiency of MIMO channels based on the
channel capacity as defined in information theory [90][61]. This is the theoretical maxi-
mum amount of information that can be transmitted over a bandwidth limited channel
for which error-free transmission is possible in the context of Gaussian channel [91,
p. 652].
In real system implementation, the achievable capacity is limited due to coding, de-
tection, constellation size among others [92], therefore the capacity results presented
along the thesis are to be seen as upper bound values. This study is limited to a
single-user scenario where two power allocation strategies are compared: the water-
filling and the uniform power allocation strategies. The Shannon’s formula for a SISO
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radio channel is expressed as:
C = log2 (1 + ζ) , (2.17)
recall from page 2, that ζ is the SNR.
For the MIMO technology, Telatar [8] presented the total Shannon’s capacity, for
uniform power allocation strategy, as
C = log2
(
det
(
I + QHHH
))
(2.18)
where I is the identity matrix, Q is the signal covariance matrix , det(.) is the deter-
minant and log2 is the logarithm base 2. This formulation is often used by the MIMO
community.
Equation (2.18) can be rewritten so as to emphasize the influence of the K parallel
subchannels [17] and the total Shannon’s capacity is defined as
C =
K∑
k=1
log2(1 + ζk) (2.19)
where ζk is the SNR for the kth subchannel and is defined as
ζk = λk
Pk
σ2n
(2.20)
where Pk is the power assigned to the kth subchannel and σ2n is the noise power.
Hence, (2.19) can be rewritten as
C =
K∑
k=1
log2(1 + λk
Pk
σ2n
) . (2.21)
Depending on the power allocation scheme employed, the total transmitted power is
distributed in a different manner between subchannels.
When considering the total capacity offered by the MIMO set-up, the total mean SNR
per Rx antenna is defined as
SNR =
E [PRx]
σ2n
=
E [PTx]
σ2n
(2.22)
where the time-averaged channel power gain is assumed 0 dB so that there is no loss
in average between PTx and PRx.
2.6.1 Water-filling Power Allocation
When the channel is known, i.e., when the information of the radio channel is available
at the Tx, it is possible to apply the EVD and the kth eigenvalue can be extracted.
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Given the set of normalized eigenvalues {λk}, the power Pk allocated to each kth
subchannel is determined so as to maximize capacity. This solution is known from
Gallager’s water filling theorem [17] in which each subchannel is filled up to a common
level D defined as
1
λ1
+ P1 = · · · =
1
λK
+ PK = D , (2.23)
with a constraint on the input power such that
K∑
k=1
Pk = PTx , (2.24)
PTx is the total transmitted power. This means that the subchannel with the highest
gain, i.e. the strongest eigenvalue, is allocated the largest fraction of power. In the
case where 1/λk > D, Pk = 0. Given (2.18) this is achievable when Q is diagonal and
the optimal diagonal entries are computed from the water filling theorem.
Hence, (2.19) can be rewritten as
C
(w)
=
K∑
k=1
log2(1 + λk
Pk
σ2n
) , (2.25)
where
(w)
= denotes the water-filling power allocation scheme.
2.6.2 Uniform Power Allocation Scheme
In the situation where the channel is unknown, i.e., when the information of the
radio channel is not available at the Tx, the uniform distribution of the power is the
most reasonable power allocation scheme to use. In practice, the total transmitted
power PTx is equally split among the N elements of the array at the Tx [17] and is
independent of λk so that
Pn =
PTx
N
, ∀ n = 1 . . . N . (2.26)
For simplicity in this thesis, it is assumed [61] that the Tx power is distributed evenly
to the subchannels so that given (2.18), Q is diagonal and its entries are defined as
Pn = Pk. (2.27)
Therefore, equation (2.19) can be rewritten as
C
(u)
=
K∑
k=1
log2(1 + λk
Pn
σ2n
) (2.28)
where
(u)
= denotes the uniform power allocation scheme.
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2.7 Correlation Definition
Up to now in this thesis (see pages 15, 17 and 19), the terms correlation or decorrela-
tion have been largely used to emphasize the importance of the correlation properties
between MEAs’ element. This section defines the correlation coefficient which is ad-
dressed through this work. The basic statistical definition of the correlation coefficient
ρ used in this thesis is given by
ρ = 〈a, b〉 = E[ab
∗]− E[a]E[b∗]√
(E[|a|2]− |E[a]|2)(E[|b|2]− |E[b]|2)
(2.29)
where .∗ and 〈., .〉 are the complex conjugate and the correlation coefficient operations.
Depending on the nature of both a and b, three different correlation coefficients can
be defined: complex, envelope or power. The differences between the three correlation
coefficient definition based on measured data is presented in Appendix G. Consider
two complex variables x and y.
☞ Complex, a = x and b = y, ρcplx :
ρcplx = 〈x, y〉 (2.30)
☞ Envelope, a = |x| and b = |y|, ρenv :
ρenv = 〈|x| , |y|〉 (2.31)
☞ Power, a = |x|2 and b = |y|2, ρpow :
ρpow =
〈
|x|2 , |y|2
〉
(2.32)
In the context of modelling, the complex correlation coefficient carries the full informa-
tion (amplitude and phase) required to model properly the radio channel; this explains
why the complex correlation coefficient is used in Chapter 5 where the MIMO radio
channel modelling is treated.
The envelope and the power correlation coefficients, however, have a clearer engi-
neering interpretation than the complex correlation coefficient. In the 1970-80s, the
analysis of the correlation was often performed on an envelope correlation basis [81]
[93] [82]. This choice was motivated by the limitations of the measurement system it-
self, since it could only provide the amplitude or the power of the measured signal and
not its phase. Also, engineers found it easier to handle the power correlation coefficient
rather than the envelope correlation coefficient as reported in [94] since typical values
of ρpow ≤ 0.7 [95, p. 309] or ρpow ≤ 0.5 [96, p. 198] are sufficient to achieve significant
diversity gain. Nevertheless, the concept of the complex correlation coefficient was
already addressed theoretically in the late 1950s [97] and early 1960s [98]. It is shown
in these references that the two definitions (2.30) and (2.32) are linked to each other
by the relationship
ρpow = |ρcplx|2 , (2.33)
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for Rayleigh distributed signals [98] and
ρpow =
|ρcplx|2 + 2Re{ρcplx}
√
KaKb√
(2Ka + 1)(2Kb + 1)
, (2.34)
for Ricean distributed signals [97] where Ka,b are the K-factors of the complex signals
a and b, and Re returns the real part of the complex argument. The definition in
(2.32) for ρpow is restricted to the interval [−1, 1] while ρpow in (2.33) is confined to
[0, 1]. This discrepancy can be alleviated considering the fact that a correlation value
of -1 is equivalent to a signal being totally correlated with another but shifted by π, like
for a sine wave; for simplicity’s sake in handling the measured data and comparing the
correlation results with published work, the correlation coefficient analysis presented
in Chapter 4 is based on the absolute power definition |ρpow|.
Studies on the envelope and power correlation coefficient corrupted by additive white
Gaussian noise [99] indicate that for Rayleigh signals exhibiting a SNR lower than
20 dB, the correlation value is negatively biased and a corrective factor is needed. For
Ricean signals, the degradation of correlation estimation is a second order function
of both the SNR and the K-factors. The magnitude of the corrective factor is 0.05
when 10 dB ≤ SNR ≤ 20 dB for Rayleigh signals, 0.07 when SNR ≥ 20 dB and 0.25
when SNR = 10 dB for Ricean signals of K-factors=5 dB. The need for correction
was not necessary in this study since the majority of the SNRs achieved during the
measurement campaigns were higher than 20 dB.
The difference in the nature of the correlation coefficient studied in different chapters
of this thesis due to their applications is summarized below.
Nature of the Correlation coefficient
↓ ↓
Complex definition Power definition
↓ ↓
ρcplx |ρpow|
↓ ↓
Modelling (Chapter 5) Characterisation (Chapter 4)
2.8 Branch Power Ratio
An important parameters to take into account when implementing the MIMO tech-
nology is the BPR. In this thesis the BPR is defined as the ratio between the powers
Pn on the nth element’s branches of the MEA.
BPRij =
Pi
Pj
, (2.35)
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Therefore an equal, or balanced, mean BPR (BPR), i.e. the ratio between the mean
powers, indicates that the average power on each branch is equal which can be written
as
P1 = P2 = . . . = PN , (2.36)
BPR ' 0 dB. (2.37)
In this thesis, a BPR = 0.22 dB is considered equal. An unequal or unbalanced BPR
means that the
P1 6= . . . 6= PN , (2.38)
BPR 0 dB. (2.39)
Based on measured data, it is shown in this thesis that even though the correlation
coefficient values are very low (ρ ≤ 0.2), the MIMO technology is not optimal when
the mean BPR is unequal as shown in Chapter 6. Unless otherwise mentioned all the
MIMO results are presented considering an equal mean BPR.
2.9 Mini-glossary of MIMO Terminology
This section presents a mini-glossary of the MIMO propagation terminology applied
in the rest of the thesis along with an illustration in Figure 2.6.
Figure 2.6: Illustration of the MIMO propagation terminology applied in the rest of the thesis.
Radio link A radio link is defined as the radio connection between two single elements
of the two MEAs, also referred as αmn.
Path A path is defined as the radio connection between the two MEAs of a MIMO
configuration. In the case of measurement campaign, this is also equivalent to
the pair (MS,BS) of a measurement location. In a path there are MN radio links.
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Subchannel A subchannel, i.e. the eigenvalue, is equivalent to a virtual link between
the two MEAs.
Branch A branch is the output of an element.
2.10 Summary and Interim Conclusion
This chapter presented the necessary background to fully understand the MIMO an-
tenna technology. A general description of the MIMO structure, i.e. M antenna
elements at the BS and N antenna elements at the MS, was given. The concept of
parallel subchannelling was introduced by mean of eigenanalysis. Three MIMO prop-
agation scenarios are identified: the uncorrelated scenario, the correlated scenario and
the pin-hole effect.
The antenna and diversity gains in the context of MIMO technology was discussed.
The normalized eigenvalues λk represent the power gain of the kth parallel subchannel.
The antenna gain of the MIMO system is the strongest eigenvalue λ1, and the slope
of the cdf of the eigenvalues illustrates the degree of diversity in the MIMO system.
The major motivating factor in the MIMO technology is the high spectral efficiency
offered compare to the conventional SISO technology. The theoretical capacity perfor-
mance of MIMO technology was defined from the generalised Shannon equation and
was shown to be related to the parallel subchannels. Definitions of two different power
allocation schemes were presented, the water-filling and the uniform power allocation
strategies.
The correlation coefficient, which has a major influence in relation to MIMO tech-
nology and which is used extensively throughout the thesis, was also defined in this
chapter. In the context of modelling, the complex correlation coefficient is more suited
and therefore used in Chapter 5, whereas the power correlation coefficient, providing
a clearer engineering interpretation of the propagation analysis, is used in Chapter 4.
The BPR which has also a major influence in relation to the performance of the MIMO
technology has been defined in this chapter.
Finally a mini-glossary has been presented to gather the different MIMO propagation
terminology used in this thesis.
Chapter 3
Experimental Work
3.1 Introduction
This chapter presents the measurement campaigns performed to obtain WB measure-
ment data of the MIMO radio channel at UMTS band. These measurement campaigns
benefited from the experience gained and the equipment developed during the two
ACTS1 TSUNAMI II2 [100] and SUNBEAM3 [101] projects. Some of the RF (Radio
Frequency) equipment was reused for the MIMO investigations.
The first preliminary MIMO experiment was done as part of the European ACTS
SUNBEAM project. Subsequently, the involvement in the IST European METRA
project lead the PhD programme into a vast measurement field trial with the purpose of
investigating the MIMO concept in real environments. This gave CPK the opportunity
to be among the first research groups to provide measurement results of the MIMO
radio propagation channel [102], [103].
The desired outcomes of the measurement campaigns were two-fold: (i) measured data
to empirically validate the MIMO radio channel model developed during the course
of the PhD programme, and (ii) the extraction of parameters from the measurement
data to characterize the MIMO radio channel environments.
There are two main parts in this chapter. The first is a description of the two measure-
ment systems, i.e., RF and mechanical hardware while the second is a description of
the environments to be investigated in a MIMO perspective. In this chapter, pictures
of the measurement campaign are presented to well illustrates the equipment and mea-
surement set-up. For convenience in reading this chapter, Figure 3.18 to Figure 3.20
1ACTS: Advanced Communications Technologies and Services
2TSUNAMI II: Technology in Smart antennas for Universal Advanced Mobile Infrastructure 2 -
ACTS European Project
3SUNBEAM: Smart Universal BEAMforming - ACTS European Project
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are located at the end of the chapter due to their sizes.
3.2 The MIMO Experimental Equipment
Two MIMO measuring systems were developed and employed during the PhD pro-
gramme. They are denoted according to the name of the project for which they were
designed:
➀ SUNBEAM, and
➁ METRA measurement set-up.
The experience gained from employing the SUNBEAM set-up was very useful
for developing the METRA set-up so that the measured data could empirically
validate the MIMO model.
This thesis reports mobile measurements, meaning that one MEA was mobile while
the second MEA was stationary. In both set-ups, the mobile transmitter (Tx) was
at the MS and the stationary receiver (Rx) was located at the BS. The differences in
the two set-ups were: the motion of the Tx and the MEA topology employed. The
SUNBEAM set-up is a SIMO configuration from which MIMO results can be derived
using a synthetic MEA generated in a post-processing stage [102], whereas the ME-
TRA set-up is a MIMO set-up [103] from which a post-processing is applied so that
to obtain the desired MIMO antenna topology to investigate different MEAs config-
uration. Table 3.1, on the next page, summarizes the difference in the measurement
set-ups.
3.2.1 The RF Stand Alone Testbed
The equipment developed for TSUNAMI II and SUNBEAM was reused and the op-
erating frequency band changed to provide UMTS experimental results. A thorough
description of the testbed (i.e. Rx and Tx) is given in [104]. Part of the BS and the
MS measuring equipment is shown in Figures 3.15 and 3.16 on page 45.
For the measurements reported in this thesis, the sounding signal that was transmitted
by the Tx was a MSK-modulated carrier generated from a linear shift register sequence
of length 127 chips and clocked at a chip rate of 4.096 Mcps. The channel sounding
was performed within a window of 14.6 µs (120 samples), with a delay sampling
resolution of 122 ns (1/(2×4.096)) using an oversampling factor of 2, and an excess
delay resolution of 1.5 chips, to obtain an estimate of the complex impulse response
(IR). The IR was estimated by correlating with the known PN sequence. At the BS,
the Rx consisted of eight duplicated hardware parallel receive branches. The phase of
the system is locked on a Rubidium standard.
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MIMO Measurements
SUNBEAM project METRA project
↓ ↓
SIMO MIMO
↓ ↓
Post-Processing Post-Processing
↓ ↓
MIMO MIMO
↓ ↓
MICROCELL PICOCELL & MICROCELL
Table 3.1: Summary of the two measurement set-ups.
The mean SNR (averaged over time, MEA elements and paths per environment) ob-
served during the measurement is summarized in Table 3.2 , on page 44. Note that
the instantaneous SNR of the system is limited to 31 dB due to correlation noise from
the PN sequences. The mean SNR was 31 dB in the majority of the measurement
location, except for some rare occasions where it dropped to 10 dB.
The system was calibrated using back-to-back measurements to characterise the IR
of the measurement testbed. The phase reference of each element was recorded such
that angle of arrival (AoA) analyses could be performed. Before each measurement,
the phase stability of the system and the stationarity of the channel were checked by
visual inspection of a live display of the received complex impulse responses.
3.2.2 The SUNBEAM Measurement Set-up
At the MS (Tx), two standard dipole antennas diametrically opposite to each other,
one vertically polarized and the other horizontally polarized, see Table 3.1, were
mounted on a rotating bar to trace a circumferential distance of 20 wavelengths, λ
(3.5 m) at a speed of 40.5 cm/s. The two dipoles were connected to a mechanical
relay such that after one and a half revolutions, the RF signal was switched from the
vertical to the horizontal dipole and therefore only one antenna was transmitting at a
time. Then another one and a half revolution was performed. For this measurement
campaign, the operating frequency was 1.71 GHz. The transmitted power was 38 dBm
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at the output of the mechanical relay.
At the BS, 8 parallel Rxs were connected to the elements of a linear MEA with 4 dual
polarized ±45◦ elements and spaced by 0.45λ. From this SIMO experiment, a MIMO
configuration was created in a post-processing analysis by selecting arbitrary antenna
separations from the circumferential trace. In the thesis, a spatial separation of 0.5 λ
is considered.
The purposes of the measurement trials were
➀ the evaluation of the spatial correlation which exists between several elements
of an MEA and also
➁ the extraction of realistic MIMO radio channelparameters for later analysis as
part of the requirement of the METRA project.
The spatial correlation could easily be extracted from experimental results where a
dipole would describe a circular motion, but this method would fail to provide any
information on the AoA with respect to the Doppler spectrum, if a simple FT (Fourier
Transform) routine would be applied on the full scan of the dipole at once, since the
AoA is a function of the Doppler information of the recorded signal [95] and the AoA
changes as the dipole rotates . Therefore, a linear motion of the MEA was preferred
to a circular motion.
3.2.3 The METRA Measurement Set-up
The main part of the work reported in this thesis is related to the experimental equip-
ment developed and utilized in the context of the METRA project.
After selecting the motion of the Tx MEA as being linear, a second alteration to the
MEA set-up was decided. In the METRA project a switching approach was selected
to create the MEA at the transmitting end although as evident from [19], [42] and
[44], this technique was not the only one to characterise the MIMO radio propagation
channel. With this switching approach, a common RF signal at the Tx, is sent to a
1-to-4 RF switch which selects one element at a time, with a switch time of 50 µs, thus
providing isolation from the remaining elements. Since the switching was relatively
fast, within 200 µs, it approximates a parallel transmission for low mobile speeds.
Each of the four PN segments had a number associated which made it possible to
distinguish from which element the sounding signal was transmitted. The carrier
frequency was tuned to 2.05 GHz (UMTS band) and the transmitted power was 25
dBm measured after the switch. The low output power was sufficient for the indoor-
to-outdoor experiment due to the short transmission paths and the subsequent low
path loss.
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3.2.3.1 Mechanical Hardware at the MS
For the METRA set-up, the MS consisted of two trolleys; one trolley contained all the
RF hardware of the Tx, as shown in Figure 3.16 on page 45, and the other trolley, later
referred to as the dragon, was equipped with a linear slide carrying the Tx MEA as
shown in Figure 3.17 on page 46 and moved at a speed of 42.3 cm/s (fdoppler=2.9 Hz).
The two trolleys were connected by 10 m coaxial and control signal cables as shown in
Figure 3.19 and Figure 3.20 on page 47. The use of a 10 m cable could be considered
as a rather large radiator compared to the small antenna size (described in the next
section) used during the measurement. The potential influence of this long coaxial
cable could be thought as correlating the signal through leakage (therefore the use of
bazooka ballon explained in Section 3.2.4). However, the analysis of the correlation
coefficient of the measured radio channel data indicates a rather decorrelated behavior
as shown later in this thesis. It can be therefore safely assumed that potential leakages
from the coaxial cable has had no significant impact on the measurement set-up.
The purpose of using two trolleys was to reduce the influence of the voluminous RF
equipment. The dragon exhibited low impact on the RF signal since the metallic
parts of the linear slide were covered by a layer of microwave absorbers—therefore the
resemblance to a dragon. It can be argued that the use of microwave absorbers has an
intrusive influence on the environments, i.e. absorbing ’waves’ that should have been
there. This is correct, but considering a reflective system would create more scatterers
in the measured environment than the environment itself and would provide a ’better’
richness of the scatterers than the actual environment. The interest in using the
absorbtive solution, is that it provides a ’worst’ case scenario when the richness of the
scatterers is to be investigated. The ideal solution would be to design a slide entirely
composed of non-reflective materials. This is however a very expensive solution. A
cheaper solution would be to lower down the slide to ground level so that the ground
reflection is combined with the slide reflection, but this solution obliges the mast to
be taller. An additional mechanical constraint would hence be introduced due to the
jitter of the mast in motion. Considering all these electromagnetic and mechanical
constraints, the use of microwave absorbers is a trade-off between the influence of
the measurement equipment and the reflection from the ground being hidden by the
microwave absorbers. Figure 3.1, graphically illustrates the positioning of the two
trolleys during a measurement campaign.
Two main constraints on the mechanical hardware were to be considered: the vibration
of the mast and the actual size of the dragon. The solution to these problems were:
➀ A slide driven by a plastic belt minimized the vibrations.
➀ The length of the slide had to be chosen according to the layout of the environ-
ment. For instance, the size of lifts and door frames, the presence of furniture,
resulted in mechanical constraints and should fulfill the Wide-Sense Stationary
(WSS) requirement when being used to record the radio channel.
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Figure 3.1: Representation of the measurement setup which reduces the influence from the metallic
casing on the on the RF equipment.
WSS radio channels defined in Parsons [105], have the property that their fading
statistics are invariant over a short interval of time. Some authors like [106] and [107]
relate the WSS to the geometrical scatterers. They indicate that a spread or variation
in the Doppler domain during the recording would indicate that scatterers would be
illuminated and/or obstructed which would affect the stationarity of the recorded
signal as illustrated in Figure 3.2. Therefore, as a rule of thumb, it can be assumed
that the scatterers should be at a distance 10 times the distance travelled by the MS,
which is equivalent to about 20 m in the present case. Therefore a slide which was too
long would not be adequate considering the selected environments.
Figure 3.2: Illustration of the WSS condition. Here d is the travelled distance by the MS.
The length of the slide and the determination of the spatial correlation interact. There-
fore, a Monte Carlo analysis of the power correlation coefficient with respect to the
slide’s length was undertaken. The actual size of the slide was dictated from the range
of slide commercially available. The selection of the slides is determined by the results
of the standard deviation (std) analysis performed on the power correlation coefficient
between two uncorrelated Rayleigh channel which is computed over 1,000 realisations
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for different slide lengths. As presented in Figure 3.3, a distance of 11.8λ exhibits a std
of the power correlation coefficient lower than 0.09. This result is believed acceptable
considering that a length much greater than 20λ to achieve a significantly lower std.
Consequently, a slide of length 11.8λ, i.e., 1.7 m was selected.
Figure 3.3: Standard deviation of the power correlation coefficient from Monte Carlo simulations over
1,000 realisations of a Rayleigh channel.
3.2.3.2 Power Supply Constraint
The mains power supply was used at the MS since the equipment was always indoors.
Nevertheless, when moving from one office to another, the equipment would have to be
unplugged and with potential loss of the phase reference. This was unacceptable and
consequently, it was decided to use a simple computer 520 W UPS (Un-interruptable
Power Supply). This simple trick provided the Tx with 15 minutes of self contained
power.
At the Rx, the power supply was either provided from the mains socket in case of
picocell measurements, or from the inverter of the Fiat van for the microcell measure-
ments.
3.2.4 Antenna Topologies - METRA Programme
Commercial antennas at the time of the field trial were not available for the UMTS
frequency band used in the METRA measurement campaign. The scope of the PhD
was to investigate the correlation coefficient which exist between several element of a
MEA considering far-field condition, i.e. no near-field terminal effect were consider,
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to later validate a MIMO model with respect to its assumptions. Therefore, vertical
and horizontal polarized sleeve dipoles, with an average return loss of approximately
14 dB and a XPD (cross-polar discrimination) of 20 dB, were manufactured at the
RF laboratory of CPK and used during the measurement campaign. Measurement
set-ups including scenarios of typical small terminals [44] were not considered in this
study.
The sleeve dipoles, seen in Figure 3.4, has a 1/4λ bazooka balun to reduce electrical
leakage in the coaxial cable [108, p. 480], thereby decreasing the influence of the feed
cables on the radiation characteristic of the dipole. A balun was preferred to a ferrite
since the operating frequency was higher than 1 GHz [109].
Figure 3.4: Customised sleeve dipoles (vertically polarized to the left and horizontally polarized to
the right) using a 1/4λ bazooka balun.
3.2.4.1 Mutual Coupling in the MEAs at the MS
While the sleeve dipoles provided omnidirectional radiation patterns when used as
single elements, the use of these antennas in a MEA raised the issue of a mutual
coupling for small element separation as addressed n the following.
Figure 3.5 presents the measured and simulated co-polarized radiation patterns of a
sleeve dipole in the azimuth plane for two MEAs configuration: a linear MEA and an
interleaved MEA.
Figure 3.5(i-a) illustrates a 4-element linear MEA with 0.5λ separation. The MEA is
simulated using AWAS c© [110] which is a numerical analysis tool of wire antennas and
scatterers. A good match exists between the simulation and the measured radiation
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pattern as seen in Figure 3.5(i-b).
(i-a) (ii-a)
(i-b) (ii-b)
Figure 3.5: (i-a) Linear MEA set-up. (i-b) Coupling effect on measured and simulated co-polarized
radiation patterns in azimuth of one of the four elements of a linear MEA with 0.5λ separation.
Notice the squeezing effect on both measured and simulated radiation patterns.(ii-a) Interleave MEA
set-up. (ii-b) Simulated co-polarized radiation patterns in azimuth of the four elements of the MEA.
The effect of mutual coupling has a large impact on the shape of the radiation pattern
with the measurement showing a reduction in gain of 10 dB for rays coming from
either 0◦ or 180◦. Such variations in the radiation pattern would impact the spatial
correlation coefficient if no post-processing compensation were made. It was essential
to use a MEA topology having elements with an omnidirectional characteristic so that
the correlation properties of the MIMO radio channel could be measured directly.
3.2.4.2 Interleaved MEA at the MS
Having identified the mutual coupling issue at the MS, a further constraint which has
to be considered is the separation of the elements of the MEA. In order to provide
DoA analysis at the MS, it was decided to use a separation of 0.4λ between the
elements. This spacing is justified in connection with the DOA analysis presented later
in Section 4.3 on page 54. Using AWAS c©, different antenna scenarios were investigated
to provide a MEA with elements exhibiting omnidirectional radiation patterns. A
solution to the two requirements of omnidirectionality and 0.4λ separation, is to use
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an interleaved MEA as shown in Figure 3.5(ii-a).
The interest of using an interleaved MEA is that it provides an actual separation of
1.1λ between the elements compared to a traditional linear MEA. Furthermore, the
3λ separation cancels the coupling between the two pairs of elements. Figure 3.5(ii-b)
illustrates the simulated co-polarized radiation patterns in the azimuth plane of the
four elements of the MEA used during the measurement campaign. The influence of the
mutual coupling is significantly reduced due to the interleaved MEA. The influence
of the compensated radiation pattern on the correlation coefficient is discussed in
Appendix B.
Two linear MEA, with 0.4λ separation, are generated from the interleaved MEA after
post-processing as shown in Figure 3.6.
Figure 3.6: Top view drawing of the MEA used during the measurement campaign and the effect of
post-processing to generate two linear MEAs at the MS.
3.2.4.3 Linear MEA at the BS
At the other end of the transmission path, the BS consists of two linear separate 4-
element MEAs. The first MEA is a uniform, linear MEA with four vertically polarized
sleeve dipoles separated by 1.5λ. Contrary to the MS, DoA analyses are not considered
at the BS which explains the larger spacing used to avoid mutual coupling.
The second linear MEA consists of two dual polarized ±45◦ patch antennas. Depend-
ing on the environment the patches are either at ±45◦ or 90◦/0◦ with respect to the
vertical as shown in Figure 3.7 and summarized in Figure 3.11 on page 40. The orien-
tation of the patch antenna is very important since the BPR considers simultaneously
the XPD of the antenna and the radio channel. As an example, empirical results
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showed that the average BPR for patch MEAs varied from 0 dB (±45◦) down to -8 dB
(90◦/0◦). Patch antenna samples were tested and a XPD ≥ 15 dB was measured. The
radiation patterns of the +45◦ and -45◦ branches were measured in the XZ and YZ
plane. They exhibit relatively similar radiation patterns which indicates a reasonable
rotational symmetric behaviour [111, p.167-168]. However no actual 3-D measurement
was performed.
Figure 3.7: Antennas used in the METRA project at the BS (i) vertical dipole (ii) patch antenna
(±45◦) (iii) patch antenna (90◦/0◦), (iv) at the MS.
3.2.4.4 The METRA Experimental Procedure
An explanation is given here, on how two uniform linear MEAs, each having four ele-
ments separated by 0.4λ, can be derived from the interleaved MEA. The experimental
procedure is described as follows. A 4-element interleaved MEA support, made of
a Plexiglas plate, is mounted on the mast of the dragon slide, see Figure 3.8. This
support is necessary since it is decided to use three different MEA arrangements dur-
ing the measurement campaign to investigate polarization diversity at the Tx. These
MEAs are referred to as vertical, horizontal1, and horizontal2.
vertical horizontal 1 horizontal 2
☞ The MEA denoted as vertical consists of four vertical polarized sleeve dipoles.
☞ Horizontal1 and horizontal2 both used four horizontal polarized sleeve dipoles
and differ only in the orientation of their elements as shown above and in Fig-
ure 3.7(iv).
The measurement procedure in connection with Figure 3.8 is explained below:
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➀ The four elements of each MEA are locked on the Plexiglas support to fix the
elements during the measurement campaign and to maintain the same spatial
reference between the different MEAs for AoA analysis.
➁ For a stationary position of the dragon, the MEA moves forward along the Y-
axis, during 5 s (i.e. from A to B) while the received signals is being recorded.
➂ When the MEA reaches the end of the slide (B), it moves backward while the
slide was moved over a distance of 0.4λ perpendicularly to the motion of the
MEA. This displacement is feasible since the slide itself is mounted on two rails,
see Figure 3.8.
➃ Starting from C, a new set of measurements is then collected (C to D).
➄ The MEA is replaced and a new measurement is taken.
Figure 3.8: 3-D representation of the measurement procedure at the MS.
This procedure is completed within 20 s as an attempt to have a time stationary radio
channel. Then the MEA is changed and the procedure repeated twice to have the
two polarizations investigated. Therefore, in total three measurements (with three
different MEAs at the MS) were made for each path, and for each MEA, two sets of
measured data were obtained.
The acceleration and deceleration phases of the MEA moving along the slide were
compensated and post-processed in the measurement analysis. Figure 3.9 presents the
effective slide length which could be used during the analysis of the measured data due
to the synthetical displacement of 0.8 λ in Y, for the post-processing implementation
of a linear MEA.
3.2.4.5 The Radiation Pattern Impact
The correlation coefficient results presented in this thesis are based on measured data.
Consequently the spatial selectivity introduced by the antenna characteristics is con-
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Figure 3.9: Effective displacement of the linear MEA during the analysis of the measured data.
sidered in this thesis with respect to the impact of the radiation pattern, introducing
the pattern diversity.
(i) vertical (ii) horizontal 1 (iii) horizontal 2
Figure 3.10: Top view of a simplified indoor environment. Illustration of the radiation pattern effect
on the ray selection of the radio channel.
The type of antenna, and therefore the radiation pattern, used to record the data is
an important parameter to consider when analysing measured data. When employing
the horizontal MEA elements, the correlation coefficient reflects only part of the radio
channel since a certain spatial selectivity occurs in the azimuth plane as illustrated by
the three sketches of Figure 3.10.
Constraints on the radiation pattern are a practical reality when implementing the
MIMO technology. To date, perfect omnidirectional aerials, i.e., most commonly loop
antennas, in the horizontal plane are very difficult to apply and are not commercially
available. Its use in pattern diversity is introduced later in the thesis.
A summary of the different antenna topologies used in the measurements reported in
the thesis is presented in Figure 3.11. Pictures of some of the MEA used during the
measurement campaign are illustrated in Figure 3.7.
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Figure 3.11: Summary of the different antenna topologies used for SUNBEAM and METRA.
3.3 The Choice of Environments
The selection of the environments to be investigated is based on the ambition to
provide general and realistic examples on the MIMO technology performances. Several
buildings offered the opportunity to investigate picocell and microcell environments:
the University campus due to the proximity and logistical reasons, and the Aalborg
International airport, both of which presented realistic environments where MIMO
systems are likely to be applied.
For each environment, several MS locations are selected to provide measurements
under both LOS and Non-Line-of-Sight (NLOS) scenarios. Several BS locations are
selected within the same environment to increase the amount of statistical information.
A total of 114 paths are thus investigated within 7 environments.
Once the decision is made with regard to the location of the measured environment,
extra constraints are imposed on the experimental programme. For instance, measure-
ments are to be performed during night-time as an attempt to operate in a stationary
propagation channel. Therefore, special permission to get access to the different offices
needs to be granted.
3.3.1 Picocell
A total of 5 environments were considered suitable for picocell measurements. In this
thesis, the term picocell describes an indoor-to-indoor transmission path. They are
denoted after the different building names, as novi2, novi3, nokia, fb7b2 and airport.
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They all differed in size, internal structure or layout. A description of the different
picocell layouts is given below and to visualize the environment, a floor plan of each
environment with pictures taken during the measurement campaign is presented in
Appendix A.
novi2 offered an example of a building with several small offices on the same floor, as
shown on the top view plan of Figure 3.12. The arrows illustrate the direction
of displacement of the MS (1 to 7). The layout and size of novi2 are suitable to
identify three locations for the BS. In total 21 measured paths were investigated
in this environment.
Figure 3.12: novi2. The arrows represent the direction of the displacement of the MS (1 to 7). The
3 encircled areas represent the different positions of the BS. In total 21 measurement paths were
investigated in this environment.
The outside windows are so-called energy windows, meaning that they are metal-
lically shielded reflecting electromagnetic waves. The building structure of the
indoor environment is presented in Figure 3.13. The walls are made of plaster
board on metallic studs. Also, between the ceiling tiles, made of fiberboard,
and the concrete ceiling lies a complex air-conditioning pipe system made of
metal. This environment is also used for the microcell measurements which are
discussed later in Section 3.3.2.
nokia (illustration on page 125) is of the same size as novi2 but contrary to novi2,
as shown in Figure A.1, it provides a typical, modern open office environment.
The outside windows of the building are also metallically shielded.
novi3 (illustration on page 126) is a large foyer as shown in Figure A.2 and Figure A.3.
It provides a large open indoor environment with two floors, which could also
represent a conference hall or a shopping center scenario. Again, the outside
windows of the building are metallically shielded.
fb7b2 (illustration on page 128) also provides an example of a building with several
small offices on the same floor, but its outside windows are not metallically
shielded. This environment is illustrated in Figure A.4. It is also used for the
microcell measurements, see Section 3.3.2 below.
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Figure 3.13: Indoor structure of the building. The picture indicates that the metallic studs are hidden
behind the plaster wall.
airport (illustration on page 130) is a middle size international airport situated in
Aalborg. It provides relatively large open areas for an indoor environment, see
Figure A.5 and Figure A.6. This is an interesting environment due to its size
and is likely to host business users with applications suitable for the capacity en-
hancement of MIMO based services. One side of the building is mainly composed
of energy windows as shown in Figure A.6 (i).
3.3.2 Microcell
The microcell investigation considered 2 environments. In this thesis, the term mi-
crocell describes an indoor-to-outdoor path. Reasonable path loss consideration moti-
vated the selection of these two sites. Figure 3.14 provides an overview of the microcell
field trial. The MS was inside the building while the BS was located outside. The two
buildings investigated are denoted novi2 and fb7b2. During the microcell measurement
campaign, a laboratory van was equipped with the BS equipment.
novi2 (illustration on page 132) The first microcell measurement campaign is under-
taken during the SUNBEAM project in novi2. The indoor environment has been
presented in the previous section on page 40. It was decided to select 15 different
locations of the MS in the building.
At the other end of the transmission path, a parking, 300 m away from the
building, is used to positioned the van with its the BS. The MEA is mounted on
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Figure 3.14: Illustration of the two microcell environment setups.
a crane and elevated above roof top level, i.e., 9 m, to provide direct LOS to the
building while the RF equipment is secured in the van.
frb7 (illustration on page 131) The interest in a microcell measurement campaign
is not only the cell size, but also the density of the scattering environment
surrounding the BS. After a survey of the university campus, the building fb7b2
is selected to host the MS. The BS is positioned on two separate locations as
shown in Figure 3.14: The first case is a courtyard providing an example of
a closed environment (high density of local scattering). The second case is a
parking area with an open environment (moderate scattering). The MEAs are
placed on a mast below roof top level at a height of 5.7 m (see the mast in
Figure 3.18 on page 46). The distance between the BS and the MS is 36 m and
31 m for the first and second case, respectively. A picture of the environment is
given in Figure A.7.
Table 3.2 presents the environments investigated, the number of measured paths and
the measured mean SNR per path for the two projects. It indicates that the link
budget was very good since the mean SNR is limited by the correlation noise of the
PN sequences of the system. Only in a minority of the paths, the mean SNR was as
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low as 10 dB.
Environ- Building Number Number Number Mean Project
ment identi- of BS of MS of SNR per path
fication locations locations paths in dB
Novi2 3 7 21 31 METRA
1 9
novi3
{
1 3
12 31 METRA
Picocell Nokia 3 5 18 31 METRA
best-31
fb7b2
{
2 8 16
/worst-10
METRA
airport 2 6 12 30 METRA
Novi2 1 15 15 31 SUNBEAM
Microcell 1 8 best-31
frb7
{
1 5
13
/worst-15
METRA
Total number of investigated paths 107
Table 3.2: Number of paths with their respective mean SNR.
3.4 Summary and Interim Conclusion
This chapter presented a description of the experimental work which paved the way for
the beginning of the PhD programme. Two main parts were identified: a description
of the RF equipment and the environment investigated.
Two measurement set-ups namely SUNBEAM and METRA have been developed for
the MIMO investigation of the radio channel. Suitable measured environments were
identified to provide realistic propagation environments for picocellular and microcel-
lular wireless system where the MIMO technology is likely to be implemented. The
measurement set-up only considered MEA wich were not under near-field’s influences.
Measurement set-up including scenarios of typical small terminals were not considered
in this study.
WB MIMO measurement campaign have been performed during the PhD programme
using the UMTS bandwidth of 5 MHz. Microcell and picocell environments have
been investigated using different type of MEA configurations. Spatial, polarization
and hybrid spatial-polarization diversity set-up can be extracted from the MIMO
measurement data.
The MIMO measurement campaigns presented in this chapter are among the first
MIMO radio propagation channel results reported in the MIMO community.
Figures 3.18 to 3.20 show pictures taken during the measurement campaign, of the
experimental equipment and environment, to illustrate the level of detail in terms of
design, planning, environment considerations and hardware logistics.
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Figure 3.15: BS stand alone
testbed. All the equipment is
mounted on wheels to provide high
mobility during the set-up. The du-
plicated Rx branches can be seen on
the left hand side of the picture.
Figure 3.16: At the
other end of the
transmission path:
the 1st trolley of
the MS with the
voluminous RF
equipment placed
on large wheels to
ease transportation.
The connecting
cable to 2nd trolley
(the dragon) can be
seen lying on the
floor.
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Figure 3.17:
METRA project.
The MS appears in
the foreground with
the dragon and its
absorbers while the
BS stands in the
background.
Figure 3.18:
Illustration of the
measurement equip-
ment at the BS in
the courtyard of the
frb7 microcell en-
vironment (picture
taken by night).
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Figure 3.19: First
example of a MIMO
radio channel
measurements,
novi3. As described
in Section 3.3.1
on page 40, this
environment can
also represent a
conference hall or
shopping center.
The BS MEAs
(dipole and patch)
are located on the
first floor. Notice
the two trolley of
the MS; the RF
trolley is next to
the stairs and the
dragon is in the
bottom right corner
of the picture.
Figure 3.20: Second
example of a MIMO
radio channel mea-
surements, fb7b2.
The dragon is
positioned in the
middle of the room.
Notice the space
limitations to fit the
dragon inside the
office. The other
trolley with all
the RF equipment
was in the corridor
as illustrated in
Figure 3.1.
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Chapter 4
Characterisation of the Radio
Channel
The analysis of the measured data has been divided into two parts. The first part is
presented in this chapter and deals with the propagation characteristics of the mea-
sured environment with respect to SISO and SIMO antenna topologies. The second
part of the analysis is presented in Chapter 6, where MIMO system performance in
terms of theoretical Shannon capacity is addressed.
This chapter is dedicated to the extraction of channel parameters from the measured
data. The channel parameters are obtained from the NB information of the WB
measured data. It includes the study of the statistical distribution in terms of the
Ricean K-factor and a characterisation of the direction of arrival DoA. The two infor-
mations are used together to categorise the environment investigated in terms of their
LOS/NLOS and low/high AS characteristics. Conclusions on the angular distribution
of the wave in indoor are drawn based on the DoA analysis applied to the measured
data. A cluster type of distribution rather than a uniform one is shown. Furthermore,
the DoA analysis allows to draw conclusions on whether the WSS requirement holds
for the measured data. It is shown that some measurement paths do not hold such a
requirement.
Study of the power correlation coefficient is addressed based on measured data for
different cell environments, i.e., picocell and microcell, and different antenna config-
urations. The analysis considers the spatial correlation coefficient, the polarization
correlation coefficient, the joint spatial-polarization correlation coefficient, and the
joint pattern-spatial-polarization correlation coefficient.
Finally, a summary of some measurement paths is proposed at the end of this chapter.
They are selected for their propagation characteristics, and are specifically used in the
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rest of this thesis as examples of the performance of the MIMO technology.
4.1 From Wideband to Narrowband
The measurement campaign provided MIMO sounding radio channel data. A simple
algorithm called CLEAN, originally developed for processing astronomical images [112]
and recently used to estimate the dispersion of the radio channel [113][114] was selected
to extract the high resolution complex information from the WB measured data 1. This
algorithm, presented in Appendix D, performs fairly well when the temporal dispersion
is sufficiently large compared to the resolution of the measurement system. In large
microcells, i.e., the microcell investigated during the SUNBEAM project, the CLEAN
algorithm would be efficient. However, for picocells or microcells of smaller size, like
the one investigated as part of the METRA project, the resolution of the measurement
signal was too low to identify any time dispersion in the radio communication channel
without error from the CLEAN algorithm. Due to this reason, the CLEAN algorithm
was not used in the analysis presented in the thesis.
The RMS (Root Mean Square) delay spread, σ, is used in this section to quantify the
low time dispersion of the indoor channel. The extraction procedure of σ from a WB
received signal is presented in Appendix E. The RMS delay spread of the channel
σchannel, can be extracted from the relationship which links the RMS delay spread of
the measurement system σsystem = 0.0946µs derived from the back-to-back measured
IR, and the recorded σmeasured. This relation is based on the variance subtraction
operation, i.e.,
σ2channel = σ
2
measured − σ2system , (4.1)
and is applicable when assuming decorrelated scatterers [117], [94] or non coherent
voltage addition [118].
The cdf of σchannel was computed for all the measured paths and is presented in Fig-
ure 4.1. The sampling resolution of the measurement system was 0.122µs, whereas
the excess delay resolution was 1.5 chip = 0.366µs so no significance can be attributed
to details between 0 and 0.366µs. However, it illustrates that for 98% of the paths
in the picocell environments, σchannel is less than 0.366µs. This is in good agreement
with [117][119] among others for indoor scenarios. For the investigated microcell envi-
ronments, it is observed that only 25% of the paths provide a larger time dispersion.
Based on these results, it was decided to use the NB information in the subsequent
analysis since the limited excess delay resolution did not make it possible to resolve
the multipath components in typical indoor environment.
The complex NB information αmn(t), defined in Section 2.2 on page 12 is computed
from the measured WB signal αwbmn(t, τl) where t and τ are time and delay respec-
tively. This operation is equivalent to selecting one specific frequency component in
1Note that this method is very similar to the “direct convolution” method as reported in [115]
[116].
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Figure 4.1: cdf of σchannel for picocell and microcell environments.
the frequency domain, i.e., f = 0 at baseband, of the WB measured signals [94] and
so that
αmn(t) =
1
L
L∑
l=1
αwbmn(t, τl) (4.2)
where 1/L is used as a scaling factor. For the computation of αmn(t), a square window
is applied on the αwbmn(t, τl), meaning that only a part of the WB measured data is
used in the average process, hence filtering out part of the noise.
4.2 Statistical Distribution of the NB Signal
For a more comprehensive characterization of the radio channel based on the mea-
sured data, it is necessary to know the statistical nature, i.e., the Ricean K-factor,
of the postprocessed measured NB signal; the result of this analysis is useful for the
categorization of the paths when the correlation coefficient is investigated.
Often radio paths are categorized as LOS or NLOS. In this thesis LOS is defined
as a path where there is no obstruction between the two ends of the radio path.
LOS scenario are often associated with the Rice distribution, since a strong signal
component (the actual LOS) and smaller components (the reflected waves) compose
such a distribution, while in a Rayleigh distribution, the LOS component disappears
and only the reflected waves are existent.
For the microcell environments, the concept of LOS is inadequate since the outdoor
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wall of a building lies between the two ends of the radio path. However the existence
of a strong direct path in such a scenario would still results in a Rice distribution too.
This strong direct path would be the result of the energy being narrowbeamed due
to a low AS at one or both end of the paths. Subsequently, the value of the K-factor
should rather be attributed to the spatial dispersion of the waves; the AS was used as
a reference to interpret the behavior of the K-factor.
A classification of the interpretation of the estimated K-factor is shown in Table 4.2
where environment, size, structure and cell type are dependent parameters.
Cell K-factor
type ∈ [0, 2[ (Rayleigh-like) ∈ [2,∞] (Rice-like)
Picocell NLOS LOS
Microcell high AS low AS (at BS)
Table 4.1: Classification of the K-factor.
The method used to estimate the K-factor is based on the work reported in [120]
and is presented in Appendix F. The analysis considers a 4×4 antenna setup so that
the SISO amount of statistics on the received signal is increased by a factor of 16.
Equivalently, the K-factor is estimated over a distance of about 188λ=16×11.8λ.
Figure 4.2: K-factor value for all the picocell and microcell environments for all the transmit and
receive antenna configurations.
Figure 4.2 presents the estimated K-factor including all the picocell and microcell en-
vironments and all the transmit and receive antenna configurations. The graph has
been divided into two zones: the picocell and the microcell and the estimated K-factor
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indicates a fluctuation from 0 to 6. It is difficult to set a strict boundary between Rice
and Rayleigh distributed signals. The value of 2 is believed to be reasonable consid-
ering the uncertainty of the measured data and the inherent errors in the estimation
process. Therefore, a low value of the K-factor, i.e., K < 2, is regarded equivalent to a
Rayleigh-like distributed radio channel while for larger value of K-factor, i.e., K ≥ 2,
the radio channel is said to be Ricean distributed.
For the picocell environments, the majority of the K-factor values are lower than 2,
indicating that the signals are Rayleigh-like distributed for LOS and NLOS scenarios.
For the microcell environments, two measurement set-ups with two different element
spacings have been used at the BS; therefore, it is preferred to investigate the microcell
per measurement set-up. The SUNBEAM project indicates a majority of the scenario
being Ricean distributed (Only 2 paths are identified with Rayleigh distributed sig-
nals), while for the METRA project, the microcell environment exhibits Rayleigh
distributed signals.
Figure 4.3: Spatial correlation function assuming Laplacean distribution. Measured spatial correlation
coefficients for all the microcells plotted per antenna separation.
Figure 4.3 presents the spatial power correlation versus the element separation at the
MEA for both the SUNBEAM and the METRA measurements. On the same graph,
the spatial correlation function assuming a Laplacean PAS function [84] is plotted.
The AS is derived by matching the spatial correlation value to the PAS function.
The measurements performed as part of the SUNBEAM project exhibit 14 paths out
of 15 with a low AS in the range of 1◦ to 5◦, and one path having a higher AS equal to
20◦. Large values of the K-factor, i.e.,K-factor≥ 2, were observed for this measurement
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campaign when comparing with Figure 4.2.
The two METRA microcell environments indicate higher AS values in Figure 4.3,
with some cases where the spatial power correlation is about 0.8 (for the parking
measurement, this is due to the lower density of scattering), which is in agreement
with the fluctuation of the range of the K-factor from 0 to 2.
4.3 Analysis of the Direction of Arrival
In addition to the knowledge of the statistical distribution of the radio channel, DoA
analyses are performed at the MS. For the specific application of this thesis, the
meaning of arrival in DoA is understood in a large sense and the term departure as
direction of departure (DoD) could have also been used since the DoA analysis could
be performed at only one end of the path. Recall that DoA could not be performed at
the BS since the spacing between the MEA elements was too large. There are several
motivations for performing the DoA analysis at the MS:
➀ The possibility of verifying whether the radio channel satisfies the WSS condition
in the investigated indoor environments. The DOA analysis can provide an
illustration of the PAS at the MEA in order to test the implicit WSS assumption
of the model.
➁ The nature of the incoming rays when indoor-to-indoor and outdoor-to-indoor
communication links are considered. Indeed, the results of the DoA analysis
would confirm, or not, the usual assumption that for a picocell environment the
rays are uniformly distributed in an angle around the MS. It was found in [121]
that in an outdoor-to-indoor scenario the main contribution to the signal energy
is in the direction of the windows.
DoA analysis has not been performed on any of the measured data collected during
the SUNBEAM project due to the measurement set-up employed. Only the vertically!
transmitted scenarios of the METRA measurement campaigns are considered in the
DoA analysis. However the DoA analysis result is constrained to the limitation of the
measurement equipment and a 3-D spherical MEA would be usefull to investigate the
influence of the ground and ceiling on the total DoA results when indoor-to-indoor
propagation scenario are considered.
4.3.1 Geometrical Constraint
There is a large variety of MEA structures used for the DoA estimation. The most
common structures are the linear MEA, the square MEA [122],[108], and the circular
MEA [123]. A recently proposed antenna structure using a spherical MEA [124][31]
was used to perform 3-D radio channel characterisation at the MS.
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4.3.1.1 Far-Field and Spatial Nyquist Criteria
When performing practical measurements, two important constraints have to be con-
sidered in DoA analysis: the far-field and the spatial Nyquist criteria.
➀ The far-field [125, p. 396] distance is to be respected if the received signal has
to be assumed as composed of plane waves. This is particularly an issue when
considering the measurements made in the small offices since the nearest scatterer
is relatively close to the MEA. This constraint limits the size of the effective
aperture and consequently the number of effective elements when equidistant
separation is implemented.
As a rule of thumb [108, p. 480] the far-field distance is equivalent to 2D2/λ
where λ is the wavelength and D is the largest linear dimension of the MEA, i.e.,
the effective aperture, as shown in Figure 4.4 for both linear and square MEAs.
➁ The spatial Nyquist criteria is to be considered when sampling the signal in
the spatial domain. This is very similar to the sampling process in the time or
frequency domain. As shown in [126] among others, the spatial Nyquist criteria
is necessary to avoid aliasing and grating lobe effects. The duality, when the
MEA elements are isotropic, can be presented as
fo = 2fmax ←→ do =
λ
2
, (4.3)
where fo is the Nyquist criteria with fmax as the highest frequency component
in the signal, and do the spatial Nyquist criteria among the MEA elements. This
means that the spacing d between the elements of the MEA should be less or
equal than half a wavelength (d ≤ do).
4.3.1.2 Square over Linear MEA
In DoA estimation, the scanning range of a linear MEA, see Figure 4.4, is limited since
any end-fire2 signal cannot be seen by the MEA with the same pattern as it would be
if the signal were broadside; the radiation pattern gets worse when it is steered from
broadside to end-fire therefore a linear MEA can not provide a full 360◦ scan. To
overcome this problem, a synthetic planar square MEA was used. The term planar
indicates that the MEA elements are all lying on the same horizontal plane. In the
rest of the thesis, it is simply referred to as the square MEA.
The square MEA configuration allows a full 360◦ scan in the azimuth plane. Further-
more, equi-distant spacing between the antenna elements, i.e., 0.4λ, is selected so that
signals coming from the back can be distinguished from the front when they are either
broadside or end-fire which is not the case when the spacing is equal to λ2 .
2The term end-fire refers to the side of the MEA where the signal is impinging parallel to the MEA
while broadside refers to the side where the signal is coming perpendicularly to the MEA [127][108]
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(i) (ii)
Figure 4.4: Illustration of the scanning possibilities of the (i) linear MEA and (ii) the square MEA.
4.3.1.3 Spatial Filtering Artifacts
The complete 360◦ scan is not as trivial as it may appear. The beamwidth of an MEA
depends on the effective aperture of the MEA. The beamwidth at half power, i.e., at
3dB, BW[3dB], is generally defined as [128]
BW[3dB] = arcsin
(
0.886λ
Ωd
)
, (4.4)
where Ω is the number of linear elements in the MEA along broadside and d ≤ do is
the spacing between the elements in wavelengths. The effective aperture D is defined
as
D = Ωd , (4.5)
meaning that the larger D, the narrower the beamwidth and vice versa.
Figure 4.5, illustrates that when the signal reaches the square MEA at broadside, or
similarly end-side, the effective aperture of the antenna is D but at an incident angle
of 45◦ the effective aperture becomes
√
2D. Consequently, the beamwidth at 45◦ of
the MEA is supposedly narrower than the beamwidth at broadside; this is, however,
not the case as explained below.
The windowing effect is a well known phenomena in the frequency-time domain anal-
ysis [129, p. 450][130, p. 294]. In the spatial domain, this effect occurs when using a
square MEA as illustrated in Figure 4.5. At broadside, the measured complex signal
is subject to a square window while when arriving at 45◦ incident angle, it is subject
to a Bartlett–or triangular–window.
The windowing effect is illustrated quantitatively in Figure 4.6 where the beamwidth
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Figure 4.5: Illustration of the windowing effect of the square MEA in the DoA process.
of the square window for
√
2D is narrower than the square window with D, but as
soon as the Bartlett window is applied with
√
2D, the beamwidth is similar (within a
1◦ accuracy) to the beamwidth computed from a square window with D as an effective
aperture. So despite a larger effective aperture at 45◦ incident angle, it is possible to
keep the scanning beamwidth constant at about 33◦ in the whole azimuth plane.
Figure 4.6: Quantitative illustration of the windowing effect of the square MEA in the DoA process.
The differences between the simulated radiation patterns of a linear MEA and square
MEAs are illustrated in Figure 4.7 for the cases when an incoming wave is incident at
0◦ (end-fire), 35◦, 90◦ (broadside) and 240◦.
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(i) 0◦ (ii) 35◦
(iii) 90◦ (iv) 240◦
Figure 4.7: Four examples of simulated scanning possibilities when a ray is incident at 0◦, 35◦, 90◦
and 240◦.
Figure 4.7 (i) presents the DoA results from the linear and square MEAs when the wave
are impinging with an incident angle of 0◦ which is equivalent to an end-fire situation.
This figure indicates that the beam of the square MEA points to the desired direction
with a half power beamwidth of 33◦ whereas the linear MEA does not distinguish
whether the wave is coming from 0◦ or 180◦, furthermore the beamwidth is much
greater than the square MEA beamwidth.
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In the case when the incident wave impinges at 35◦, Figure 4.7 (ii) indicates that
the square MEA points to the desired direction with the same beamwidth as before
whereas the beam of the linear is totally distorted.
For the 90◦ situation, i.e., a broadside, the beamwidth of the linear MEA is optimal
but it can not distinguish a wave coming from the front (90◦) to a wave impinging
from the back (270◦). The square MEA however still points to the desired direction
with the same beamwidth as before.
And finally, for the 240◦ situation the square MEA still points to the desired direction
with a constant beamwidth.
The characteristics of the linear and square MEAs are summarized in Table 4.2.
Geometrical configuration Linear MEA Square MEA Square MEA
d in X 0.5λ 0.5λ 0.4λ
d in Y - 0.5λ 0.4λ
Number of elements 4 16 16
omni- omni- omni-
Element radiation pattern
directional directional directional
Beamwidth[3dB] 26◦ 26◦ 33◦
Back-to-front determination no no yes
Beam as a function of θ change no change no change
Far-field 4.5λ 9λ 5.8λ
360◦ scan no no yes
Table 4.2: Summary of the pros and cons of using linear and square MEAs.
4.3.2 A Conventional Beamforming DoA Algorithm
There is a large volume of literature devoted to the different types of DoA estimation
algorithms, [131][127] among others. The selection of the DoA algorithm is based on
[128, p. 61] where different methods like Fourier method, Capon Estimator, MUSIC
algorithm, and Widrow algorithm are compared for the estimation of the angular
power spectrum. It was found that the Fourier method (also known as the classical
or conventional beamformer) was considered as the best trade-off between resolution,
accuracy, and complexity.
Therefore, the Fourier method is selected in this work as a simple tool for the DoA
study keeping in mind that the resolution of this technique is limited. The mathemat-
ical description of the algorithm applied to the specific square MEA is presented in
Appendix H.
At the MS, the DoA was estimated from the processed NB signal for each measurement
path. In Section 3.2.4.4 on page 37, the procedure to obtain two linear MEA from
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the interleaved MEA was presented. From these linear MEAs, two square MEAs
(separated by 3λ) were created synthetically from the snapshot along the displacement
of the slide. For each of the two square MEAs, 8 DoA estimation analyses were
produced for each of the 8 elements of the 2 linear MEAS at the BS.
Measured set-up Post-processed DoA Post-processed
linear MEA → square MEA: Tx1
↗
interleaved MEA ↘
linear MEA → square MEA: Tx2
4.3.3 DoA Results Characterisation
This section presents three important results of the DoA analysis. The first results
present an example of the characterisation of the spatial nature of the radio channel
for a measured environment with respect to the K-factor results presented earlier. The
two last results give examples of the spatial nature of the radio channel during the
measurement with respect to the WSS requirement.
4.3.3.1 Spatial Nature of the Radio Channel
An example of the spatial nature of the radio channel is given in Figure 4.8, i.e.,
the small office scenario of novi2 presented in Figure 3.12 on page 40. The DoA
analysis results are plotted on polar grids for each measurement path. The results are
normalized to their maximum for each path and down limited to -13 dB so that the
sidelobe contributions shown in Figure 4.6 are not considered.
At the MS, the first square MEA, Tx1, is considered and at the BS, BS1, one of the
vertical dipoles of the MEA is chosen. Considering this example, the assumption of
uniformly distributed scatterers does not hold for this indoor-to-indoor radio chan-
nel. It appears that in some cases the DoA presents a multi clustered behavior and
therefore, it is difficult to obtain a meaningful value of PAS.
Furthermore, Figure 4.8 presents an example of the classification of the measured
paths, i.e., a LOS or NLOS situation. From the 7 different paths of the MS, different K-
factor values were computed and the classification performed. Each path is presented
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Figure 4.8: Illustration of the NLOS (Pos. 1 to 5) and LOS (Pos. 6 to 7) classification for novi2,
small indoor offices illustrated in Figure 3.12.
in Table 4.3 along with the corresponding classification.
The DoA analysis, mapped on to the office plan, indicates that Pos.6 and Pos.7 are in a
LOS situation and as expected exhibit the highest K-factor. Note that Pos.3 indicates
high K-factor for a NLOS scenario since the wall does not provide a strong obstruction
to the direct signal. For indoor environment, the K-factor cannot be expected to be
of a very high value in a LOS situation since in small offices the magnitude of the
direct signal is only marginal to the magnitude of the reflected signal especially in
environments with small offices.
Propagation K-factor
Paths
scenarios MEA: Tx1-BSdipole MEA: Tx2-BSdipole
Pos. 1 NLOS 0.7 1.2
Pos. 2 NLOS 0.6 0.9
Pos. 3 NLOS 0.9 1.4
Pos. 4 NLOS 0.5 0.6
Pos. 5 NLOS 0.8 0.5
Pos. 6 LOS 2 2.1
Pos. 7 LOS 1.4 1
Table 4.3: Propagation selection (LOS, NLOS) with their respective K-factor.
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4.3.3.2 Situation where WSS Hold
Figure 4.9 presents 16 illustrations of the DoA estimation versus the displacement of
the square MEAs for a LOS scenario measured at the airport. The rows represent the
DoA estimation from the two square MEAs at the MS (Tx1 and Tx2) and the columns
represent the elements of the two MEAs. Columns {1-4} are the vertical dipoles of the
first linear MEA and columns {5-8} represent the patch antennas, i.e., {5,7}: vertical
(90◦) and {6,8}: horizontal (0◦).
For each graphic, the Y-axis represents the angle of arrival in degrees, i.e., from 0◦
to 360◦ and the X-axis represents the distance d traveled by the square MEA in
wavelengths, i.e., 0.6λ ≤ d ≤ 10.4λ. The reference point is taken from the center of
the square MEA. The results of each graphic are normalized to the maximum value
of the dipole and patch MEAs for column {1-4} and {5-8} respectively so that the
difference in the BPR is taken into account. The results are limited down to -13 dB
in the illustration due to the appearance of the first side lobe shown in Figure 4.6.
Figure 4.9: Example of a DoA estimation along the slide. WSS condition respected.
When considering the PAS for the Rx element {1-4} and {5,7}, the energy is confined
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to a LOS scenario since both Tx and Rx elements have the same polarization. In
the PAS seen from the elements {6,8} more components contribute to the PAS since
their polarization is different from the TX. The vertically transmitted signal needs
to go through a richer scattering process to get cross-polarized for the horizontally
polarized element {6,8} and therefore the LOS is not sufficient in this case. Normal
reflections on smooth surfaces preserve the polarization of the incident wave and to
achieve cross-polarization oblique reflections and or irregular surfaces are necessary.
The WSS condition is respected since there are no differences in the DoA estimation
and the fading statistics remain unchanged along all the displacements since all the
energy is coming from a similar cluster. Also the PAS results from the first square
MEA, Tx1, are similar to those obtained with the second square MEA, Tx2.
4.3.3.3 Situation where WSS does not Hold
In Figure 4.10, the PAS from Tx1 is not the same as the PAS from Tx2. Furthermore,
when looking at Tx2, the PAS estimation at the Rx elements {1,2} are different, even
though they have the same polarization and are closely spaced.
Figure 4.10: Example of a DoA estimation along the slide. WSS condition not respected.
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Also, the Rx element {1} shows that for the same run the PAS is extremely variable
meaning that different clusters contributes to the statistic of the signal within a run,
which indicates that the WSS condition is not respected during that measurement.
4.4 Power Correlation Coefficient Analysis
Four different power correlation coefficients are investigated in this thesis. They are
defined and listed as follows
➀ The spatial correlation coefficient is the correlation coefficient between two
elements of same polarization but separated by a spatial distance ∆i. To facili-
tate the interpretation of the results, the spatial correlation between the elements
is divided into three categories with different ∆i. It is denoted |ρS∆i |. Table 4.4
summarizes the three categories per project.
➁ The polarization correlation coefficient represents the correlation coefficient
between two elements of different polarizations, but identical radiation patterns
3 and no spatial separation. It is denoted |ρP |.
➂ The joint spatial-polarization correlation coefficient refers to the correla-
tion coefficient between two elements of different polarizations, separated by
a given spatial distance ∆i, and identical radiation patterns. It is denoted
|ρS∆i&P |.
➃ The joint pattern-spatial-polarization correlation coefficient refers to the
correlation coefficient between two elements of different polarizations, with two
different radiation patterns and separated by a given spatial distance ∆i. It is
denoted |ρR&P&S∆i |.
4.4.1 Spatial Domain
The spatial power correlation coefficient ρS∆i was computed for all the 79 picocell paths
and 28 microcell paths. To provide a better overview of the correlation coefficient
behavior with respect to each cell type, i.e., microcell vs. picocell, the cdfs of the
correlation coefficient are presented per cell and for several spatial element separations
∆i. At the MS, the dipole element of the different MEA projects is considered and at
the BS, the dipole and the +45◦ elements are used for the METRA and the SUNBEAM
project respectively (see Table 4.4).
Figure 4.11 presents the cdf of the spatial power correlation for the picocell environ-
ment. Figure 4.11 (i) illustrates the correlation coefficient behavior at the MS and
Figure 4.11 (ii) at the BS. Figure 4.12 illustrates the cdf of the correlation coefficient
3Note that due to the reasonable similarity between the radiation pattern in the XZ and YZ planes,
it is assumed that the pathch antenna radiation pattern is rotationally symmetric.
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Project SUNBEAM METRA
Location MS BS MS BS
Polarization vertical +45◦ vertical vertical
∆1 0.5λ 0.45λ 0.4λ 1.5λ
∆2 1.0λ 0.9λ 0.8λ 3.0λ
∆3 1.5λ 1.35λ 1.2λ 4.5λ
MEA set-up
Table 4.4: 3 categories of spatial correlation coefficient with respect to the spacing between elements.
for the microcell environment for the METRA project and Figure 4.13 the SUNBEAM
project. Conclusions based on the cdfs of the three figures are commented simultane-
ously.
The cdfs have to be read such that, for instance in Figure 4.11 (i), for 50 % of the
measured paths, for the picocell environment, the spatial power correlation at the MS
for elements separated by 0.4λ is less than 0.25.
(i) MS (ii) BS
Figure 4.11: Empirical cdf of the power |ρS∆i | for the picocell environments.
At the MS, the correlation coefficient is low, |ρpow| ≤ 0.6 for 90% of the measured paths
for the picocell and microcell considering the small spatial separation, i.e, ∆1 ≤ 0.5λ
to ∆3 ≤ 1.5λ. The correlation coefficient behavior either in the picocell scenario or in
the microcell scenario is similar at the MS since the MS remains indoor and therefore
illuminates the same scatterers.
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(i) MS (ii) BS
Figure 4.12: Empirical cdf of the power |ρS∆i | for frb7 microcell environments—courtyard and
parking—(METRA project).
(i) MS) (ii) BS
Figure 4.13: Empirical cdf of the power |ρS∆i | for novi2 microcell environments (SUNBEAM project).
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At the BS, the correlation coefficient is low for the picocell, |ρpow| ≤ 0.6 for 90% of the
measured paths. This is to be expected with a larger separation between the elements
of the MEAs (1.5λ ≤ ∆i ≤ 4.5λ) and the rich indoor scattering.
For microcell environments investigated in the context of the METRA project, Fig-
ure 4.12 (ii), the smallest separation 1.5λ indicates a higher level of correlation than
for the rest of the separation, i.e. |ρpow| ≤ 0.85 for 90% of the measured paths for a
spacing of 1.5λ whereas |ρpow| ≤ 0.65 for 90% for ∆i ≥ 3λ.
For the microcell environments investigated in the context of the SUNBEAM project,
the correlation at the BS is very high, |ρpow| ≥ 0.95 for 90% of the measured paths,
due to the low antenna separation and the low AS experienced in this environment.
Therefore, from a system perspective the deployment of spatial diversity at the BS is
not recommended in this environment unless a separation larger than 4.5λ is used.
The empirical cdf of ρS∆i was calculated for each of the 7 environments independently
to one another considering their 50% and 90% percentage levels of their respective
number of measured paths are summarized in Tables G.1 and G.2 in Appendix G.1
on page 155. An example of the cdf of the correlation coefficient for novi2 is also
presented in Figure G.2.
4.4.2 Polarization, Joint Spatial-Polarization and Joint
Pattern-Spatial-Polarization Domain
The investigation of the spatial correlation behavior of the MEA showed that spatial
diversity technique could be easily employed in the indoor environment. However,
when considering microcell environments, spatial diversity has to be obtained at the
expense of a large antenna separation. This highlights the fact that when deploying
the MIMO technology in wireless systems, the main question is how to get enough
decorrelation at both ends of the antenna system? The alternative is to consider other
diversity techniques to achieve low correlation values all the time.
Joint spatial-polarization diversity is interesting in the sense that the correlation coeffi-
cient is the product of the correlation coefficient in the polarization and the correlation
coefficient in the spatial domain as reported in [132, equation (9)] for microcell envi-
ronment so that
|ρS∆i+P | = |ρS∆i |.|ρP | (4.6)
An analysis of this property based on the measured data for picocell and microcell
environment of the PhD programme as been carried out to illustrate the work of [132]
and is presented in Appendix G.4 on page 157.
To simplify the study, this section addresses the analysis of the power correlation
coefficient considering vertically polarized dipole reference antennas, defined at the
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MS as
ρMSn1n2, pow =
〈
|αmn1|2 , |αmn2|2
〉
(4.7)
where m is the element vertically polarized and n1, n2 have different polarizations
and radiation patterns, and defined similarly at the BS as
ρBSm1m2, pow =
〈
|αm1n|2 , |αm2n|2
〉
, (4.8)
where n is the element vertically polarized and m1, m2 have different polarizations
and radiation patterns.
4.4.2.1 Analysis at the MS
This analysis is very similar to the one presented earlier in the spatial domain. This
analysis focuses on the METRA measurement data only. Recall, that three differ-!
ent MEAs configuration were deployed at the MS, namely vertical, horizontal 1 and
horizontal 2.
vertical horizontal 1 horizontal 2
Assuming that the radio channel was stationary for the duration of time spent in one
path, it is possible to synthetically combine the MEAs configurations to obtain hybrid
MEAs. Table 4.5 presents the possible power correlation coefficients at the MS which
are extracted from the hybrid MEA set-ups based on the measured data. This table
is written in a symmetrical matrix format meaning that the upper triangular is only
considered since the lower triangular is the same.
Figures 4.14 (i) and 4.14 (ii) present the cdfs of all the correlation coefficient com-
binations for the picocell and microcell environments, respectively. The cdfs of all
the combinations can be compared with the cdf of the spatial correlation coefficient
analysed earlier.
The results of Figure 4.14 show that even though spatial correlation values were low,
introducing another polarization—with another radiation pattern— (ρR&P&∆i) pro-
vides even lower values. Also when spatial diversity is combined with radiation pattern
diversity (ρR&∆i), a low correlation value is provided. This conclusion is valid for both
picocell and microcell environments. The cdf of the different correlation combination
are very close to each other. Except for the spatial diversity, the values of correlation
at 50% and 90% percentage levels extracted from Figure 4.14 are less than 0.15 and
0.35 respectively. This means that when the MIMO technology is to be deployed in
indoor environment low correlation should be expected between the MEAs’ elements.
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The results of the correlation coefficient for the hybrid set {vertical and horizontal 1}
and the hybrid set {vertical and horizontal 2} are similar. This is an interesting
result since the outage correlation remains the same regardless of the orientation of
the horizontal dipole in indoors.
vertical horizontal 1 · · ·|ρpow|
1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 · · ·
1 1 S∆1 S∆2 S∆3 R&P R&P&S∆1 R&P&S∆2 R&P&S∆3 · · ·
2 1 S∆1 S∆2 R&P&S∆1 R&P R&P&S∆1 R&P&S∆2 · · ·
3 1 S∆1 R&P&S∆2 R&P&S∆1 R&P R&P&S∆1 · · ·
v
e
rt
ic
a
l
4 1 R&P&S∆3 R&P&S∆2 R&P&S∆1 R&P · · ·
1 1 S∆1 S∆2 S∆3 · · ·
2 1 S∆1 S∆2 · · ·
3 1 S∆1 · · ·
h
o
ri
z
.
1
4 1 · · ·
1 · · ·
2 · · ·
3 · · ·
h
o
ri
z
.
2
4 · · ·
· · · horizontal 2
· · · 1 2 3 4
· · · R&P R&P&S∆1 R&P&S∆2 R&P&S∆3
· · · R&P&S∆1 R&P R&P&S∆1 R&P&S∆2
· · · R&P&S∆2 R&P&S∆1 R&P R&P&S∆1
· · · R&P&S∆3 R&P&S∆2 R&P&S∆1 R&P
· · · R R&S∆1 R&S∆2 R&S∆3
· · · R&S∆1 R R&S∆1 R&S∆2
· · · R&S∆2 R&S∆1 R R&S∆1
· · · R&S∆3 R&S∆2 R&S∆1 R
· · · 1 S∆1 S∆2 S∆3
· · · 1 S∆1 S∆2
· · · 1 S∆1
· · · 1
Table 4.5: Extraction of the possible |ρpow| at the MS from the measured data. R: radiation pattern,
P: polarization, S∆i: spatial with separation ∆i, R&P&S∆i: joint pattern-polarization-spatial, R&P:
joint pattern-polarization.
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(i) Picocell environments.
(ii) Microcell environments.
Figure 4.14: Empirical cdf of |ρpow| at the MS for two cell type (METRA measurement data only).
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4.4.2.2 Analysis at the BS
A direct comparison of the correlation coefficient between single polarized and dual
polarized antenna configurations is presented here since dual polarized patch antennas
with the same radiation pattern were employed at the BS.
Recall the two orientations in the patch antenna for the picocell measurement as illus- !
trated in Figure 4.15. The patch is orientated ±45◦ for the picocell environment novi2,
novi3, nokia and 90◦/0◦ for fb7b2, and the airport. This difference in the patch orien-
tation influences the correlation coefficient and also the BPR. This is very important
and the consequences are treated in detail in Chapter 6 on page 109. For the microcell
measurement, two experimental set-ups are used with also two orientation. The ME-
TRA measurement taken in frb7 used 90◦/0◦ patch orientation and the SUNBEAM
project (novi2) considered ±45◦ orientation as recalled in Figure 4.16 below.
(i) 90◦/0◦ (fb7b2, airport). (ii) ±45◦ (novi2, novi3, and nokia).
Figure 4.15: Rotation of the patch at the BS for the picocell environment (METRA).
(i) 90◦/0◦ (frb7). (ii) ±45◦ (novi2-microcell).
Figure 4.16: Rotation of the patch at the BS for the microcell environment (METRA+SUNBEAM).
Similar to the analysis performed at the MS, Table 4.6 describes the different com-
binations of power correlation coefficients which can be extracted from the measured
data at the BS.
|ρpow| v1 h1 v2 h2
v1 1 P S3λ P&S3λ
h1 1 P&S3λ S3λ
v2 1 P
h2 1
Table 4.6: Extraction of the possible |ρpow| at the MS from the measured data. P: polarization, S∆i:
spatial with separation ∆i. P&S∆i: joint polarization-spatial.
Figure 4.17 presents the cdfs for the different correlation coefficient combinations for
the picocell environment. Figure 4.17 (i) presents the situation where the BS has the
90◦/0◦ configuration, and the vertically transmitted polarized waves need to propagate
through a rich scattering environment to be seen by the horizontal elements of the
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patch antenna. As a consequence, the correlation coefficient between the vertical and
the horizontal element is low but the BPR is unequal (BPR=-8 dB).
In the case of Figure 4.17 (ii), the BS has the ±45◦ configuration. When the MS
transmits vertical polarized waves, the waves do not need to go through different
scatterers to be seen by the +45◦ and the −45◦ subsequently, the correlation coefficient
between the +45◦ and the −45◦ is high (|ρpow| ≤ 0.8 at 90% of the measured paths),
but the BPR is equal (BPR=0.9 dB).
(i) 90◦/0◦. (ii) ±45◦.
Figure 4.17: Empirical cdf of |ρpow| at the BS for picocell scenario with respect to the two antenna
orientations.
In both graphs, Figure 4.17 (i) and 4.17 (ii), the range of correlation values in the
spatial domain are identical irrespective of the orientation of the patches. From these
results it can be concluded that at the BS, for the picocell environments, the orientation
of the antenna when considering polarization diversity is of crucial importance if low
correlation is necessary between the ports of the MEA.
Figure 4.18 presents the results for the microcell environments. In Figure 4.18 (i), the
elements are 90◦/0◦ orientated (Figure 4.16(i)), i.e., based on the measurements taken
in the context of the METRA project, whereas Figure 4.18 (ii) presents the microcell
investigated during the SUNBEAM project where the elements are ±45◦ orientated.
As expected the power spatial correlation coefficient for the SUNBEAM project in
Figure 4.18 (ii) is high due to the low spatial separation between the elements of the
MEA and the existence of a low AS in more than 90% of the measured paths. The
spatial power correlation coefficient for the frb7 environment is not as high as for the
SUNBEAM, at 90% of the measured paths |ρS | ≤ 0.75.
The important conclusion is that in both graphs of Figure 4.18, the polarization di-
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(i) 90◦/0◦ (METRA - frb7). (ii) ±45◦ (SUNBEAM - novi2).
Figure 4.18: Empirical cdf of |ρpow| at the BS for microcell scenario with respect to the two mea-
surement set-up.
versity is a solution to achieve low correlation values compared to spatial diversity for
microcell environments irrespective of the orientation of the patches. Joint spatial-
polarization diversity technique represents the ultimate solution to obtain the lowest
correlation values.
A summary of the results at 50% and 90% level for the picocell and the microcell
environments can be found in Table G.3 in Appendix G.
4.5 Reference Propagation Paths
In the rest of the thesis six specific paths have been selected and used to present the
behavior of the MIMO technology performances. The selection of these six paths is
motivated by their differences in terms of their propagation properties.
4.5.1 Example 1
Example 1 is a partially decorrelated scenario. At both the MS and the BS the
correlation coefficient values are low. This is one of the paths from the picocell novi2
environment (several small offices environment). See its location on page 41.
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4.5.2 Example 2
Example 2 represents the opposite situation to Example 1. The propagation scenario
is partially correlated: this appears in one of the paths of the novi2-microcell en-
vironment extracted during the SUNBEAM project. The AS, at the BS, is about 3◦;
as a result, the correlation coefficients between elements of same polarization are very
high since all the energy received at the BS is confined to a narrow beam. The correla-
tion coefficient at the MS is very low since the scattering in the indoor environment is
rich enough so that only a small antenna separation of the order of 0.5λ is required to
decorrelate signals. The measured signals from this example are Rayleigh distributed.
See its location on page 132.
4.5.3 Example 3
Example 3 is a partially correlated scenario taken from the same environment as
Example 2. However, contrary to Example 2, the measured signals indicate a Rice
distribution with a K-factor of 3. See its location on page 132.
4.5.4 Example 4
Example 4 is a partially decorrelated scenario, extracted from the same set of
measured data as for Example 2 and Example 3 (microcell novi2). An AS of approxi-
mately 20◦ has been identified; as a result, the correlation coefficient values are very
low. The large AS experienced is explained by the presence of buildings located near
the measurement paths. At the indoor MS, the situation is similar than for Example 2
and Example 3, i.e., low correlation. See its location on page 132.
4.5.5 Example 5
Example 5 is a partially decorrelated scenario, extracted from the nokia environ-
ment (a modern open office). The spatial correlation coefficients at both the BS and
MS are very low. This particular example provides information for patch MEA being
±45◦ orientated. The measured signal are Rayleigh distributed. See its location on
page 125.
4.5.6 Example 6
Example 6 exhibits the same spatial correlation and statistical distribution character-
istics as Example 5 (partially decorrelated and Rayleigh distributed). It has been
extracted from the Airport environment (a large open area). This particular exam-
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ple provides information for patch MEA being 90◦/0◦ orientated. See its location on
page 129.
4.6 Summary and Interim Conclusion
In this chapter a large number of topics related to the propagation aspect of the MIMO
technology has been addressed.
Description of the post-processing of the measured data has been presented. It was
shown that due to the low dispersivity of the radio channel and the time resolution of
the measurement system, the measured data were exploited in their NB post-processed
format.
The statistical distribution of the NB signal has been investigated in terms of the
K-factor. At the same time a DoA analysis was performed. The two information
sources were used together to categorise the environment investigated in terms of
their LOS/low AS or NLOS/high AS characteristics.
Based on the DoA analysis applied to the measured data it was concluded that the
angular distribution of the wave in indoor does not necessarily follow a uniform distri-
bution but more a cluster type. From this, a meaningful PAS value could not be easily
calculated. Furthermore, the DoA analysis enable to conclude whether the WSS re-
quirement would hold for the measured data. It was shown that some measured paths
did not hold such a requirement.
A detailed analysis of the power correlation coefficient has been performed in this
chapter so that the performance of the MIMO technology developed in Chapter 6 can
be explained. The analysis considered the spatial correlation coefficient, the polar-
ization correlation coefficient, the joint spatial-polarization correlation coefficient, and
the joint pattern-spatial-polarization correlation coefficient. The results are based on
measured data for different cell environment, i.e., picocell and microcell, and different
antenna configuration.
It was concluded that at the MS and the BS, for picocell environments, elements
separated by 0.4λ would provide low correlation. For microcell environments, the
correlation coefficient at the MS is also low. This is however not the case at the
BS. Large separation would be required to achieve low correlation coefficient when
spatial diversity is to be implemented. When polarization diversity is implemented, the
orientation of the elements is of critical importance since for a low correlation between
elements an unequal BPR may be occurring which results in a drastic deterioration of
the MIMO technology performance. It is also shown that the joint spatial-polarization
diversity technique represents the ultimum solution to obtain the lowest correlation
value for picocell and microcell.
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Chapter 5
MIMO Modelling and Empirical
Validation
5.1 Introduction
The idea of the members of the CPK group was to develop a stochastic MIMO
model [57] taking into account the partial correlation of the radio channel keeping
in mind that a model—to be interesting and used by other parties for simulations—
needs to be simple and computationally efficient. This chapter presents the empirical
validation of that model.
This stochastic model relies on findings already published in the literature regarding
propagation in SIMO systems. A small set of parameters, namely the Power Delay
Spectrum (PDS) (in the narrowband condition this reduces to one tap only), the
Doppler spectrum and two correlation matrices describing the correlation properties
at the two ends of the path, are necessary to fully characterise the communication
scenario. These parameters can be extracted from measurement campaign results, but
they could also be extracted from SIMO radio channel models [133][134][135][79][136].
In [137], parameters are provided to the model based on the characterisation performed
in the present work. Also, regarding the 3GPP standardisation of the spatial channel
models, the input parameters of the model presented in this thesis [10] are still under
discussion in ad-hocs groups at the completion of this thesis [11] [138] [73].
The model presented in this thesis was first reported in [57] using the power correlation
definition. Later during the 3GPP standardisation process, a consensus was reached,
according to which the correlation definition was to be based on the complex informa-
tion of the received signals. Even though the validation process has been performed
on the basis of both power and complex definitions, the rest of the thesis considers
only the complex version of the model.
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The validation of this stochastic radio channel model is supported by measurement
campaign results. The experimental validation of the model makes it extremely attrac-
tive since it illustrates how well the model matches reality. The validation procedure
of the model follows two steps. The first step focuses on a local validation, meaning
that only one path is considered at a time. The second step is a global validation, i.e.
considering all the measured paths at once, so that an estimation error between the
simulated and the measured data can be derived. The validation is performed under
the NB condition in the spatial and polarization domain.
This chapter is divided into three main parts. The first one addresses the definition
of the stochastic MIMO model. The second part treats the validation of the model in
the spatial and finally the third part concentrates on the polarization domain.
5.2 The MIMO Radio Channel Model
The general MIMO radio channel structure has been defined in Section 2.2 on page 11.
The WB MIMO radio channel model proposed in [57] is presented here in a NB format
since the validation is performed under the NB condition.
Figure 5.1: Functional sketch of the MIMO model. dMS−BS stands for the distance between MS and
BS, hBS for the height of the BS above ground floor, AS for the Azimuth Spread. These parameters
can easily be found in the SIMO literature. Note that the grey area outlines the input parameters
used in the validation of the model.
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An illustration of the model presented in this thesis is given in Figure 5.1. The sketch
diagram indicates the two main parts:
➀ The input parameter block.
➁ The MIMO radio channel model block with its input s(t) and output y(t).
The input parameter block can be divided into validation (shadowed) and normal
(non-shadowed) mode. The shadowed part is the focus of this chapter as it suffices
for the model validation process. The non-shadowed area illustrates how SIMO radio
channel information can be used to provide input to the MIMO model when applying
the stochastic model, though this is not within the scope of the thesis.
This section is divided into four important subsections. First the three assumptions
to the model are presented. Next, the input parameters of the model used to validate
the model are introduced. The third subsection consists of a description of how to
apply the model using the input parameters. Finally the last subsection describes the
limitations to the model.
5.2.1 Model Assumptions
The MIMO model is based on three assumptions:
➀ It is assumed that the same radiation pattern is applied to all the elements of
the MEA. An example of a MEA topology supported, and not supported by the
model is illustrated in Figure 5.2.
(i) Supported (ii) Not supported
Figure 5.2: Illustration of the assumption on the antenna configuration.
If the radiation patterns are not identical or they point in different directions1,
i.e. like in the case of body worn devices influenced by near field effects, the
generation of the spatial correlation matrix through a Kronecker product would
not be valid (see the Kronecker product in (5.7)). To overcome this problem,
the solution would be to generate RMIMO from measured data or from another
model and the generation of correlated signal could still be implemented in a
1 Therefore illuminating different scatterers.
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simple and computationally efficient manner adequate for link level simulation
as described in more detail in Figure 5.4.
➁ The potential gain of the MIMO concept strongly depends on the correlation
coefficient between the elements of H. Let assume that αmn is complex Gaussian
distributed with identical average power. The effect of any imbalance in the
average power is investigated and presented in more detail in Chapter 6. The
complex correlation coefficient at the BS between element m1 and m2 is defined
as
ρBSm1m2 = 〈αm1n, αm2n〉 . (5.1)
From (5.1), it is assumed that the correlation function at the BS is independent of
the index n since all the N elements at the MS illuminate the same surrounding
scatterers and therefore also generate the same PAS at the BS.
The complex correlation coefficient observed at the MS is similarly defined as
ρMSn1n2 = 〈αmn1 , αmn2〉 , (5.2)
and is assumed to be independent of m, at the BS.
Given equations (5.1) and (5.2), the following symmetrical correlation matrices
can be defined as, respectively
RBS =

ρBS11 ρ
BS
12 . . . ρ
BS
1M
ρBS21 ρ
BS
22 . . . ρ
BS
2M
...
...
. . .
...
ρBSM1 ρ
BS
M2 . . . ρ
BS
MM

M×M
(5.3)
and
RMS =

ρMS11 ρ
MS
12 . . . ρ
MS
1N
ρMS21 ρ
MS
22 . . . ρ
MS
2N
...
...
. . .
...
ρMSN1 ρ
MS
N2 . . . ρ
MS
NN

N×N
. (5.4)
One should note that the correlation coefficient can be taken arbitrary, but must
fulfill mathematical laws, to ensure that the correlation matrices are positive!
semi-definite.
➂ The complex correlation coefficient between two arbitrary transmission coeffi-
cients connecting two different sets of elements is expressed as
ρn1m1n2m2 = 〈αm1n1 , αm2n2〉 , (5.5)
which is shown [20] to be equivalent to
ρn1m1n2m2 = ρ
MS
n1n2ρ
BS
m1m2 , (5.6)
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provided that (5.1) and (5.2) are independent of n and m, respectively. In other
words, this means that the spatial correlation matrix of the MIMO radio channel
is the Kronecker product of the spatial correlation matrix at the MS and the BS,
thus
RMIMO = RMS ⊗RBS (5.7)
where⊗ represents the Kronecker product2. This philosophy was inspired by [132,
equation (9)] where it was experimentally justified that the polarization and
spatial decorrelation effects are independent and multiplicative in compound
antenna systems. This relation has also been confirmed in [139].
This stochastic model implicitly assumes WSS condition since the simulated channel
coefficient does not change statistics. The model produces a Rayleigh signals only.
A Rice extension of this model has been proposed in [13]. The measured data were
essentially Rayleigh distributed therefore the validation focuses on the Rayleigh version
of this model.
5.2.2 Input Parameters to the Validation
The two input parameters used in the validation stage are illustrated by the shaded
area of Figure 5.1 and they have been extracted from the measurement campaign data.
They consist of the average spatial complex correlation matrices RBS and RMS , and
the magnitude average Doppler spectrum.
➀ The measured spatial complex correlation matrices are the results of an average
over the reference elements n and m with respect to which the matrices are
computed.
➁ The average measured Doppler spectrum is obtained by averaging over all the
MN radio links and is defined at the MS, since the BS is fixed.
The limitation to the average Doppler spectrum is due to the measurement set-up, but
is not inherent to the model. If both MS and BS were moving, the Doppler spectrum
of the channels would have been defined as the convolution of the individual Doppler
spectra defined either at the MS or at the BS, considering the other end fixed. The
phase shifts due to both movements add, causing the respective phases to multiply
each other, which is equivalent to the convolution of their Doppler spectra.
Two examples of typical measurement paths are used for the local validation. Their
selection is motivated by the differences in terms of their propagation properties. These
examples have been introduced in Chapter 5 on page 81 and shortly reminded bellow:
2Note that this is only valid under the aforementioned condition on the radiation pattern of the
MEAs !
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☞ Example 1 : This is a partially decorrelated scenario selected from the picocell
novi2 environment. The signals are Rayleigh distributed.
☞ Example 2 : This example represents the opposite situation to Example 1 where
the propagation scenario is partially correlated: this appears in one of the paths
of the novi2-microcell environment. The signals are Rayleigh distributed.
Example 1: Picocell - Partially decorrelated
RBS =

1 −0.45 + 0.53i 0.37− 0.22i 0.19 + 0.21i
−0.45− 0.53i 1 −0.35− 0.02i 0.02− 0.27i
0.37 + 0.22i −0.35 + 0.02i 1 −0.10 + 0.54i
0.19− 0.21i 0.02 + 0.27i −0.10− 0.54i 1

RMS =

1 −0.13− 0.62i −0.49 + 0.23i 0.15 + 0.28i
−0.13 + 0.62i 1 −0.13− 0.52i −0.38 + 0.12i
−0.49− 0.23i −0.13 + 0.52i 1 0.02− 0.61i
0.15− 0.28i −0.38− 0.12i 0.02 + 0.61i 1

Example 2: Microcell - Partially correlated
RBS =

1 −0.85 + 0.46i 0.76− 0.57i −0.70 + 0.60i
−0.85− 0.46i 1 −0.95 + 0.19i 0.90− 0.24i
0.76 + 0.57i −0.95− 0.19i 1 −0.98 + 0.08i
−0.70− 0.60i 0.90 + 0.24i −0.98− 0.08i 1

RMS =

1 −0.24 + 0.04i 0.11 + 0.11i −0.13 + 0.15i
−0.24− 0.04i 1 −0.29 + 0.06i 0.14 + 0.10i
0.11− 0.11i −0.29− 0.06i 1 −0.29 + 0.06i
−0.13− 0.15i 0.14− 0.10i −0.29− 0.06i 1

Both in Example 1 and Example 2, |RMS |2 is partially decorrelated with a mean
power correlation coefficient values of 0.4 and 0.29 respectively. This is expected since
the MS is surrounded by scatterers in both cases. On the other hand, |RBS |2 presents
two different behaviors. In Example 1, the mean power correlation coefficient is fairly
low, 0.27, as expected for a cluttered indoor indoor environment, while the spatial
correlation coefficients at the BS are highly correlated in Example 2 with a mean
power correlation coefficient value of 0.93.
An illustration of the averaged measured Doppler spectrum of Example 1 is presented
in Figure 5.3. The spectrum is normalized in frequency to its maximum Doppler shift
fm and in power to its maximum value.
5.2.3 How to Apply the Model
The purpose of the model is to generate simulated partially correlated MIMO chan-
nel coefficients αmn from zero-mean complex i.i.d. random variables amn using the
Cholesky decomposition procedure reported in [140]. The practical procedure to ob-
tain αmn, in a MIMO perspective, is sketched in a flow chart in Figure 5.4.
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Figure 5.3: Averaged measured Doppler power spectrum for Example 1 (Picocell - Partially decorre-
lated).
The degree of correlation is defined by the correlation matrix of the MIMO channel
RMIMO derived from the complex average correlation matrix at the MS and the BS,
see equation (5.7), and rewritten here for convenience.
RMIMO = RMS ⊗RBS
The original zero-mean complex i.i.d. random variables amn have their amplitudes
shaped in the frequency domain by the average measured Doppler spectrum and their
phases uniformly distributed over [0, 2π] and independent from one another such that
MN independent and identically distributed variables are generated [141]. Note that
when using the model, a simple check can be performed by the user to verify the
distribution of the envelope considered.
In Section 5.2.1, it is assumed that each αmn is a complex variable with identical
average power. This assumption can easily be relaxed and any imbalance in BPR
between elements can be mapped into a matrix P whose elements are the product
of the standard deviations σαmn of the channel radio links αmn. The matrix of the
complex covariance coefficient Γ is defined as
Γ = RMIMO ×P (5.8)
where × represents the element by element multiplication. Consequently, Γ contains
the correlation properties of the MIMO radio channel as well as the magnitude of each
single radio link.
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The symmetrical mapping matrix C, also called the Cholesky triangle, results from
the standard Cholesky factorization of the matrix
Γ = CCT , (5.9)
provided that Γ is non-singular and the generation of correlated signals can be written
as
A = Ca (5.10)
where AMN×1 = [α11, α21, . . . , αM1, αM2 . . . , αMN ]T and aMN×1 = [a1, a2, . . . , aMN ]T .
Subsequently, the generation of the simulated MIMO channel matrix H̃ is a rearrange-
ment of the vector A so that
AMN×1 ⇒ H̃M×N . (5.11)
Figure 5.4: Flow chart of the MIMO model for the spatial domain.
5.2.4 Limitations to the Model
The pin-hole scenario has its defenders; they argue that it exists and therefore should
be modelled. However, it still remains the exception to the rule [47]. The aim of the
model proposed in [57], redefined here in his NB format,and empirically validated in
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this study, is primarily aimed towards a professional audience who seek to employ
MIMO technology in realistic mobile scenarios.
This stochastic MIMO radio channel model cannot reproduce the pin-hole effect. The
channel transfer matrix of the pine-hole is described in [87] as a dyad with one degree
of freedom, where each channel coefficient αmn writes as the product of two indepen-
dent zero-mean complex Gaussian random variables. Therefore, the linear generation
process described by (5.10) can not account for the product of random variables. Note,
however, that even though measured data were collected in a variety of environments,
the pin-hole effect was not observed.
5.3 Experimental Validation in the Spatial Do-
main
The purpose of this section is two-fold. First, the assumptions of the model are being
validated in the spatial domain. Next the local and global validation procedures are
explained along with their outcomes.
5.3.1 Validation of the Assumptions
The fulfillment of the model’s assumptions have been verified using a 4×4 MIMO
configuration considering dipoles at both the MS and the BS. The assumptions are that
(i) the MEA elements have the same radiation pattern (ii) the spatial correlation at
the BS (MS) is independent of n (m) respectively and that (iii) the spatial correlation
matrix of the MIMO radio channel is the Kronecker product of the spatial correlation
matrices at the BS and the MS (5.7).
➀ the MEA elements have the same radiation pattern
The radiation pattern of the MEA element has been treated in Chapter 3. Each
MEA at both the MS and BS exhibits elements with the same radiation pattern.
➁ the spatial correlation at the BS (MS) is independent of n (m) respectively
The std of each measured spatial correlation coefficient |ρBSm1m2 | and |ρ
MS
n1n2 | is
computed over the N and M reference antennas respectively for each environ-
ment. The std at the BS is expressed as
std ρBSm1m2 = std
({
|ρnm1nm2 |
})
, ∀ n ∈ [1 . . . 4], (5.12)
and at the MS as
std ρMSn1n2 = std
({
|ρn2mn1m|
})
, ∀ m ∈ [1 . . . 4]. (5.13)
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where std(.) return the standard deviation.
Figure 5.5 presents the cdf of std ρBSm1m2 (left graph) and std ρ
MS
n1n2 (right graph)
computed over the 92 measured paths considered with the METRA measure-
ment setup for the 6 different correlation coefficients, i.e., the upper triangular
coefficients of the correlation matrix of the 4x4 MIMO configuration.
Figure 5.5: Example of the cdf of std ρBSm1m2 (left graph) and std ρ
MS
n1n2
(right graph). The cdf is
performed over all the measured environments and for all the seven correlation coefficients.
To validate the statistical significance of the empirical results, the cdf, based on
the measured data, is compared to a cdf obtained from simulations performed
under similar conditions. For each of the 92×6 different measured correlation
coefficients, two correlated, Rayleigh-distributed signals of length 1,000λ, i.e.,
long enough to achieve enough statistics, are generated. These 1,000λ-long vec-
tors are truncated into 11.8λ-long runs over which the correlation coefficient is
computed again. The resulting correlation coefficients exhibit a standard devia-
tion std11.8λ. This operation is repeated 92×6 times so that a simulated cdf of
std11.8λ is then obtained under the same conditions as for the measured cdf.
The measured and the simulated cdfs could differ in their respective slope and
in their median value. A difference in the steepness of the cdf would indicate a
lack of statistics. In the case where the simulated cdf would be generated from
an infinite number of realisation, the slope would be vertical. By reducing the
amount of statistic the cdf becomes less steeper. On the other hand, the median
point of the measured and simulated cdfs would not coincide if assumption (i)
were not fulfilled.
The simulated cdf is shown in Figure 5.5. The slope between the simulated and
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the measured cdf is similar. The good match between the measured and the
simulated cdfs supports assumptions (5.1) and (5.2).
➂ the Kronecker product
The assessment of the Kronecker product assumption in (5.7) is performed by
comparing empirical results and simulated results generated from the proposed
MIMO radio channel model. The results are presented in the next section.
5.3.2 Validation Procedure
The eigenvalue decomposition (EVD) of the instantaneous correlation matrix R, de-
fined in Section 2.3, has been chosen to serve as a benchmark for the validation process
of the MIMO model. In order to consider the qualitative accuracy of the model, a
comparison between measured and simulated eigenvalues is performed for 4×4 MEA
configuration where at most K = 4 distinct eigenvalues can be expected.
For each measurement path, the input parameters are fed into the proposed stochastic
MIMO model. A simulation consisting of q = 1 . . . 100 realisations of the MIMO
channel produces H̃M×N×L, where H̃ is a three dimensional matrix with L the number
of samples in each realisation.
For each realisation q, the simulated H̃4×4×L counts as many samples L as in the
measured H4×4×L collected during one MEA run, i.e., 20λ or 11.8λ depending on the
measurement set-up.
Next, for each realisation q, the instantaneous EVD of H̃4×4×lH̃
H
4×4×l is performed for
each sample l = 1 . . . L in order to identify the corresponding simulated eigenvalues
denoted by the vector
λsim kqL×1 = [λsim kq 1, . . . , λsim kq l, . . . , λsim kq L]
T
. (5.14)
From these eigenvalues, k large vectors [λsim k]1×QL containing the 100 realisations
for the simulated eigenvalues λsim kp are deduced so that
λsim k = {λsim kq} , (5.15)
where {.} represents a set of variables.
The validation procedure of the model follows two steps. The first step focuses on
a local validation, meaning that only one path is considered at a time. The second
step is a global validation, i.e. considering all the measured path at once, so that an
estimation error between the simulated and the measured data can be derived.
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5.3.2.1 Local Validation
The local validation consists of the comparison of the cdf of λmeas k and λsim k for each
of the measured paths. Figure 5.6 and Figure 5.7 present the eigenanalysis performed
for the two propagation environments, Example 1 and Example 2 respectively. The
cdf of a measured SISO system is also plotted along with a Rayleigh curves used as
a reference. This Rayleigh curve is produced from a set of samples which have been
statistically generated from [142, p. 45].
The cdfs of the measured eigenvalues λmeas k are computed for a full displacement
of the Tx. They are displayed on the same graph with the cdfs of the simulated
eigenvalues λsim k which cdfs have been derived over the QL variables of the vector
λsim k. These two figures show that the cdfs of the eigenvalues generated from the
stochastic model match well the empirical cdfs.
5.3.2.2 Global Validation
A global analysis encompassing all the measurement paths has been performed to
measure the error between the measured and the simulated eigenvalue results. The
previous examples, Example 1 and Example 2, are embedded in the global validation.
The analysis is based on the difference between λmeas k and λsim k at 50% 3 cdf level
for each path and for each eigenvalue such that
∆error k = [λmeas k − λsim k]50% . (5.16)
Figure 5.8 illustrates the cdf of ∆error k calculated over the 107 investigated paths.
Some discrepancies between the empirical and the simulated are present due to the!
fact that the simulated results are based on the average complex correlation matrix
and average Doppler spectrum while the measured data are a set of real instantaneous
realisations. Therefore, discrepancies may be likely to occur between measured and
simulated data in the cases where the measured radio channels do not fulfill the WSS.
Finally, the strength of the K-factor may contribute to the discrepancy between the
measured and the simulated results.
For more clarity in the graph, the absolute value |∆error k| is considered since the
distribution of ∆error k is bound to be symmetrical around zero. The error generated
by the proposed model is bounded for 80% of the paths within ±0.6 dB for the first
simulated eigenvalue λ1, within ±1.6 dB for λ2, ±2.2 dB for λ3, and ±2.6 dB for λ4.
As expected the higher the order of the eigenvalue the bigger is the discrepancy since
they are the most affected by the noise.
These |∆error k| values are considered to be reasonably small and concludes that the
proposed stochastic MIMO radio channel model is validated in the spatial domain.
350% is equivalent to log10(0.5) = −0.3
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Figure 5.6: Local validation. Cdf of λmeas k and λsim k for Example 1 (Picocell - Partially decorre-
lated).
Figure 5.7: Local validation. Cdf of λmeas k and λsim k for Example 2 (Microcell - Partially
correlated).
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Figure 5.8: Global validation. Cdf of |∆error k| over all the measurement paths.
5.4 Experimental Validation in the Polariza-
tion Domain
The dimensions of a large physical MEA is a general issue of concern for MIMO
technology. A solution to mitigate this problem could be the use of dual-polarized
antennas hence reducing the size of the MEA compared to only using spatial diversity.
Therefore it is important, when modelling the MIMO radio channel, to also consider
the validity of the model with respect to the polarization domain.
For clarity in the reading of the thesis, the outcome of the validation procedure in
the polarization domain is presented here only, whereas the validation procedure is
presented in Appendix C. Two different methods of implementing the modelling of
the radio channel in the polarization domain are described depending on the nature
of the propagation scattering. These two methods treat the question whether ρ is
dependent, or not, of the polarization of the reference element.
In the spatial domain, it was found that ρ is independent of the reference element. In
the polarization domain, the first model option considers a polarization-independent
definition of ρ and the second option a polarization-dependent definition. The depen-
dency in the polarization would occur in a strong LOS situation. It was found that
the scattering nature of the measured data limited the polarization investigation to
only one method, therefore only the first option has been considered in the validation.
Figure 5.9 illustrates the local validation in the polarization domain of Example 1,
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but with a different MIMO antenna configuration than for Figure 5.6. At both the
MS and BS, the polarization diversity is considered. For this path, BPR = −7.5 dB
and BPR = −1.6 dB were measured at the MS and BS respectively. The eigenvalues
are normalized to the mean power of the elements |hViVj |2, where V is implicitly the
vertical polarization and i, j the index of the vertical elements. The inspection of the
measured and simulated curves of Figure 5.9 indicates that the cdfs of the eigenvalues
generated from the stochastic model match the measured eigenvalues well.
A global analysis over all the measured paths of the METRA campaign has also been
performed in order to measure the match between the measured and the simulated
results. The |∆error k| is presented in Figure 5.10 and indicates that at 50% cdf level
the error is bounded for 80% of the investigated paths within ±0.4 dB for λ1, ±1.5 dB
for λ2 and λ3, and ±2.4 dB λ4. The |∆error k| generated from Array1 and Array24
are almost identical.
These results allow to conclude that the model reproduce realistic MIMO radio chan-
nels appropriately when considering polarization diversity for the 1st method.
Figure 5.9: Local validation of the model for Example 1 in the polarization domain. The cdfs of the
4 eigenvalues are presented for simulated and measured data. It can be seen that the set of simulated
eigenvalues match the measured eigenvalues well.
4see Appendix C
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Figure 5.10: Global validation of the model in the polarization domain. The cdfs of |∆error k|
when using Array1 quantitatively present the ability of the model to reproduce realistic MIMO radio
channel.
5.5 Summary and Interim Conclusion
A description of a WB stochastic MIMO radio channel model reported in [57] has been
presented in its NB format along with its empirical validation.
This is a simple and computationally efficient model, well suited for link level sim-
ulations. The originality of this model is that it enables the simulation of partially
correlated radio channels as it is to be expected from realistic wireless scenarios
The advantage of the model is that it relies on findings already published in the
literature regarding propagation in SIMO systems. Consequently, a small set of pa-
rameters for characterising the communication scenario in the narrowband condition,
the power Doppler spectrum (with their phases uniformly distributed over [0, 2π] and
independent from one another) and two correlation matrices describing the correlation
properties at the two ends of the path, are necessary for the stochastic model.
The validation procedure of the MIMO model consisted on the comparisons between
measured eigenvalues and simulated eigenvalues. The model validation was performed
in both the spatial and polarization domains. Local (investigation of one path at a
time) and global (investigation all the path treated at the same time) validation were
considered. Their outcome indicates that the stochastic MIMO radio channel model
renders the correlated propagation mechanisms appropriately for the spatial domain,
and therefore has been validated in the NB condition. For the polarization domain,
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two different methods of implementing the model were described depending on the
nature of the propagation scattering. The scattering nature of the measured data
limited the polarization investigation to only one method. This method used to model
the polarization domain was positively validated.
It is believed that the NB validation of the model can be extended to WB condition
with the uncorrelated scattering assumption in the delay domain, i.e., between the
taps of the delay line channel model, as in [57].
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Chapter 6
Performance Evaluation of the
MIMO Radio Channel
In this chapter, the impact of the propagation properties of the radio channel on the
parallel subchannelling concept is presented. Having understood the basic concept of
MIMO, a number of factors which influence the number of eigenvalues and thereby
the optimisation of the MIMO technology can be listed below
☞ Number of elements in the MEA configuration
☞ Correlation properties of the MIMO radio channel
☞ BPR between the MEA ports
The conclusions and recommendations are supported by capacity results, based on
measured and simulated data, to emphasize the consequences of these parameters on
MIMO system performance. The estimation of the spectral efficiency is based on the
calculation of the Shannon capacity formula (see Chapter 2). This study is limited to a
single-user scenario where two power allocation strategies are compared; water-filling
and uniform power allocation.
Recall that the capacity results presented here are theoretical values for error-free
transmission in the presence of background noise and provide an idea of the MIMO
performance. To reach these values, in real life, coding (e.g. turbo coding) detection,
constellation size among others should be considered in the system implementation.
For an isolated MIMO system, i.e., single user scenario, the results presented here are
a theoretical upper limit to the achievable data rate.
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6.1 Impact of the Radio Channel on the MIMO
Performance
This section presents the impact of the correlation properties of the radio channel
on the parallel subchannels offered by the MIMO concept. This is addressed for the
spatial, polarization and joint spatial-polarization domains. These results are based
from the measured radio channel data.
Mainly two paths were identified for their propagation properties and used in the
analyses of this section unless otherwise mentioned. The measured data are extracted
from the indoor-to-outdoor microcell of the SUNBEAM project measurement cam-
paign. They have been introduced in Chapter 4 on page 73 for their two distinctive
ASs and reminded below:
☞ Example 3 : AS of about 3◦; as a result, the correlation coefficients between ele-
ments of same polarization are very high (ρ ≥ 0.9). This is a partially correlated
scenario with a Rice distribution (K-factor = 3).
☞ Example 4 : AS of approximately 20◦; as a result, the correlation coefficient
values are low (ρ ≤ 0.5). This is a partially decorrelated scenario.
Recall that in both cases, the correlation coefficient at the MS is very low (ρ ≤ 0.3)
since the scattering in the indoor environment is rich enough so that only a small
element separation of the order of 0.5λ is required to decorrelate signals.
6.1.1 Spatial Domain
The results illustrate very well the influence of the radio channel in the spatial domain
on the concept of parallel subchannelling (Figure 6.1) and its consequences for the
capacity (Figure 6.2).
The eigenvalue analysis of the measurement data is performed on a 4×4 MEA config-
uration; results of the eigenanalysis are presented in Figure 6.1. The MS consists of
four vertical polarized elements with 0.5λ separation and the BS consists of the same
number of element with 0.45λ separation. The cdfs are computed over the full run of
the Tx mast, 20λ in this case.
Figure 6.1 (i) illustrates the partially correlated scenario only. The high gain of the
MEA at the BS due to the low AS results in one strong eigenvalue, λ1, while the
second strong eigenvalue λ2 is 25 dB lower than λ1. For the partially decorrelated
scenario, illustrated in Figure 6.1 (ii), λ2 and λ3 become more significant. The cdf of
the measured eigenvalues in the partially decorrelated scenario is in relatively good
agreement with the theoretical study presented in [17] where fully decorrelated i.i.d.
radio links were assumed.
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(i) Example 3, partially correlated scenario in the spatial domain, AS ' 3◦ at
the BS.
(ii) Example 4, partially decorrelated scenario in the spatial domain, AS ' 20◦
at the BS.
Figure 6.1: Cdfs for the eigenvalues for two distinct radio channel properties within the same microcell
environment.
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(i) Capacity results for Example 3.
(ii) Capacity results for Example 4.
Figure 6.2: Empirical example of the mapping between the eigenvalue and the capacity within the
same microcell environment (SNR=30 dB).
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The difference in the number of parallel subchannels within the same microcell em-
phasizes the need for a more robust MIMO technique to counteract the environmental
fluctuations. This may be achieved either by increasing the spacing between the ele-
ments of the MEA or by using polarization diversity as shown later in this chapter.
Figure 6.2 illustrates the impact of each subchannel, identified in Figure 6.1, upon the
total capacity available, assuming a mean SNR per Rx element of 30 dB. The total
capacity
∑
Ci at the 10% level, for the correlated case in Figure 6.2 (i), is 17 b/s/Hz
due to the fact that only two channels, identified by λ1 and λ2, are contributing.
When the MIMO radio channel is decorrelated, i.e., the contribution of λ1, λ2 and λ3
is significant, a tremendous total capacity of 27.9 b/s/Hz is achievable.
The comparison between the two power allocation strategies on the total capacity
indicates that the difference is very small when the elements of the MEA are sufficiently
decorrelated. However, it must be emphasized that the water filling strategy always
provide a higher capacity than the uniform strategy, which is in good agreement with
results reported in [61].
6.1.2 Impact of the MEA Topology
A convenient comparison of the performance of different MIMO systems is the total
spectral efficiency of different MEA topologies. The spatial domain is only considered
here and the two spatial environments presented above are investigated.
Tables 6.1 and 6.2 summarize the total capacity achievable for all the M×N configu-
ration topologies possible (M,N ≤ 4) based on measured channel data. The values
are presented for a mean SNR per Rx element of 30 dB and at 10 % level.
Table 6.1 shows that in a partially correlated propagation scenario, when considering
the correlation between the MEA elements at the BS, the capacity achieved by a 1×4
system is 11.1 b/s/Hz which is greater than for a 4×1 system (9.9 b/s/Hz). The
difference between the two topologies is about 1 b/s/Hz, which is explained by the
3 dB difference in gain shown in Figure 2.5 on page 20 for the partially correlated
scenario (log2(2) = 1).
Table 6.2 also shows that since the channel is partially decorrelated, i.e., the correlation
between the MEA elements at the BS and the MS are decorrelated, the number of
elements at both ends of the link are interchangeable without significant changes in
the capacity results i.e. a 1×4 system gives 10.9 b/s/Hz ' 10.3 b/s/Hz achieved by a
4×1 system.
When the MIMO MEAs configuration is symmetrical, i.e., M = N , the difference
between the water filling and the uniform power allocation is marginal in the considered
scenario. However, in the case when the MEA configuration is asymmetrical, i.e.,
M 6= N , the total capacity considering the uniform power allocation is different with
respect to the MEAs set-up so that CM×N 6= CN×M and subsequently, the difference
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Water filling Uniform
M ×N M element (BS) M element (BS)
1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4
——- 1 7.9 8.9 9.5 9.9 7.9 8.9 9.5 9.9
2 9.7 11.1 12.2 13.6 8.7 10.8 12.1 13.5
N element (MS)
3 10.5 12.5 14.1 15.7 8.9 11.5 13.3 15.2
4 11.1 13.6 15.4 17.2 9.1 11.9 13.9 16.1
Table 6.1: Capacity (b/s/Hz) comparison at 10% level for different MEA topologies with a mean
SNR per Rx element of 30 dB. Example 3, Partially correlated scenario, AS ' 3◦ at the BS.
Water filling Uniform
M ×N M element (BS) M element (BS)
1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4
1 6.7 8.5 9.5 10.3 6.7 8.5 9.5 10.3
2 8.9 13.7 16.6 18.4 8.0 13.7 16.6 18.4
N element (MS)
3 10.1 16.8 20.8 24.4 8.5 15.7 20.7 24.4
4 10.9 18.3 23.9 28.2 8.9 16.3 22.7 27.9
Table 6.2: Capacity (b/s/Hz) comparison at 10% level for different MEA topologies with a mean
SNR per Rx element of 30 dB. Example 4, Partially decorrelated scenario, AS ' 20◦ at the BS.
with the water filling become more significant depending on the selected MEAs set-up.
In the case where there are more MEA elements at the Rx than the Tx, i.e., N ≤M ,
the uniform power allocation does not waste any power since the potential number of
subchannels is equal to the number of Tx MEA elements. However in the case where
N ≥ M , i.e., more Tx elements than at the Rx, the potential number of achievable
subchannel is the same and the Tx power is wasted, consequently CN≥M ≤ CN≤M .
WhenN ≥M the difference between the water-filling and the uniform power allocation
is significant. In the rest of the thesis the optimum power allocation, i.e. the water!
filling scheme, is used to present total capacity results since they are not affected when
M 6= N .
6.1.3 Polarization Domain
To remedy the weakness of the spatial diversity technique with regards to the vari-
ation of the propagation properties of the radio channel in the spatial domain, two
methods can be used. The first method is to increase the spatial separation between
the elements and therefore consider a larger MEA somewhat cumbersome. The second
method is the use of polarisation diversity which is considered in this section.
The results presented here consider the same radio channel as described earlier in
Example 3 and Example 4. a partially correlated (AS ' 3◦ at the BS) and a partially
decorrelated (AS ' 20◦ at the BS) scenario respectively.
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Two 2×2 MIMO MEA topologies are compared. They differ at the BS: one system uses
spatial diversity and the second system employs polarization diversity only, i.e., dual
polarized colocated elements with no spatial separation. The ±45◦ set-up is considered
here so that the scenarios exhibit an equal BPR. Note that the polarization loss vector
due the tilting of ±45◦ is not compensated in the rest of the analysis.
☞ 2×2 spatial: The MS consists of two vertical polarized elements with a spac-
ing of 0.5λ and the BS consists of two +45◦ elements with a spacing of 0.5λ.
An illustration of the MIMO setup is given below along with the mean power
correlation coefficient matrix at both the BS and MS.
RpowBS =
[
1 0.96
0.96 1
]
RpowBS =
[
1 0.59
0.59 1
]
RpowMS =
[
1 0.11
0.11 1
]
RpowMS =
[
1 0.09
0.09 1
]
Example 3 Example 4
☞ 2×2 pol: The MS consists of two vertical polarized elements with a spacing of
0.5λ and the BS consists of two dual polarized ±45◦ colocated elements, i.e.,
with no spacing. An illustration of the MIMO setup is given below along with
the mean power correlation coefficient matrix at both the BS and MS.
RpowBS =
[
1 0.45
0.45 1
]
RpowBS =
[
1 0.02
0.02 1
]
RpowMS =
[
1 0.08
0.08 1
]
RpowMS =
[
1 0.22
0.22 1
]
Example 3 Example 4
Figure 6.3 (i) presents the radio channel classified as partially correlated in the spatial
domain for the two MEA set-ups. The power gain of the second subchannel, λ2,
is improved when polarization diversity is employed. This was to be expected since
the correlation coefficient showed lower correlation when polarization diversity was
employed than using spatial diversity.
Therefore polarization diversity can be used as a remedy to make MIMO systems more
robust with respect to the radio channel. However the use of polarization diversity
on its own limits the number of MEAs elements. Combining polarization diversity
with spatial diversity could be performed to increase the number of elements and
subsequently increase the MIMO technology performance. This is addressed in the
next section.
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(i) Example 3, partially correlated scenario in the spatial domain, but partially
decorrelated in the polarization domain.
(ii) Example 4, partially decorrelated scenario in the spatial and polarization
domain.
Figure 6.3: Comparison of the spatial and the polarization diversity technique using 2×2 MIMO
MEA configuration for two distinct radio channel spatial correlation classes.
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6.1.4 Joint Spatial-Polarisation Domain
In this section, two advantages of using the joint spatial-polarisation domain in MIMO
technology are addressed: robustness and compactness.
Recall that the joint spatial-polarization correlation coefficient is the product of the po-
larization and the spatial correlation coefficients as it was shown earlier in a microcell
environment. Therefore, it is unlikely that both diversity techniques fail simultane-
ously.
6.1.4.1 Robustness Advantage
To provide a quantitative order of performance when applying joint spatial-polarization
diversity to the MIMO concept, capacity results based on measured data are presented
hereafter which illustrate the impact of such diversity techniques. The MEA elements
at the BS are all polarized to +45◦. This orientation is due to physical measurement
limitation). A comparison between the following MEAs topology is performed.
☞ 1×1 spatial: The MS consists of a vertical polarized element and the BS consists
of one +45◦ element.
☞ 2×4 spatial: The MS consists of two vertical polarized elements with a spacing
of 0.5λ and spatial diversity is only introduced at the BS with also a spacing of
0.5λ between the 4 elements.
☞ 2×4 spatial+pol: The MS consists of two vertical polarized elements with a
spacing of 0.5λ and combines two ±45◦ elements with spatial diversity, i.e. 0.5λ,
between the two pairs.
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☞ 4×4 spatial: The MS consists of four vertical polarized elements with a spacing
of 0.5λ and spatial diversity is only introduced at the BS with also a spacing of
0.5λ between the 4 elements.
The analysis considers the same microcell environments as earlier, Example 3 and Ex-
ample 4, the partially correlated and decorrelated propagation scenarios in the spatial
domain investigated during the SUNBEAM measurement campaign respectively. The
total capacity achievable with such a set of MIMO topology is presented in Figure 6.4
(i) for the partially decorrelated scenario and Figure 6.4 (ii) for the partially correlated
propagation scenario in the spatial domain.
It is believed that a 2×4 set-up is a reasonable configuration for a practical implemen-
tation of the MIMO technology for a UMTS system, i.e., two elements can be fitted
at the handset and four elements at the BS and therefore the analysis is focused on
these 2×4 systems.
For the partially decorrelated situation in Example 4, the combined 2×4 spatial-
polarization diversity system provides a higher total capacity than the 2×4 spatial
diversity system. Using the polarization diversity, the correlation at the BS is low
and as a consequence, two effective parallel channels are created, which are similar in
performance to the 4×4 spatial diversity system. The capacity gain achieved by the
2×4 and 4×4 spatial set-up compared to the 1×1 system is the result of a Tx diversity
gain since the elements of the MEA indoors are partially decorrelated. The parallel
subchannelling is not exploited.
However, in Figure 6.4 (ii) the propagation channel is already partially decorrelated in
the spatial domain, therefore the added decorrelation due to the polarization diversity
is not significant. This results in the same total capacity, with or without polarization
diversity for the 2×4 MEA set-up. Here, the 4×4 system takes advantage of the four
parallel subchannels hence a large achieved capacity.
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(i) Example 3, partially correlated in the spatial domain.
(ii) Example 4, partially decorrelated in the spatial domain.
Figure 6.4: Capacity comparison for different MEA set-ups.
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Once again, it confirms the fact that the use of the joint spatial-polarization diversity
is an attractive solution to achieve high decorrelation between the MEA elements when
the radio channel is partially correlated in the spatial domain, and subsequently pro-
vides a more robust system in terms of spectral efficiency for microcell environments.
6.1.4.2 Compactness Advantage
For indoor picocell environments, large number of element MEAs are likely to be im-
plemented for WLAN application so high bit rate data transfer can be performed.
Physical size becomes an issue if only spatial diversity is considered. The use of colo-
cated dual polarised MEA can provide low correlation for a reasonable MEA physical!
size when large number of element is considered.
In this section, the analysis focuses on picocell scenarios. The investigation is based
upon measured data collected during the METRA project. One path is considered here
with two 4×4 MIMO systems since the measured data obtained in such a environment
indicated equal BPR at both the MS and the BS. This path has been introduced in
Chapter 5 on page 81 and reminded below:
☞ Example 5 : partially decorrelated scenario in the spatial domain from the nokia
environment, where the patch MEA are ±45◦ orientated.
The two MIMO systems differ in the type of MEA configuration used at the BS as
presented in the following.
☞ 4×4 spatial: The MS consists of four vertical polarized element with a spacing
of 0.4λ and the BS consists also of four vertical polarized element but with a
spacing of 1.5λ.
☞ 4×4 spatial+pol: The MS consists of four vertical polarized element and the BS
consists of two dual dual polarised ±45◦ patch MEAs with 3λ separation.
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Figure 6.5 illustrates the performances of the first 4×4 spatial MIMO system. The
MIMO system uses full advantage of the spatial propagation channel since it is shown
in Chapter 4 that for picocell environments the spatial separation employed during the
measurement was relatively low. Four eigenvalues can be identified, 2 of them being
significant (P>0 dB at 10% level).
When considering the second MIMO system employing joint spatial-polarization diver-
sity in Figure 6.6, the results are similar. Recall that the graphs present the normalized
eigenvalue therefore the two graphs can be compared.
Using four dipoles or two dual polarised patch MEAs at the BS provides the equivalent
results in terms of subchannel gain in the measured MIMO radio channel. This also
emphasizes that using joint spatial-polarisation diversities permits the use of more
compact MEA set-ups when a large number of elements is to be deployed.
Figure 6.5: MIMO Eigenvalue distributions result for 4 dipoles at the MS and 4 dipoles at the BS for
Example 5.
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Figure 6.6: MIMO Eigenvalue distributions result for 4 dipoles at the MS and 2 dual polarised ±45◦
patches for Example 5. Very similar behaviour to Figure 6.5 for the dipole configuration.
Figure 6.7: Power gain of the parallel subchannels for 4(dipoles)×2(±45◦ patch) MIMO configura-
tion. The power gain is extracted from the 10% outage level of the eigenvalue (Figure 6.6) for each
measurement paths in Novi2, Novi3 and Nokia where the ±45◦ patch orientation is employed.
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The above results were presented for a single path. In order to have a global overview
of the performance of the MIMO system when employing joint spatial-polarization
diversity, an analysis has been performed over all the measurement positions of the
picocell environments Novi2, Novi3 and Nokia. The reason for selecting these three
picocell environments is that the patch elements at the BS had the same orientation,
i.e., ±45◦, in all three and as a result, the branches had equal BPR.
The power gain of each subchannel was extracted for each measurement path (see
Figure 6.6) at 10% level and cumulated so that the cdf was computed. The empirical
cdf of the power gain of each subchannel is presented in Figure 6.7.
The first two subchannels offer little variance in the power gain for the various mea-
surement paths for the three investigated picocells. For the weaker eigenvalues, the
slope is less steep. However, they have practically no significant impact on the MIMO
performance. This indicates that for a picocell environment, with a BS employing
±45◦ patch MEA, almost identical power gain is to be expected for the joint spatial-
polarization technique for all the measurement paths.
6.2 Branch Power Ratio: A Practical Issue
In this thesis, the correlation coefficient behavior has been analysed to investigate the
performance of a MIMO system assuming an equal BPR as defined in Section 2.8.
This section addresses the scenario where the BPR is unequal, which is a real imple-
mentation issue when using dual polarised MEAs. The investigation is based upon
measured data collected during the METRA project and considers two distinct pico-
cell environments where the dual polarized patch MEAs at the BS are set differently,
±45◦ and 90◦/0◦, therefore exhibiting different BPRs. They have been introduced in
Chapter 5 on page 74 and reminded below:
☞ Example 5 : partially decorrelated scenario in the spatial domain from the nokia
environment, where the patch MEA are ±45◦ orientated.
☞ Example 6 : partially decorrelated scenario in the spatial domain from the air-
port environment,where the patch MEA are 90◦/0◦ orientated.
Table 6.3 summarises the element configurations with their associated BPR and power
correlation coefficients for one measured path of each of the two picocell environments.
The value of |ρS∆ |, |ρP |, |ρS∆&P | and the BPR for the two examples are averaged over
the 8 possible elements of the MS. The correlation values are very low in both scenarios,
whereas the BPR is very different.
Note that in practice with the same environment, tilting the antenna would affect not !
only the BPR but also the correlation coefficient [93]. Therefore, the two examples
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Path Environment MEA set-up at the BS BPR[dB] |ρ|
P 0.9 0.22
Example 5 Nokia S∆&P 1.4 0.23
S∆ 0.7 0.22
P -8 0.16
Example 6 Airport S∆&P -8 0.12
S∆ 0.3 0.11
Table 6.3: Summary of the MEA configurations with their associated BPR and correlation coefficient
for a 1×2 scenario where the element at the MS is vertically polarised.
are not meant for comparison, but rather for illustration of the impact of the BPR on
two specific cases.
In this section, the analysis follows three steps. A first study case focuses on a SIMO
configuration to understand the propagation mechanism involved when the BPR varies
from low to high values. Next, a second study case is presented using a 2×2 MIMO
configuration for the two extreme BPRs. Finally the capacity performance is investi-
gated and the impact of the BPR is outlined.
6.2.1 SIMO Approach
Figure 6.8 presents the cdfs of the eigenvalue computed for a 1×2 MEA configuration
for ±45◦ and 90◦/0◦ element patches orientation. A vertically polarised dipole at the
MS and a dual polarised patch at the BS are considered. In order to increase the
statistical significance, the cdfs were computed over all the 8 elements at the MS. The
cdfs are normalized to the strongest 1 × 1 radio channel due to the imbalance in the
average received power.
Figure 6.8 (i) presents the Example 5 where the patch MEA is set such that it exhibits a
±45◦ polarisation. It illustrates that the power gain from using two elements spatially
separated but with a low BPR, is the same whether the +45◦ or the −45◦ element is
used. There is no gain added to the spatial diversity technique by using polarisation
diversity since |ρS∆ | is already low. Note the diversity gain compared to the SISO
scenario. Here again, note also that for the ±45◦ case, in reality the mean received!
power level would be 0 to 3 dB lower than for the 90◦/0◦ case.
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(i) Example 5: the nokia environment with the ±45◦ MEAs set-up.
(ii) Example 6: the airport with the 90◦ and 0◦ MEAs set-up. Note the imbal-
ance in the power gain compared to the above figure.
Figure 6.8: Illustration of the influence of the BPR on the power gain for a 1×2 SIMO configuration.
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(i) Example 5: ±45◦.
(ii) Example 6: 90◦ and 0◦.
Figure 6.9: Illustration of the influence of the BPR on the eigenvalue for a 2×2 MIMO configuration.
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In Figure 6.8 (ii), i.e., the Airport environment, the patch is rotated by 45◦ in the
elevation plane such that a vertical (90◦) and horizontal (0◦) polarisation is achieved.
It shows an imbalance in the available power gain depending on which branch is used.
The 1×2 (0◦) spatial set-up is 8 dB lower than the 1×2 (90◦) spatial set-up. The
polarization (90◦/0◦) and the spatial-polarization set-up have a higher gain compare
to the 1×2 (0◦) spatial MEA since the (90◦) branch can still capture more energy than
the (0◦), but this gain remains negligible compared to the power gain of the 1×2 (90◦)
spatial set-up.
On the lowest power branch, i.e., 0◦, a gain is noticeable due to the use of polarisation
diversity but it remains negligible compared to the power gain of the 90◦ branch.
6.2.2 MIMO Approach
Figure 6.9 presents the MIMO extension of the previous SIMO analysis. The same
picocell paths, MEA topology and eigenvalues normalization are used at the BS as in
the example of Figure 6.8. Two vertical polarised elements are considered now at the
MS.
Figure 6.9 (i), equal BPR scenario, shows that the two eigenvalues λ1 and λ2 ex-
hibit a similar behavior whether using spatial diversity +45◦, spatial diversity −45◦,
polarization diversity ±45◦, or joint spatial-polarization diversity.
Figure 6.9 (ii), BPR=-8 dB scenario, shows that the imbalance exhibited in the BPR
drastically degrade the MIMO performance. λ1 and λ2 remain the same as in Fig-
ure 6.9 (i) when spatial diversity uses 90◦ since the transmitted signal is vertically
polarised whereas when the +0◦ branches are used, λ1 and λ2 drop down to -8 dB.
The performance of the eigenvalues is also influenced by the BPR when considering the
polarization and the joint spatial-polarization diversity even though |ρP | and |ρS∆&P |
are very low.
6.2.3 Capacity Results
Figure 6.10 presents the total capacity computed from the measured data for the
two situations for a mean SNR per Rx element of 30 dB. When an equal BPR is
present, Figure 6.10 (i), a total capacity of 15 b/s/Hz is achieved at 10% level for all
three diversity techniques. Figure 6.10 (ii) shows that with an unbalanced BPR, the
capacity performance of the polarization and the joint spatial-polarization diversity
drops to 12 b/s/Hz compare to the 14 b/s/Hz offered by the spatial diversity, although
the power correlation values are very low. When spatial diversity is employed (using
the 0◦ branches), a drop to 10 b/s/Hz is noticeable.
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(i) Example 5: ±45◦, equal BPR.
(ii) Example 6: 90◦ and 0◦. Note the impact of the unequal BPR.
Figure 6.10: Illustration of the influence of the BPR on the total capacity for a 2×2 MIMO configu-
ration.
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To conclude, although the correlation coefficient indicates strong decorrelation, no !
optimal MIMO configuration, in the robust sense, can be achieved when the BPR is
unbalanced. Therefore when designing a MIMO system, it is recommended to deploy
simultaneously equal BPR and low correlation coefficient MEA system.
6.3 Capacity Results for Microcell and Picocell
This section addresses the performance of the MIMO system in a more general perspec-
tive and the total theoretical capacity to be achieved by a MIMO system is presented
for cell-specific situations for a single user scenario.
Making use of the model, Figure 6.11 illustrates the simulated total capacity at 10%
outage level for different SNRs per Rx element when the water filling power allocation
scheme is used. Two MEA set-ups, a 4×4 and a 2×4, are compared using spatial
diversity only. The simulations are performed by extracting the input parameters
from the measured data of the two paths introduced in Chapter 4 on page 73 and
reminded below:
☞ Example 1 : partially decorrelated scenario in the spatial domain selected from
a picocell path.
☞ Example 2 : partially correlated scenario in the spatial domain selected from a
microcell path
The simulated capacity vs. SNR, on a logarithmic scale, increases in a linear manner,
but its slope is proportional to the number of subchannels being taken into account in
the summation of equation (2.21) on page 21 recalled below
C =
K∑
k=1
log2(1 + λk
Pk
σ2n
) .
At low SNR, the contribution of the first subchannel, i.e., λ1, is dominant. For higher
SNRs, all the subchannels are present in equation (2.21) and consequently, the sum-
mation process takes over so that all four subchannels contribute to the total capacity.
As a consequence, for a high SNR, the slope of the 4×4 MEA set-up capacity versus
SNR is twice the slope of the capacity plot for the 2×4 MIMO set-up. Only 2 parallel
subchannels are achieved in the second MEA set-up compared to the 4 parallel sub-
channels achieved by the 4×4 MIMO set-up. This means that when taking a SNR of
50 dB for instance, an increase in SNR of 3 dB provide 4 b/s/Hz for a 4×4, 2 b/s/Hz
for a 2×2 and only 1 b/s/Hz for a conventional 1×1 wireless system.
Four conclusions can be drawn from these examples:
☞ The total capacity increases with the SNR.
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Figure 6.11: Simulated capacity (10% level) vs. SNR for Example 1 (Picocell - Partially decorrelated)
and Example 2 (Microcell - Partially correlated). Use of the water filling power allocation strategy.
☞ The partially decorrelated situation provides more capacity than the partially
correlated scenario at the same SNR and with the same MEA set-up.
☞ In the partially decorrelated scenario, the 4×4 MEA configuration takes full
advantage of its additional available subchannels compared to the 2×4 set-up at
high SNR.
☞ At low SNRs, MIMO systems only provide a combined Tx and Rx diversity and!
at high SNRs, the MIMO topology benefits from parallel subchannelling.
Figure 6.12 presents the cdf of the simulated capacity calculated with a mean SNR
per Rx element of 30 dB and the input parameters extracted from all the 79 measured
picocell paths. The simulated capacity results are robust for the picocell environments
since the capacity results are less than 25 b/s/Hz and 27 b/s/Hz at the 10% and 90%
percentage level respectively for a 4×4 MEA configuration, if water filling is used.
This fluctuation of 2 b/s/Hz is explained by the fact that the elements of the MEAs at
both the BS and the MS are sufficiently decorrelated for a sufficient amount of paths
in picocell environments as previously demonstrated in this thesis. In the context of
a MIMO scenario this is interesting since multiple parallel subchannels are available.
It can therefore be concluded that even in situations where LOS is present in picocell
environment, a MIMO topology using spatial diversity with small spacing is favorable.
The difference between the two power allocation schemes is insignificant for a 2×4
MIMO set-up since the number of parallel subchannels is low. The difference becomes
more significant as the number of potential parallel subchannels increases.
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Figure 6.12: Cdf over the 79 picocell paths of the total capacity from capacity vs. SNR at SNR=30dB
for 4×4 and 2×4 MEA configurations.
Figure 6.13: Cdf over the 28 microcell paths of the total capacity from capacity vs. SNR at SNR=30dB
for 4×4 and 2×4 MEA configurations.
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Figure 6.13 presents the cdf of the simulated capacity which input parameters are
derived from the 28 measured microcell paths. The simulated capacity exhibits much
larger variation than for picocell environment (Figure 6.12) from 16 b/s/Hz to 27 b/s/Hz
at the 10% and 90% cdf level respectively. This is explained by the use of two differ-
ent element spacings.The variation from 20 b/s/Hz to 27 b/s/Hz is attributed to the
set-up using 1.5 λ while the low capacity contribution from 16 b/s/Hz to 20 b/s/Hz
is obtained when applying only 0.5λ.
In microcell environments, the correlation, and subsequently the capacity, is strongly
influenced by the nature of the surrounding scatterers and also by the element sepa-
ration in the MEA. Scenarios with high correlation between MEA elements degrade
the potential high bit rate of the MIMO set-up. Therefore, the use of spatial diversity
technique, on its own, is not recommended for a MIMO topology when using 0.5λ el-
ement spacing at the BS. However, when 1.5λ is employed, microcell capacity results
are similar to those measured in the picocell environments.
6.4 Summary and Interim Conclusion
In this chapter, the impact of the propagation properties of the radio channel on
the parallel subchannelling concept has been presented emphasizing on the spectral
efficiency achievable when using the MIMO technology.
The quality of the MIMO technology is dependent on the number of elements in the
MEA employed, the correlation properties of the MIMO radio channel, and the BPR
between the elements of the MEA system.
Two opposite propagation paths were selected as examples of a partially decorrelated
and partially correlated paths. For the picocell environment, it was found that spa-
tial diversity, with spatial separation as low as 0.4λ can provide low correlation and
thereby high bit rate. However, this is not the case for the microcell environment.
Simulated capacity results calculated with a mean SNR per Rx element of 30 dB indi-
cates 25 b/s/Hz and 27 b/s/Hz at the 10% and 90% level respectively for a 4×4 MEA
configuration, if water filling is used in the picocell environment. For the microcell
environment, for the same percentage level 16 b/s/Hz to 27 b/s/Hz can be achieved
when spatial diversity is used. Therefore polarization diversity can be used as a rem-
edy to make MIMO systems more robust with respect to the radio channel. However
the use of polarization diversity on its own limits the number of MEAs elements.
Combining polarization diversity with spatial diversity is recommended to design a
robust and compact MIMO system with large number of element at the MEAs. This
can only be achieved if equal BPR and low correlation coefficient are both present
when designing a MIMO system.
Chapter 7
Conclusion
7.1 Summary
The performance of a new technology referred to as MIMO (Multi Input Multi Out-
put), which involves a state-of-the-art combination of MEA (Multi Element Array)
and digital signal processing, has been introduced to achieve higher spectral efficiency
in wireless communication systems.
The potential benefits of using the MIMO technology lies in the creation of orthogonal
information channels, the combination of Tx and Rx diversity, and an increase in the
antenna gain. The performance of the MIMO technology is directly dependent on
the MIMO propagation, the MEA, and the BPR (Branch Power Ratio); the MIMO
technology would perform well in an uncorrelated scenario, i.e., a M × N MIMO
topology offers min(M,N) parallel subchannels at most, but would be less optimal for
a correlated or pin-hole scenario. The eigenvalues are presented here as a quantitative
approach to the parallel subchannelling; the capacity is directly connected to the
eigenvalue through the Shannon capacity formula.
The main objective of this PhD is to provide measurement data which are band-
width limited to the UMTS standard and also a characterisation of the radio MIMO
propagation channel. Further, propagation parameters can be extracted from the
measurement data and an empirical validation of a stochastic MIMO radio channel
is possible. The target application of the correlation based MIMO model is link level
simulation. This model originally assumes identical radiation pattern for each element
of the MEA. Nevertheless, this constraint can be relaxed, under certain condition, so
that any type of terminals can be considered. In addition, recommendations on how
to use the MIMO technology are presented so that the MIMO technology achieves
optimal performance.
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7.2 Conclusions
One of the contributions of this thesis is the extensive MIMO measurement campaign
presented in Chapter 3. Two measurement set-ups used for the ACTS SUNBEAM
and IST METRA European projects were developed for the MIMO investigation of
the radio channel. Suitable measured environments were identified to provide realistic
propagation scenarios for picocellular and microcellular wireless system, where the
MIMO technology is likely to be implemented. Spatial, polarization and hybrid spatial-
polarization diversity set-ups can be extracted from the MIMO measurement data.
Another contribution of the thesis is the extraction of propagation parameters based
on the measured data. This helps to understand the propagation radio channel and
to further elaborate on the interpretation on the behavior of the MIMO technology.
From the measured data, a large number of topics related to the extraction of propa-
gation parameters are addressed in Chapter 4. The statistical distribution of the NB
(narrowband) signal, K-factor, and the DoA (Directional of Arrival) analyses have
been used together to categorise the environment investigated in terms of their LOS
(Line-of-Sight)/NLOS(Non-Line-of-Sight) and low/high AS (Azimuth Spread) charac-
teristics. Based on the information of the DoA using a square planar array, it can be
concluded that the angular distribution of the waves in indoors does not necessarily
follow a uniform distribution but more a clustered type. Hence, due to the identified
clustering effect, it can be concluded that a meaningful PAS (Power Azimuth Spec-
trum) value can not easily be calculated. Furthermore, the DoA analysis can lead
to the conclusion that on some measured paths the WSS requirement does not hold.
Finally, a detailed analysis of the power correlation coefficient indicates that at the
MS (Mobile Station) and the BS (Base Station), for picocell environments, elements
separated by 0.4λ would provide low correlation (ρ ≤ 0.6 for 90% of the measured
paths). For microcell environments, the correlation coefficient at the MS is also low
for this element separation, whereas, at the BS, large separation would be required
to achieve a low correlation coefficient when spatial diversity is to be implemented.
When polarization diversity is implemented, the orientation of the elements is of crit-
ical importance, since for a low correlation between elements, an unequal BPR may
result in a drastic deterioration of the MIMO technology performance. It is also shown
that the joint spatial-polarization diversity technique represents the optimum solution
to obtain the lowest correlation value for picocell and microcell for compact MEA
set-ups.
Another important contribution of the thesis, in Chapter 5, is the validation of a
stochastic MIMO radio channel model developed and reported in [57]. The valida-
tion of this model was performed under the NB condition, however, it is believed
that this validation can be extended to the WB (wideband) condition under the un-
correlated scattering assumption. This is a simple and computationally fast model,
well suited for link level simulation. The originality in this model is the simulation
of partially correlated radio channels as it is to be expected from realistic wireless
scenarios. The advantage of the model is that it relies on findings already published
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in the literature regarding SIMO radio channels. Consequently, a small set of param-
eters to fully characterise the communication scenario, namely the PDS (Power Delay
Profile), the Doppler spectrum (with their phases uniformly distributed over [0, 2π]
and independent from one another) and two correlation matrices describing the cor-
relation properties at both ends of the path, are necessary for the stochastic model.
As of the writing of the thesis, the philosophy of the model has been accepted in the
3GPP standardisation. The outcome of the empirical validation indicates that the
stochastic MIMO radio channel model renders the correlated propagation mechanisms
appropriately in the spatial domain, and therefore has been validated in the NB con-
dition. The measurement set-up, used to validate the MIMO model, only considered
MEAs which were not under near-field’s influences. Measurement scenarios of typical
small terminals were not investigated in this study. For the polarization domain, two
different methods of implementing the model were described depending on the nature
of the propagation scattering. The scattering nature of the measured data limited
the polarization investigation to only one method. This method used to model the
polarization domain was positively validated.
A final contribution of the thesis is the performance evaluation of the MIMO technol-
ogy presented in Chapter 6. The theoretical Shannon capacity results derived from
measured and simulated data present the impact of the propagation properties of the
radio channel on the performance of the MIMO technology. It was outlined that the
quality of the MIMO technology is dependent on the elements in the MEA employed,
the correlation properties of the MIMO radio channel, the BPR between the MEA
elements and consequently the number of eigenvalues. Simulated capacity results at a
mean SNR (Signal to Noise Ratio) per receive element of 30 dB indicate a high bit rate
up to 25 b/s/Hz and 27 b/s/Hz at 10% and 90% of measurement paths respectively
for a 4×4 MEA configuration, if water filling is used in picocell environments. For mi-
crocell environments, for the same percentage level a strong fluctuation of 16 b/s/Hz
to 27 b/s/Hz can be achieved when spatial diversity is used. Therefore, combining
polarization diversity with spatial diversity is recommended to design a robust and
compact MIMO system. This can only be achieved if equal BPR and low correlation
coefficient are present when designing a MIMO system.
It is important to emphasize that the MIMO technology works in two ways: the diver-
sity MIMO and the information MIMO. At low SNRs, MIMO systems only provide a
combined Tx and Rx diversity because only the strongest eigenvalue is excited and at
high SNRs, the MIMO technology benefits fully from parallel subchannelling, i.e., all
the eigenvalues are excited. Therefore, the MIMO technology is very well suited for
adding diversity gain and increasing coverage, however at the expense of not providing
a high bit rate for applications like for instance UMTS (limited space on the handset,
typical low operating SNR). Note that multimode MEAs [143],[144] have brought in-
terest and if the technology is there, this could solve the issue of the size requirement
in a UMTS handset. When high peak data rate is considered, a combination of many
decorrelated elements at both MEAs (with equal BPR) and large SNR is necessary.
These conditions could be fulfilled in WLAN deployement scenarios. The coverage is
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ensured with small cells with large operating SNRs, and the typical size of WLAN
terminals, like laptops, make it possible to fit many elements in their frame. However,
the indoor-to-indoor measurement campaign focused on UMTS frequency bandwidth
and therefore did not address the frequency selectivity aspect of WLAN applications.
7.3 Further Work
The work presented in this thesis only focused on the radio propagation aspect of
the MIMO technology and concentrated on a single user scenario. Also, one of the
main assumptions for obtaining the high bit rate presented is based on the theoretical
capacity formula of Shannon. Therefore, the natural evolution of this work would
be to investigate the MIMO technology towards system implementation so that more
realistic figures of bit rate values could be available where, for instance, the influ-
ence of a multi-user scenario, multi-cell scenario and directional interference would be
considered.
Appendix A
Environments
This appendix presents the environment layouts which were investigated, with pictures
taken during the measurement campaign.
Picocell
Figure A.1 illustrates the nokia environment. It emphasizes the open area office char-
acteristic of this environment. Figure A.1 (ii) is a picture taken from far corner of
Pos. 4 and provides a large view of the offices. The arrows represent the displacement
of the slide at the MS. The circles numbered from 1 to 4 represent the dipole MEA
and the half circles numbered from 5 to 8 represent the patch antenna and the arrows
associated indicate the directivity of the patches.
Figure A.2 and Figure A.3 present the novi3 environment with two different locations
of the BS, respectively. They both were on the first floor, while the MS was located
alternatively on the ground or first floor. The picture in Figure A.2 (ii) was taken
in the office at Pos. 4, the same office facing BS1, and the picture in Figure A.3 (ii)
provides an overview of the large foyer with the dragon located at Pos. 8. Note, the
RF trolley is next to the pillar.
Figure A.4 presents the fb7b2 building for the picocell configuration. The picture of
Figure A.4 (ii) emphasizes the confine office space within this environment.
Figure A.5 and Figure A.6 present the airport layout and pictures from the open
terminal area.
Microcell
Figure A.7 presents the frb7 building for the microcell configuration. This is the same
indoor environment than for fb7b2, as shown in Figure A.4.
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Figure A.8 presents the microcell novi2 experiment. Figure A.8 (i) indicates the dif-
ferent paths of the MS on the building plan with an arrow indicating the direction to
the BS, 300 m away from the building. Each path is represented by a circled arrow to
illustrate the rotation of the dipole used during the SUNBEAM project. Figure A.8
(ii) is a picture of the dual polarized antenna mounted on a mast.
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(i) Floor plan of the measured environment with the location of the MS
and BS.
(ii) Picture of the environment from Pos.4.
Figure A.1: nokia environment. Picocell. In total 18 measurement paths were investigated for this
environment.
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(i) Floor plan of the measured environment with the location of the MS and
BS on the first floor.
(ii) Picture of the environment of Pos.4.
Figure A.2: novi3 environment. Picocell. In total 12 measurement paths were investigated for this
environment with BS1 located on the second floor.
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(i) Floor plan of the measured environment with the location of the MS on the
ground floor and BS on the first floor.
(ii) Picture of the environment from Pos.2 (first floor) of Pos.8 (ground floor).
Figure A.3: novi3 environment. Picocell. In total 12 measurement paths were investigated for this
environment with BS2 located on the second floor.
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(i) Floor plan of the measured environment with the location of the MS and BS.
(ii) Picture of the environment of Pos.2.
Figure A.4: fb7b2 environment. Picocell. In total 16 measurement paths were investigated for this
environment.
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Figure A.5: airport environment. Picocell. Floor plan. In total 12 measurement paths were investi-
gated for this environment. Two BS are represented on the same plan.
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(i) Picture of the environment at Pos.6.
(ii) Picture of the environment at Pos.1 viewed from BS1.
Figure A.6: Pictures taken of the airport during the measurement campaign.
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(i) Floor plan of the measured environment with the location of the MS and BS.
(ii) Picture of the location Pos.3.
Figure A.7: frb7 environment. Microcell. In total 13 measurement paths were investigated for this
environment.
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(i) Floor plan of the measured environment with the location of the MS and BS.
(ii) Dual polarized MEA mounted on a mast located on
a parking. The BS equipment is in the van.
Figure A.8: novi2 environment. Microcell. 10 measurement paths out of a total of 15 are presented
in the floor plan.
Appendix B
Influence of the Compensated
Radiation Pattern on the
Correlation Coefficient
The interleaved MEA solution, described in Section 3.2.4 on page 33, provides an
improvement in the shape of the radiation pattern when compared to the case of
the original linear MEA. However, a question remains as to the influence of the new
radiation pattern. It can be argued that the residual variation (within the region of
2 to 3 dB) of the radiation pattern observed in Figure 3.5(ii-b) can still influence the
correlation coefficient. Therefore the conclusion whether the decorrelation observed
on the measured data is mainly due to the spatial separation of the MEA elements or
to a combination of both spatial and radiation pattern diversities is to be determined.
In order to investigate this, a model assuming scatterers uniformly distributed over [0,
2π] is simulated to highlight the influence of the radiation pattern on the correlation
coefficient value. Figure B.1 graphically depicts the concept of this analysis.
Scenario 1
Let us assume the auto-correlation function S11 of a Rayleigh signal s1 recorded with
a dipole having an omnidirectional radiation pattern. S11 represents a Bessel function.
This function indicates that, for instance, at 0.4λ separation the correlation coefficient
is 0. The auto correlation function S11 is defined as
S11(X) = E [s1(t)s∗1(t−X)] . (B.1)
where t represents the temporal realisation of the channel wich is also related to the
displacement of the MEA element and X is the spatial separation.
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Scenario 2
Let us consider the Rayleigh signal s2 recorded from a second dipole placed at 0.4λ
from the first dipole. The cross-correlation S12 of s1 and s2 should give a correlation
value of 0 if the radiation pattern was omnidirectional as shown in the dash lined
curve. Any alteration in the correlation value due to the change in the radiation
pattern would clearly be seen as shown with the solid line curve. The cross-correlation
function S12 is defined as
S12(X) = E [s1(t)s∗2(t−X)] . (B.2)
Figure B.2 illustrates the simulated results of the cross-correlation function of the sig-
nals received on the two elements of a MEA. Additionally, similar results are presented
in Figure B.3 when a linear MEA using 0.4λ separation is simulated. Figure B.2 il-
lustrates the differences between S11 to S14 when generated from an ideal case with
omnidirectional antennas and when using the interleaved MEA. When using omnidi-
rectional patterns, S11 to S14 can hardly be differentiated from S11 to S14 generated
from the interleaved MEA.
Furthermore, Figure B.3, illustrating S11 to S14 generated from a linear MEA, high-
lights the impact of the squeeze in the radiation pattern and, consequently, the impor-
tance of reducing the mutual coupling effect. In view of these results, it can be con-
cluded that the measured correlation behaviour is mainly due to the spatial separation
between the elements and therefore determined by the radio channel. Consequently,
the constraint in terms of omnidirectionality of the radiation pattern is fulfilled.
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Figure B.1: Graphical explanation of the potential influence of the radiation pattern on the correlation
coefficient.
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Figure B.2: Cross-correlation of the 4 elements of the interleaved MEA using Monte-Carlo simulations
to show the influence of the new radiation pattern on the correlation coefficient.
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Figure B.3: Cross-correlation of the 4 elements of a linear MEA with 0.4λ separation using Monte-
Carlo simulations to show the influence of the squeeze in the radiation pattern on the correlation
coefficient.
Appendix C
Experimental Validation in the
Polarization Domain
This appendix presents the validation procedure of the stochastic MIMO radio channel
in the polarization domain. The outcome of the validation is presented in Chapter 5.
C.1 MIMO Structure Considering Polarization
Diversity
The NB MIMO radio channel matrix Hpola including polarization diversity is con-
structed such that
Hpola =
[
HV V HHV
HV H HHH
]
(C.1)
where HIJ is a subchannel matrix considering the polarization I and J at the MS
and at the BS, respectively. It is implicit that the index V represents the vertical
polarization and H the horizontal polarization so I, J ∈ {H,V }.
HIJ is defined as
HIJ =
[
αIiJj
]
i, j ∈ {1, 2} , (C.2)
where αIiJj is the complex NB transmission coefficient from element Ii at the MS to
element Jj at the BS, as illustrated in Figure C.1. The implementation of the polar-
ization diversity technique in the model is described in the flow chart in Figure C.2.
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Figure C.1: Illustration of the MIMO radio channel case study considering colocated dual polarized
elements.
C.2 Experimental Implementation of MIMO
in the Polarization Domain
The validation of the model in the polarization domain was based on the METRA
measurement data. As already mentioned in Chapter 3, at the MS, the measurement
of one path was repeated using three sets of MEAs: vertical (Vset) , horizontal 1
(Hset1) and horizontal 2 (Hset2).
vertical horizontal 1 horizontal 2
In the validation presented here, two linear MEA set-ups with 4-element each, later
denoted as Array1 and Array2, are derived from these three measurement set, after
post processing. Array1 and Array2 respectively combine Vset with H1set and Vset
with H2set as shown below.
For each 4-element MEA, two dual polarized elements are colocated and the pairs are
separated with 0.4λ as illustrated in Figure C.1.
At the BS, two dual polarised patch MEAs with a separation of 3λ were considered for
the analysis. Recall that depending of the investigated environment, the patch MEAs
were employed with different orientations.
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MIMO measured MIMO post-processed
vertical
↘
↗ Array1
horizontal 1
vertical
↘
↗ Array2
horizontal 2
C.3 The Correlation Assumption with respect
to Polarization
The correlation properties in the spatial domain of the MIMO radio channel are ob-
tained by the Kronecker product of two independent correlation matrices defining the
correlation properties at the MS and BS ends respectively. The underlying assump-
tion of both (5.1) and (5.2) is that the correlation properties at a given end does not
depend on the element used as reference at the other end, because all elements of a
given end are experiencing the same power azimuth spread.
This assumption can be questioned when dual-polarized MEAs are considered. How-
ever, if the double dual-polarized set-up (dual-polarized MEAs at both ends) is split
into four single-polarized MEAs, where a single polarization is considered at a time at
each end, this philosophy can be applied again as explained in the following.
Therefore, the channel correlation matrix can be expressed as
R =
[
RV V RHV
RV H RHH
]
(C.3)
where
RIJ =
[
Rms,VIJ ⊗RbsV V RmsIJ ⊗RbsHV
RmsIJ ⊗RbsV H R
ms,H
IJ ⊗RbsHH
]
(C.4)
with Rms,QIJ being the matrix of the correlation coefficients ρ
bs,Qq
ms,IiJj
between elements
Ii and Jj of the MS seen from an element of polarization Q and index q at the BS.
Rbs,QIJ is equivalent at the BS. Q is omitted when the correlation coefficient mixes the
polarizations at both ends.
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The assumption of (5.2) mentioned earlier can be expressed as follows
ρ
bs,Vq
ms,ViVj
=
〈
αVi,Vq , αVj ,Vq
〉
(C.5)
≡
ρbs,Vlms,ViVj =
〈
αVi,Vl , αVj ,Vl
〉
(C.6)
and
ρ
bs,Hq
ms,ViVj
=
〈
αVi,Hq , αVj ,Hq
〉
(C.7)
≡
ρbs,Hlms,ViVj =
〈
αVi,Hl , αVj ,Hl
〉
(C.8)
Similar expressions can be written by switching the terms ms and bs in the previous
relations.
At this stage, the question is whether this assumption can be extended to apply on
elements differently polarized. This gives birth to two options:
• First option: polarization-independent definition
Mathematically, this option leads to the following relations
ρms,IiJj = ρ
bs,Vq
ms,IiJj
= ρbs,Hqms,IiJj (C.9)
ρbs,IiJj = ρ
ms,Vq
bs,IiJj
= ρms,Hqbs,IiJj (C.10)
In this case, the generalised model described by relations (C.3) and (C.4) col-
lapses to the original (5.7) since any correlation coefficient is independent of the
polarization of a given reference element.
• Second option: polarization-dependent definition
Such a dependency in the polarization would occur in a strong LOS situation; for
instance, in the case where ideal dual polarized MEAs exhibiting high discrim-
ination between the two polarizations are used then the correlation coefficient
ρIII between elements of similar polarization is estimated from an element which
has the same polarization. A Rice type distribution occurs and therefore strong
correlation exists (ρIII ∼= 1).
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Figure C.2: Flow chart of the MIMO model considering polarization diversity.
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However, in a case where the correlation coefficient is still computed between
elements of same polarization, but is estimated from an element which has a
different polarization, then the distribution is more of a Rayleigh type because
the signal needs to be significantly scattered in order for the opposite polarized
element to receive the energy from the element using another polarization. As a
result, low correlation occurs (ρJII → 0).
This difference in the result, i.e., ρJII either → 0 or ∼= 1, indicates that the
correlation depends on the polarization, and (C.9) and (C.10) are thus no longer
valid. Moreover, in this case, correlation coefficients ρIJ (for I 6= J) tend to zero
as well.
Consequently, the matrix R would have a block structure where each block is
defined as
Rms,JII ⊗R
bs,I
JJ (C.11)
The rest of the model is identical to that of Section 5.2 as it is seen in Figure C.2.
C.4 Determination of the Model Option
In order to determine which option of the model to consider with respect to the
METRA measurement data, the relations (C.9)-(C.10) are assessed.
The correlation coefficients ρbs,refms between the elements at the MS (or BS) have been
estimated with respect to the elements (ref) at the BS (or MS). Then the difference
∆(ρbs,ref1ms , ρ
bs,ref2
ms ) = ρ
bs,ref1
ms − ρbs,ref2ms , (C.12)
has been computed and its cdf generated over all the measurement paths where the
elements at the BS are +90◦/0◦ polarized. For the sake of simplicity this equation is
calculated at the MS, but it is similar at the BS.
Figure C.3 presents the dependency of the correlation coefficient at the MS with respect
to
☞ the vertical element only, i.e.,
∣∣∣∆(ρbs,V 1ms ,v1v2, ρbs,V 2ms ,v1v2)∣∣∣, (legend ’◦’),
☞ the horizontal element only, i.e.,
∣∣∣∆(ρbs,H1ms ,v1v2, ρbs,H2ms ,v1v2)∣∣∣, (legend ’’), and
☞ both the vertical and horizontal element
at the BS, i.e.,
∣∣∣∆(ρbs,Vms ,v1v2, ρbs,Hms ,v1v2)∣∣∣, (legend ’+’).
All the cdfs exhibit a median smaller than 0.15 which is considered to be a posi-
tive result and supports the first option of the model, i.e., polarization-independent.
This indicates that based on empirical results, the determination of the correlation
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coefficient is independent of the polarization employed at the other end of the path.
Therefore option 1 is considered for evaluating the validity of the MIMO channel
model in the polarization domain.
This analysis is performed with the METRA measured data which indicated a low K-
factor (see Figure 4.2). It has not been possible to extract a path with a strong LOS
which would illustrate option 2 and hence option 1 is still valid even in a LOS situation
with the measured data. If high K-factor values had been present the conclusion could
have been different.
Figure C.3: Assessment of relations (C.9)-(C.10). The cdfs present the dependency of the empirical
correlation coefficient at the MS with respect to the BS elements.
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Appendix D
The CLEAN Algorithm
As presented in Chapter 3, MIMO radio channel sounding measurements were per-
formed. The measured WB channel IR αwbmn(t, τl), as such, cannot be used for analysis
since the measurement system itself influences the recorded data. The goal in this ap-
pendix is to present an algorithm which is able to remove the influence of the system
from the measured information.
There exist many techniques in the literature, like SAGE (Space-Alternating Gen-
eralized EM) [145] [5] based on the EM (Expectation Maximization) algorithm[146].
This algorithm works well, but entails a certain complexity. A simple algorithm called
CLEAN, originally developed for processing astronomical images [112], has been used
to estimate the dispersion of the radio channel [113] and [114]. The simplicity of the
algorithm renders it attractive, but however with a limited temporal resolution [114].
The main philosophy behind the algorithm is that it subtracts iteratively the mea-
sured data from the known measurement equipment IR obtained by a back-to-back
measurement αwbb2b(t, τl). In order to keep the reading simple, the explicit time and
delay (t, τl) dependencies are dropped.
The following are the steps of the algorithm in the data processing:
➀ Begin iteration
➁ Find the max of the measured IR αwbmn, α
max
mn = max(|αwbmn|), where max(.) gives
the maximum value of the argument.
➂ Align αmaxb2b , i.e., max(|αwbb2b|), to αmaxmn
➃ Scale the amplitude and phase of αwbb2b to α
wb
mn, scale = |αmaxmn |ejφ
max
mn /|αmaxb2b |ejφ
max
b2b
➄ Apply αwbmn − (αwbb2b.scale) in the complex domain; as a consequence, one tap
disappears.
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➅ Repeat the iteration until all the taps of the IR, 10 dB above the noise level, are
found.
To understand and assess the quality of the CLEAN process, its limitation can be
considered by using a well defined IR sequence, i.e., an IR which is constructed from
the back-to-back measurement at different delay instants. From this known IR, it is
possible to assess the quality of the CLEAN algorithm by computing the RMS of the
relative error, σerror, between the reconstructed IR and the original known IR. The
RMS of the relative error σerror is defined as
σerror =
√√√√ 1
L
L∑
l=1
(
αoriginall − αreconstructedl
αoriginall
)2
, (D.1)
where l is the index of L discrete delays at the resolution of the measurement system,
so that the lower σerror, the better the estimation of the CLEAN algorithm.
As an example, a three tap IR profile with random complex amplitute and phase is
generated, each tap being convolved by the back-to-back IR.
The RMS of the relative error is plotted in Figure D.1 and Figure D.2, for the case
where the second tap is being shifted to the first tap from 1 to 4 samples. The
limitation of the CLEAN algorithm is reached when a 1 or 2 sample distance exists
between any two taps as shown in Figures D.1 (i) and D.1 (ii). The greater the tap
separation compared to the resolution of the system, the lower the error in the CLEAN
estimation as shown in Figures D.2 (i) and D.2 (ii). This is not surprising since the
resolution of the measurement system is too low.
In conclusion, when the separation between 2 taps is higher than 2 samples the CLEAN
algorithm provides good results, but otherwise the CLEAN algorithm is unreliable and
should not be used.
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(i) 1 sample.
(ii) 2 samples.
Figure D.1: RMS of the relative error plotted for different separation between the 1st and 2nd tap of
a 3-tap complex channel IR profile.
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(i) 3 samples.
(ii) 4 samples.
Figure D.2: RMS of the relative error plotted for different separation between the 1st and 2nd tap of
a 3-tap complex channel IR profile.
Appendix E
Extraction of the RMS Delay
Spread
The measured WB channel αwbmn(t, τl) data was recorded over the time and delay
domains. The RMS delay spread, defined as the second central moment of the delay
variable, is a well accepted measure of the channel time dispersion. The RMS delay
spread σ[X dB] considers the delay range where the channel response is within X dB
of the peak value of the measured power delay profile. Its extraction based on [147,
p. 205] is described below:
➀ The measured power IR between the mth antenna at the BS and the nth antenna
at the MS, |αwbmn(t, τl)|2, is first averaged over time to obtain |αwbmn mean(τl)|2.
➁ Any recorded signal below X dB of the maximum value of the measured average
IR is disregarded for the estimation of the RMS delay spread σ[X dB].
➂ The following calculation is applied to the average IR to obtain σ[X dB].
τa =
L∑
l=1
τl|αwbmn mean(τl)|2
L∑
l=1
|αwbmn mean(τl)|2
, (E.1)
σ[X dB] =
√√√√√√√√
L∑
l=1
(τl − τa)2|αwbmn mean(τl)|2
L∑
l=1
|αwbmn mean(τl)|2
, (E.2)
where l is the index of L discrete delays at the resolution of the measurement
system, τl is the delay value at index l, and τa is the average delay.
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In a statistical characterisation, the RMS delay spread computation is repeated for all
the measurement paths. For simplicity in reading the manuscript in Section 4.1 on
page 50, σ[X dB] is referred to simply as σmeasured. Depending on the SNR of each
measured data the threshold X dB was choosen arbitraly.
Appendix F
Determination of the K-factor
The method used to estimate the K-factor is the one presented in [120]. In order to
obtain the necessary amount of statistic to extract the K-factor, a 4×4 MEA topology
is considered so that 16 measured envelopes are used to obtain the K-factor of one
path. The method applied to the measured data is enumerated below.
➀ The received complex NB signal αmn, of each of the 16 radio links, is normalized
to its respective mean value mmn so that the statistical nature of the measured
path is not affected by a change in the mean value between the 16 sets of variables
so that
mmn =
1
T
T∑
t=1
|αmn(t)| , (F.1)
where T is the number of temporal realisations of the channel, then
αnormmn =
αmn
mmn
. (F.2)
➁ All the αnormmn are grouped in one vector so that
Vnorm = {|αnormmn |2} . (F.3)
➂ The average of Vnorm(t) is expressed as
Ga =
1
(16× T )
16×T∑
t=1
V norm(t) (F.4)
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➃ The RMS fluctuation of Vnorm about Ga is estimated so that
Gv =
√√√√ 1
(16× T )
16×T∑
t=1
(V norm(t)−Ga)2 (F.5)
➄ The estimation of the K-factor is derived from
K =
√
G2a −G2v
Ga −
√
G2a −G2v
(F.6)
Appendix G
Correlation Results
G.1 Complex vs. Power Domain
The MIMO measurement data give the opportunity to consider the difference between
three definitions of correlation coefficients: |ρenv|, |ρpow| and |ρcpx|2.
The analysis is performed for both picocell and microcell environments. Figures G.1
presents the results of the investigation of the three correlation coefficient analyses. It
consists of plotting the scatter diagrams of the different correlations with respect to
their definition bases, i.e., |ρenv| vs. |ρpow| and |ρenv| vs. |ρcplx|2.
The analyses considers the computation of the correlation coefficient for vertical dipoles
at the MS and at the BS only so that they exhibit the same omnidirectional radia-
tion pattern. The knowledge of the K-factor is useful to classify the measurement
correlation coefficient results, i.e., K-factor ≤ 2 and K-factor ∈ [2, 6].
The Total Least Square Method [148, p. 384] is used to compute the regression line
from the scatter plots assuming a function of the form y = ax. For both picocell
and microcell environments, the relation |ρenv| = |ρpow| is justified since the slope of
the regression line is about 1 in all cases for both the MS and the BS. The relation
|ρpow| = |ρcplx|2 is also justified in the situation where K-factor ≤ 2 for both picocell
and microcell which is in agreement with [98] because the signal is considered Rayleigh
distributed (see Section 2.7 on page 23).
When K-factor ∈ [2, 6], the conclusion is different when the power correlation coeffi-
cient is directly taken from the square of the complex correlation and the K-factor is
no considered (see equation (2.34) on page 24). A slight change appears in the pico-
cell, i.e., 40% error for |ρcpx|2 with respect to ρpow, at both the MS and BS as shown
in Figures G.1 (v) and G.1 (vi) respectively. A more drastic change is noticeable for
microcell, at the MS 80% error is seen in Figure G.1 (vii) at the MS while at the BS
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there is a perfect match between |ρcpx|2 and ρpow as seen in Figure G.1 (viii).
G.2 Spatial Domain
The empirical cdf of ρspatial∆ is performed for each of the 7 environments considering
their respective number of paths. An example of the correlation coefficient for the
picocell environment novi2 investigated during the METRA project is presented in
Figure G.2.
(i) (ii)
Figure G.2: Empirical cdf of the spatial power correlation coefficient for picocell novi2.
The results of the correlation analysis undertaken for all the investigated environments
using the SUNBEAM and METRA measurement set-up are summarized in Table G.1
and in Table G.2 respectively. The tables present the correlation coefficient at 50%
and 90% cdf level. These results are extracted in the same manner as in Figure G.2
for instance. As an example, for the first row/first column of Table G.1, “at 50% of
the measurement paths the correlation coefficient at the MS is less than 0.14 for an
antenna separation of 0.5λ”. The spatial correlation coefficient is rather low at the
MS and almost independent of the antenna spacing used.
Environ Percentage ant. sep. at the MS ant. sep. at the BS
cell
ment level 0.5λ 1λ 1.5λ 0.4λ 0.8λ 1.2λ
50% 0.14 0.12 0.1 0.96 0.93 0.89
Microcell novi2
90% 0.3 0.3 0.24 0.98 0.96 0.95
Table G.1: Summary of the percentile spatial correlation coefficient. SUNBEAM measurement set-up.
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Environ Percentage ant. sep. at the MS ant. sep. at the BS
Cell
ment level 0.4λ 0.8λ 1.2λ 1.5λ 3.0λ 4.5λ
50% 0.21 0.2 0.19 0.2 0.18 0.18
novi2
90% 0.59 0.5 0.4 0.58 0.5 0.45
50% 0.2 0.18 0.18 0.19 0.2 0.18
novi3
90% 0.6 0.45 0.4 0.55 0.4 0.4
picocell
50% 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.18 0.18 0.18
nokia
90% 0.5 0.4 0.5 0.4 0.4 0.4
50% 0.18 0.18 0.18 0.25 0.2 0.2
fb7b2
90% 0.45 0.4 0.4 0.6 0.5 0.5
50% 0.35 0.2 0.3 0.18 0.18 0.18
airport
90% 0.6 0.55 0.5 0.5 0.4 0.4
frb7 50% 0.18 0.19 0.2 0.35 0.2 0.2
courtyard 90% 0.45 0.4 0.4 0.7 0.6 0.6
microcell
frb7 50% 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.6 0.3 0.3
parking 90% 0.5 0.4 0.4 0.7 0.7 0.7
Table G.2: Summary of the percentile spatial correlation coefficient. METRA measurement set-up.
Antenna Outage ρS∆ ρS∆Environment
orientation
∆
level
ρP ρP&S∆ (V) (H)
50% 0.45 0.15 0.15 0.15
±45◦ 3λ
90% 0.77 0.45 0.45 0.45
Picocell
50% 0.15 0.15 0.2 0.2
+90◦/0◦ 3λ
90% 0.4 0.4 0.5 0.5
Microcell 50% 0.13 0.13 0.4 0.4
(METRA)
+90◦/0◦ 3λ
90% 0.4 0.4 0.7 0.75
1.5λ 0.3 0.3 0.96 0.96
3λ 50% 0.3 0.3 0.93 0.92
4.5λ 0.3 0.3 0.89 0.84
Microcell ±45◦
1.5λ 0.57 0.57 0.98 0.98
(SUNBEAM)
3λ 90% 0.57 0.57 0.96 0.97
4.5λ 0.57 0.57 0.94 0.97
Table G.3: Summary of the different percentile correlation coefficient between at the BS for picocell
and microcell environments.
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G.3 Polarization, Joint Spatial-Polarization and
Joint Pattern-Spatial-Polarization Domain
Table G.3 presents a summary of the value extracted from Figure 4.17 for picocell
environment and Figure 4.18 for 50% and 90% of the cdf level.
The picocell results emphasize that the use of polarization diversity gives two degree of
correlation depending of the orientation of the patch MEA. Measured data indicates
that at 90% of the measurement paths a ±45◦ MEA set-up could lead to a higher
correlation value than for a +90◦/0◦ MEA set-up. However the +90◦/0◦ MEA set-up
results in an unbalance BPR.
For picocell and microcell environment, the use of joint spatial-polarization diversity
provide low correlation value as shown in Table G.3.
G.4 Joint Spatial-Polarization Properties
Having the measured data available, it is interesting to consider the relationship ex-
isting between |ρS∆i | and |ρP | as was first done in [132] for the microcell scenario.
Figure G.3 (i) and (ii) represent the scatter diagrams where |ρS∆i+P | is plotted from
both theoretical and empirical perspective. The correlation value are the results of an
averaging over the number of reference elements. Figure G.3 (i) represents the picocell
and Figure G.3 (ii) presents results for the microcell environment, the latter based on
the SUNBEAM measurements. The theoretical values are obtained from the equation
defined in [132] such that
|ρS∆i+P | = |ρS∆i |.|ρP |
The diagonal line (regression line of one) represents the case where this equation is
justified. The Total Least Square Method is used to compute the regression line from
the scatter plots assuming a function of the form y = ax.
In the case of the picocell METRA measured data, the scattering medium is extremely
complex and subsequently the individual spatial and polarization correlations are al-
ready low. Therefore their product provides an even lower value which results a large
scatter diagram for values smaller than 0.5 and it is difficult to obtain a valuable
regression line. For values higher than 0.5, the regression line is 0.7. For microcell
scenarios, the scattering is more ideal to identify the spatial and polarization contri-
bution independently. The regression lines calculated from the measured data for the
different element spacing are higher than 0.9 which is in line with the work of [132].
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(i) (ii)
Figure G.3: Scatter diagram of the measured |ρspatial+xpol| versus the theoretical |ρspatial+xpol| for
measurement using a ±45◦ antenna patch in (i) picocell (METRA) and (ii) microcell (SUNBEAM).
Appendix H
The Beamforming Algorithm
Applied to Square MEA
When a signal impinges the antenna elements under a certain angle θ, signal replicas
exhibit phase differences from element to element. Considering the phase reference at
the center of the MEA, the phase shift φm(t) between the element m of the square
MEA and the reference can be expressed as
φm(t) =
2πdm
λ
sin [θ(t)] , (H.1)
where dmλ is the normalized element distance from the phase center of the MEA to the
array element m. Note that time, t, is directly related to the constant motion of the
MEA.
The purpose of the DoA estimation is to find a steering matrix W(t) such that the
received power is optimized depending on the signal angle of arrival. The lines of
the steering matrix are the discretisation index ψ for a scanning from 0◦ to 360◦ and
the columns the steering value for each MEA M elements. The steering matrix is
constructed so that
WΨ×M |wψ,m = ej2π
dk
Ψ sin[ 360Ψ (ψ−1) π180 ] , (H.2)
r(t) is the vector containing the complex received signals samples for each instant t
and is defined as
r(t) = [rm(t) |m ∈ {1 . . . 16}] . (H.3)
The output yψ(t) of the Fourier beamformer is given by a linear weighted sum of
received complex signals for a discretisation ψ so that
yψ(t) = wHψ r(t) , (H.4)
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Therefore the instantaneous power Pψ(t) can be expressed as
Pψ(t) = |yψ(t)|2 (H.5)
=
∣∣wHψ (t)r(t)∣∣2 (H.6)
= wHψ r(t)r
H(t)wψ , (H.7)
So that the DoA analysis, i.e., the power P (θ)(t) at the beamformer output, is a result
of an exhaustive search and is function of a certain angle of arrival θ so that
DoA⇒ θ | max
wψ
[
|yψ(t)|2 = wHψ r(t)rH(t)wψ
]
. (H.8)
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